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Letter from President Lincoln to the Worklug men ol Manchester.

Execctivx Mansion,)
Washington, Jan. 19, 1863. )

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt
of the address and resolutions which you scut
to me on the eve of the new year.
When I came on the 4th day of March, 1861,
through a free and constitutional election, to
preside in the government of the United States,
the country was found at the verge of civil war.
Whatever might have been the cause.or whosesoever tlie fault—paramount lo all
others, was
before one duty, to maintain and preserve
at once the constitution and the
integrity of
Political Prophecy.
the Federal republic. A conscientious
purIn the year following that in which the Conpose to perform this duty is the key to all the
stitution of the United States was framed,
measures of administration which have been,
Granville Sharp, the English
and to alt which will hereafter be pursued.
philanthropist,
addressed the subjoined letter to ltenjamiu
Under our frame of government anil my ofFranklin. He, it seems, expected only calamficial oath, I could not de|iart from this purpose
If I would. It is not always in the power of itous consequences from the compromise then
made witli the slave-trade and slavery—aud
governments to enlarge or restrict the scope
of moral results which follow the policies that
they are already upon us:
they may deem it neceaaary for the public
Leadk.nhai.i. Stkekt, London, I
safety from time to time to adopt.
loth January, 1788.
)
have
I
understood well that the duty of selfTo hi* Ej-rillmry J)r. Franklin, President
resta
preservation
solely with the American
of Penn*yltania Society for Promoting
the Abolition of Slavery:
people. But I have at the same lime been
aware that favor or disfavor of
nations
“Hear Sir—I ought long ago to have acforeign
might have a material influence in enlarging knowledged the deep sense which I entertain
and prolonging the struggle with disloyal men
of my obligations to the Pennsylvania Society
in which the country is engaged. A fair exfor promoting the Abolition of.Slavery, for the
amination of history has seemed to authorize
honor they hare been pleased to confer upon
a belief that the past action and influences of
me by inserting my name in the number of
the United States were generally regarded as
ttieir corresponding members, as signified in
been
beneficial
towards
mankind. I
having
yonr Excellency’s letter of the Mb of July last.
have, therefore, reckoned upon the forbeaeance
“I read with particular satisfaction their exof nations. Circumstances, to some of which
eellent remonstrances against slavery, addressed to the late convention. Y'our most solemn
yon kindly allude, induced me especially to
and unanswerable appeals to the conscience*
expect that if justice aud good faith should lie
practised by the United States, they would of men in behalf of humanity aud common
encounter no hostile influence ou the
part of justice are disregarded, the crimes of slaveGreat Britain. It is now a pleasant duty to
dealing and slavelioldiug become crying evils
the
demonstration you have givwhich presumptuously invite the divine retriacknowledge
en of your desire that a spirit of peace and
bution ; so tnat it must be highly dangerous to
amity towards this country may prevail in the the political existence of any State that, duly
councils of your Queen, who is respected and
warned against injustice, affords the least
esteemed in your own country only more than
sanction to such eaorinities by legislative aushe is by the kindred nation which has its
thority.
home on this side of the Atlantic.
“Having been always zealous of free govI know, and deeply deplore, the sufferings
ernments, I am the more sincerely grieved to
which the working men of Manchester,and in all
see the new federal constitution stained
by
Europe, are called to endure in this crisis. It the insertion of two most exceptional clauses
has been often and studiously represented that
of the kind above mentioned; the one in dithe attempt to overthrow this government,
rect opposition to a most humane article orwhich was built upon the foundation of hudained by Uie first American Congress to be
man rights, and to substitute for it one which
perpetually observed, and the other in equal
should rest exclusively on the basis of human
opposition to an express command of the Alwas
likely to obtain the favor of Eu- mighty, not to deliver up the servant that had
slavery,
rope. Through the action of our disloyal citescaped from his master; and both clauses—
izens, the working men ol Europe have been
the ninth section of the first article and the
subjected to a severe trial for the purpose of latter part of the secoud section of the third
forcing their sanction to that attempt. Under article—are so clearly null and void by their
these circumstances I cannot but regard your
iniquity that it would be even a crime to redecisive utterances upon the question as an
gard them as law. Though 1 have, indeed,
instance of sublime Christian heroism which
too plainly proved myself, a
very unworthy
has not been surpassed in any age or in any ! end
dilatory correspondent through the nnaIt
L
indeed
an
country.
energetic aud re-in- ; voidable impediments of a variety of affairs
spiring assurance of the inherent power of and trusts which have been devolved upon me,
truth, and of the ultimate and universal triyet I must request your Excellency to inform
umph of justice, humanity, and freedom. I the Pennsylvania society that I have never
do not doubt that the sentiments you have exknowingly omitted any favorable opportunity
pressed will lie sustained by your great ualiun; of promoting tin- great object of their instituand, on the other hand, I have no hesitation
tion, aud I trust in God 1 never shall.
in assuring you that they will excite admira“With true esteem aud respect, dear Sir,
tion, esteem, and the most reciprocal feelings
Granville Shaw.”
yours, Ac.
of friendship among the American people. I j
hail this interchange of sentiment, therefore,
as an augury that, whatever else
MtiOk
may happen,
whatever misfortune may befall your country
Republican* of Westbrook, and all others in
|f¥lHE
JL
favor
of
or my own, the
sustaining the Governmeut in putting
peace and friendship which
down the rebellion, are requested to iu«*et in caucus
now exist between the two nations will
he, as
at the Meeting House at Brighton Corner, Thursday,
it shall be my desire to make them, perpetual.
Feb. 26th, at 4 o'clock I’. M
to nominate candidates
for Town Officer* for the ensuing election.
Abbajjam Lincoln.
l*er order of Town Committee.
Westbrook. Feb. 19. 1863.
td
from the Richmond inquirer, Feb. 10.
■

The Third Stage ol the War.
We have fairly entered upon the third stage
BROWN’S
indicated by the President in his message,
namely: that of a warof subjugation and extermination. The people of the Confederacy,
isolated and shut up from all the world, have
1860 in the Hanson Block, No. 161 Midnow to encounter the most horrible and deJ die street. The rooms have recently been made
moniac effort for the assassination of a whole
new, and furnished neatly, and are the most
pleasant
in the city. One separate room for Ladies. 1
race that history has yet recorded, or we liepresent iny thauks lor the extensive
lleve will ever have to record, till history
patronage, and
as iu the past,
nopains shall lx* spared in the
grows gray. For it is not every century that
uture. 1 have removed from No. 164 to 161 Middle
shows the world a Yankee nation. Yes. the
street. The
Principal has had 20 years’ experience.
Confederate pcoplgjuve now at last to strip
Diplomas will be given to those Ladies and tieutlemen who pass
for battle; it is a
through thorough courses for Acthat must this time
countants. Terms will be reasonable.
My Instituvery literally conqdWVr die.
tion is a branch of the Hon. Bartlett's Commercial
No doubt it would be agreeable to believe
( ollege. ( incluuati, Ohio, the first and oldest iu the
l niteil Mates. My teaching and
that this last stage of the war will lie soon over,
plans are mmlern,
and the most improved aud
and must end in the speedy destruction of our
approved, as the first
class business men have and will testify.
intended murderers. But look round the !
taught,** follows
J3T*Practically
Book-Keeping,
Navigation, Commercial Law, Native, Business and
map of the Confederacy, and judge if we can
Ornamental Writing, Commercial
soothe ourselves with this belief. In the
Arithmetic, Corvery
respondence, Card Marking, Ac. Teochiug from
heart of the country our gallant sentinel of i>rint»*d
writing copies and text books are avoided.
the Mississippi river, heroic little Vicksburg,
Each Student receives separate instruction. Intrihas sustained, indeed, snd baffled two tremencate Accounts adjusted. Certain eveuiugs will be
devoted to /aw Lectures, if expedient.
dous sieges; but a third time her citizens see
Mr Mr. B. would refer to a recommendation from
»
pouring in around them from the north and hi*
Students of this city, who are acting as business
the west,enormous masses of the
men,
beleaguering dred accountants, Ac containing above four hunfoe, iron floating batteries again crowd upon
signatures, a part of which mav be seen in priut
in the hall at the entrance to hi8 Rcoms, a few ol'
her, and even |ag you read these words, two
which are as follows:
hundred heavy guns may be
thundering upon
taught by actual experience, that
her defenses, a hundred thousand men
the method of instruction
may lie
pursued by Mr. R N.
of
this
Brown,
iu
to
the
storm
of
city,
her
pressing
teaching the art of Writing,
ramparts. Again
and the complicated series of
she will drive them off,
Book-Keepiug, has
and
remain
perhaps,
been eminently «ucoe»sful, tnd we take
pleasure In
the famous maiden city of this
hemisphere, the publicly aekuowledgin* our IndebtediieM to bint for
bulwark of the west- So be it! But the
whatever skill and fkcihty Iu adju.tine account, we
visiou we sec on the Mississippi docs not look
may now possess:
rtHHp Henry Brown. Ja«. Olcutt Brown, Stephen
like exhaustion or despair on the
part of the
11. Cummings, W. W. Thomas, Jr., Samuel Chadfoe just yet.
wick, Augustus Cummings, Jason Berry, John S.
And, again, look at the mouth of the mighty Russell, Fred. A. Prince, John H. Hall, Ueorge e!
N*w °rlean8 l* not a maiden citv, alas!
Thompson, John B. Coyle,Jr., Fred. U. Small, John
M- Stevens, and 200 others.
the base rag that has so often been rent
and
£5TThe services of a Sea Captain is secured to
trampled before Richmond and before Vicksteach Navigation, who has had 40 years experience
burg flies from all the towers of that deflowas a practitioner.
feb3 dA w8iu33
ered city. Hordes of
hungry Yankees, armed
to the teeth, sit in the
shade of her orange
Trust****! Truss***! Truss***!
groves and station negro guards over the
BRACKS ! Shoulder Brace,! Abmansions of her noblest citizens.
dominal
Ail her best
Supporter, ! Dumb Bell,! Dumb Hell,!
ana fairest have to lament
For sale at
every day that
juu2Ueoddrn
LORING'S DRUG STORK.

Portland Commercial College.
IOCATED

Jremise

rLVeu

SHOI'UIKK

best manner, at the

ENGLISH ALE

Nov. 1,1882—In conformity with the Law, of tho
State of Maine.

*

Amount of
Amount of

DRAUGHT

ON

G. D. MILLER, Proprietor,
Hear U. 8. Hotel, No. 117 Federal8treet, Portland
doc28 8m

And Pension*.
undersigned is prepared to obtain from the

United 8tate* Government, #100 Bounty Money,
THE
Back
for heir* of Officer*
or

in the U. 8. service.

Invalid

Soldier* dying

Established for Officer* and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled bv sickness contracted while in the service
of the United States, iu the line of duty.

Pensions
Procured for widows or children of Officers and Soldiers who have died, while in the service ol the Unit-

ed States.
Prize Money, Pension*. Bounty and Back
Pay collected for Seamen and their heirs.
Fm, for each Pensiou obtained. Five Dollars.
All Claim* against the Government will receive
prompt attention.
Post Office address

State

0

Subscribed and sworn to by the above A. W. Chaand S. J. Hall, be tore me.
E. Freeman.
Justice of the Peace.

fcJP^Since
their

Head of Long VVha* f,
Portland. Feb. 18.1863.
ft>M3eodlm

rilHE attention of Music Dealers and Bookseller
A i* called to a new National Song,
FA 1 K COLUMBIA.” by EroKNE Batchkldkr. Any one
enclosing 20 cent* in Postal Currencv to W. Paine or
II. Packard, Portland. Me., will have a
copy sent to
him by mail, postage paid. Liberal discount to the
trade.
jan27 eodeowd&w33

Mutual Insurance

InHuranc-e agaimd Marine and Inland Navigation Kiwkn.
Asset*,

CLOTH A WIRE SCREENS,
Sign*, Banners, Ornamental and
Fancy Painting,
STORE

TO

(hi ana

put up

at

•
and State of New York
Stock. City. Hank and other Stock*. f2.fi2fi.W0
Loan* *ecured bv Stock*.andotherwio«( l,44fi.220
R«al Eetate and Bond* and Mortgage,
233,760
Dividend* on Stuek*. Interest ou Bond*
and Mortgage*and other I*oan*,sundry
re
insurance and other claim'*
Note*,
due the Company, estimated at
122.888
Premium Notes aud Bills Receivable,
2.4fi4.i»62
Cash in Bank,
237.4O2

notice,

STONEHAMJSj

No. 16* 1-2 Middle St.

Portland,

•

the 18SUKID. aud

DENTIST,

deemed.

Desires to call the attention of persons in want of
artificial teeth, to one of the greatest improvements
ti that department of dentistry-,
lately invented by
him. He would be happy to explain it* advantages,
and show specimens of it, to any who mav favor him
with a call. He also continues to fit teeth on Gold,
Hilver and Vulcanite Rubber. Teeth tilled by him
are warranted to bo as useful and durable as if
they
had never decayed.
irf Office 229j Congress street, two doors west of
New City Hall and Court House.
febfi 2meod

Dividend Jan. 27th, 186.% 40 per ct.

The Profits of (ho Company, ascertained
from the 1st of July, 18*2.' to the let or
January, 1862, for which Certificate*
issued, amount to
Additional from 1st January',
were

January, 1803,

Merchants,

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

i

0

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,
Mr.

FRANELIN

June 23.

C

MOODY.

eodtf

Help (or

the Sick and

ygt

John D. Jones,
A. P Pillot,
Joe. Gaillart, Jr
Charles Dennis.
M Wiley, J. Heur Burgv,
W. H. II. Moore, Dan'IS Miller,
CorueliusGrlnueli,
Tho* Tileston,
8. T. Nieoll,
C. A Hand.
Josh'a J.llenrv, Warts Sherman,
Henry Coit,
W C.Pickersglll. t.eo ti Hobson", K. E.
Morgan,
Lewi, Curtis.
David lane.
B. J. Howland,
Cha*. H. Bussell. James Bryce.
Babc.ick.
Men)
Lowell Holbrook. Wm .Sturgis.Jr.,
PletcherWestrey,
P. A Hargoui,
H.K. Hogert.
K. it Mitturu.Jr.,
A. A. Low,
Meyer Gan*.
G. W Burnham,
16 m. E. Dodge. Kretl
Ph* Ip*,
i'tsunccy,
CtUeb Bsntow,
IN* unfa
<Vamr* Low.
JOHN D. JONES, President.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President.
W. il. II MOORE, 2d Vice Pres t.

Application* forwarded and OPEN

Committee of the

most

procured bv

Young

Portland

Army
Men’s Christian Association would
THE

stores by means of Christian men, w ho go among
the soldiers without pay. aud give personally to those
who need, accompanying such distribution by words
of cheer aud religious counsel. Over
seventy such
men were on the battle-field In Maryland, doing all
that Christian svmpathv could devise tor the wounded aud
Many a brave heart was made to reJoice, and many a wounded soldier owes his life to
the timely Assistance rendered
by these men. Immediately on receipt of the news or the battle at Murmen were despatched from the
freesboro,
various Young Men's Christian Associations, with a
large amount of store* for the relief of the wounded,
with no other reward than the approbation of their
own conscience, the conviction that
they are in the
of duty, and carrying out the great object of
their mission, according to the examples set by our
Divine Ma«ter. who made the body of man the object of his miracles, aud bis soul the object of his doctrine.
Money is needed to purchase jellies, cordials, stimulants, aud many other articles that are not usually
contributed.
Donations of
money, bibles, tracts, magazines, religions uewspapen*. clothing, or stores of any kind,
are earnestly solicited, all of which can be sent to the
office of Dr. Walter R. Johnson. 229j Congress
street, two doors west of New City tial^and Court
House, and the contributors may lie assured they will
be applied to the relief of the sick and needy soldiers.
Henry 11. Burgess. Andrew .1. Chase, Jacob Chase
Jr., David B. Ricker, Walter K.Johuson, Army Committeeof Young Men's Christian Association.
feb4 2m
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JOHN E.
Liverpool

Co.

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER S10.000.000.

Lorillard Fire Insurance Co., of the City
of Hew York, Ho. 104 Broadway.

path

CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER S600.000.
Profit, annually divided 76 per cent to the dealerl

; Charter Oak Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
Of II A HTfORD, Ct.

CASH CAPITAL

AND SURPLUS S350.000.

Phenix Fire Insurance Co..
Brooklyn, Nkw York
SURPLUS OVER MOO,000.

Or

CAPITAL AND

Hampden Fire Insurance Co.,

Or Springfield, Mahh.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER MOO,000.

Conway Fire Iniurance Company,

MAGAZINE,

Boston. Mash.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER #2W,000.
Or

-AND THE-

British Review'd.
;
EVER

and London Fire and Life Iniurance

twenty-four

TO THOSE WHO PAY PROMPTLY IN ADVANCE.

DOW,

Karine, Fire & Life Insurance Agency.

dying.

PRICES CHEAP AS

POLICIES

JOHY W. .Kl'.YGGR,
Ho. 166 Fore St., head of Long Wharf,
Portland, Maine

earnest-

ly appeal to all Christians, and to all other benevolent persons of Maine, for aid in carrying out the
Christian Commission, in ministering to the
physical
and spiritual wants of our soldiers, it distributes it*

BLACKWOOD'S

10,278,680

W ounded

Soldier*,.

1

1.740,000
,14.493.730

Leroy

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE

ANDREW T. DOLE.

,12.753,730

T REST RES.

GENERAL

PORTLAND,

1802. to lit

Total profit! for20J year*.
The Certificate, previous to" 1801. have
been redeemed by cash,

MOODY,

Commission

63
86
20

divided annually, upon the

are

Piscataqua

Fire and Marine Ini.

Co.,

or South Berwick.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVERT *200,000.

Union Fire Insurance

Proposals

Company,

Or Hamook, Mk.
XTOTWITHSTANDING the cost of reprinting
IN these Periodicals has more than doubled in con- I Cash Capital, paid in and invested
according to law,
sequence of the enormous rise iu the price of paper,
#100,000.
and of a general ad vauce iu all other expenses—aud
notwithstanding other publishers are rtMluciug the
Commercial Mutual Karine Int. Co.
size or increasing the price of their
publications, we
shall coutiuue, for the year 1863. to furnish ours comNew York.
plete, as heretofore, at the old rates, viz:
CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS #960,000.
1. THE LONDON QUARTERLY, Conservative.
2. THE EDINBURGH REVIEW, Whig.
JEtna Life Insurance
8. THE NORTH BRITISH REVIEW, Free Church.
Or Hartford, Cons.
4. THE WESTMINSTER REVIEW. Liberal.
CAPITAL AND SURPLL'8 OVER 8300.000.
5. BLACKWOOD S EDINBURGH MAGAZINE.
Tory.
Office- corner ot Exchange and

Company,

Milk Streets
annum.

—

payfug

Signatures

GUIDE,

All

Styles

and

RIVER TO NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA. BALTIMORE AND WASHINGTON.

VIA FALL

TICKETS FOR SALE.
S^^Insures Buildings, Vessels in port. Merchandize. Household Furniture, Ac against loss by Fire.
#100,000 taken on any desirable Ki»k.

paid at the Portland Office.
ALSO, LIFE INSURANCE.

Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers, for men, women.
boys, misses, and children, constantly on hand
aud for sale at the lowest prices at my Srew Store,
363 Congress street. (T. S. Files' old stand.)
My
old patrous and purchasers generally arc invited to
call and see what bargains I ran give.

OF

AND
Done to order
feb 3—dim

REPAIRING
MANUFACTURING,
neatly, promptly,

and at low

SAMUEL BELL,

853

Congress,

luxuriant Whiskers

near

Green street.

and Mous-

taclm
be grown in sir weds,
by using Dillisgham s Stimulating Unouint.
Price 50 oents
at
box,
per
LoKIKG’S Drug Store,
Corner Exchange and Federal Streets.

C1AN

SAIL CLOTH.

tracting party

CORDAGE, AC.,

For sale

LF. MKSURIER &

by

CHAMPION,

St. Peter Street,QUEBEC.
t3T~8anipleson hand, and orders taken by
J. T. PATTEN A CO.,
Oct. 11—tei
Front Street, Bath.

or

Office or thi A C. 8.,C. 8. A.,
I
“Fort Preble. Maine.” Feb. 4th. 1*63.
PROPOSALS will be received at this
office until Monday. March 9th. 1*63, at 12 M.,
for the supply of fresh beef to all the troops stationed at the fortifications in Portland Harbor, Maine,
for one year, or such time as the Committarp (intern/ shall direct. The beef to be of the best qualitv
in Quarters, with an eqnal proportion of each (necks
and shanks to be excluded)
Each bid mutt be accompanied by the names of two responsible persons
to enter into a sufficient bond as sureties (or the faith-

SEALED

■■■■■■ a

■

Taller,

EXCHANGE 8TREET.

Portland. An*. «. IMS.

41,

JOHN W. PERKINS A CO.,
WBOLnaaia

ib

DBALmaa

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
nee. Ill STIFFS, CLASS Till,

FLUID, XER08EHE OIL, 4e.t
SS Commercial

JnUBdAwly

Street, Thomas Blech,

PORTLAND. ME.

JOH.T T. ROGERS A
|

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
ASD

WHOLESALE DEALERS

IE

Flour, Provisions nnd

Produce

Eo. 129 Commercial Street,
PORTLAND, Ms.
roaa t. aooaa*.

r.n

»

.......

-8-

jloj

Ladies’

Riding Habits, He.,

Cat, made mod trimmed by

A* Da BEEVES,

•

EXCHANGE

98

“Home

TftU#F,

•

8TREET,
dly

Portland. August 6. 1883.

Again!”

undersigned would Inform hit old friimda
and the public, that after an absence of
twentyAre years, be has returned to his native
place and
purchased of Mr. Thomas Richards his hitereet la

THE

Washington Street Bakery,

when will bo manufactured the varietlee of BREAD
found in eiinilar eetabliahmenU; ud he
hope*, hr
cloee application to businew. ud u endeavor to
pleaee.to merit avliare of patronage.

M. BRADISH.
FLOUR bjr the barrel,

la
dec!

or

l«u
tf

J. L. WINSLOW, AffM,
■avuvactuus or

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
i» Fill MscumM »r iaciwut.
Steam Cock*. Valvea, Ptpeeud Conncetioue, Wholesale

or

STEAM AND

Retail.

GAS FITTING,

Werks S Union St., and 333 * SM Dora St..
PORTLAND. ME.
Jaltdlf

WILLIAM

A. PEARCE,
PLUMBER,
-WAcaa or-

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER
No. 114

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

vesta. Jackets,

nuns,

uau,

—S

Tne A. C. S. reserves the right to reject any or all
bids tor reas ns conceived by him ol benefit to the
Government. All contracts will be submitted to the
Commissary General fbr approval.
Proposals must be Indorsed “Proposes for tarnishing fresh beef to the command at Fort Preble,
Me.” Bidden* are invited to be present at the openHENRY INMAN.
ing of the bids
1st Lient. 17th Infantry U. 8. A. A. C. 8.
feb7 dtd

CO.,

General

I

y.‘

CLOSETS,

Excaaaea Stun, Pobtlabd, Ma.

Dorm, Cold and Shower Ratki. Walk Remit. Brail
and .Hirer Plated Coekt.
Deeertptiou or Water FUtara tor Dwelllag Houae*. lfot. lv. Public Building,. Ship*, he.,
arranged ud vet ap in the beet manner, ud all or-

EVERY
STEAM

POWER

der, in towa or
kiodv of Jobbing

count™
faithfully executed. All
promptly attended to.
Coneteatiy onhand. Lead Pipe* aad Sheet Lead,
ud Beer Pumpe of all kind*
JalytMly

Book and Job Printing Office, X.

33.

STREET,

NEW

(At mx irrcun

YORK

With

Fox Block,

Second

Floor,

REEVES,

The Tailor,
—

No. 83* EXCHANGE

parties.

a

large

PORTLAND, MAINE.

rao>

AND

n

—

BOSTON,

and well (elected

Cloths, Catsimeres and
Also

Stock of

Tastings!

fall Assortment of

Military

Olotkus,

And It prepared to make them ap at short notice.
Call aad Sea,
rhe Proprietor,
reepectAilly invite

Navy,

The following are the classes required at the respective Navv 1 ards:
The following are the classes under Rureaua rff

W

quautitiea*

PROPOSAL* FOR BEEF.

July

Army

1

of the

roiTUiD Daily PauM

.Mention to their fecilitiee for

cuting, in beautiful

.tjrle,

every

deeeription

exe-

AT No. »8 EXCHANGE STREET.
Portland. Sept. 14, ISM

IF

of

dtf

YOU

-WAIT

BOO-i AND

JOB PRINTING

nest

TUB-*—

or

Amorotype

rnotogTapn,

not fail to call at No. IT Market Square, where
they take PERI'RCT LIKENESSES, and warrant •atlafketlon. at prieer rhteh defy competition.
If. B
Large Ambrotypee only r\/tee* Ceafe.

DO

Equipment and llecruitiny

—

Class G,
"
K,
M
L,
N,
O.
M

Cooking Utensil*.
Leather.

Ketabltahment if ftirntahed with all the improved modern machinery, and their aaeortment of

Hoeo.

Hunting.

Lanterns.

8, Stationery.

Book and

CHARI. BN TOWN

G, Cooking Utensils.
J, Flax and Cotton Twine.
K, Leather.
L, Hose.

M
’*

TRASK A LEWIS,

Their

Sperm Oil.

Class

S7 Market Square, h’d Preble St.
Jaly 14th, 1M.
dtf

JOHN LYNCH A CO„

Fancy Types,

"WTiolesale

"

"

COMMISSION

"

N. Hunting.
Sperm Oil.
8. Stationery.
T. Fire Wood.
X. Whale Oil.

Business Cards of Erery
Style and Coet.

BROORLTB.
Class

G, Cooking Utensils.
H, Flax Canvas.
J, Twine.
K. Leather.
L. Hone.
M. Brushes.
N, Dry Goods.

"
M

MERCHANTS,

granite stores.commercial street,
(Opposite head of Wldgery'e Wharf,)
Pwrtlawd, Me.
roan LTwea,

mie

uun,

tbo#.

ltvcb

Je2fldtf

JOHN I. BROWN A SONS,

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

Sugar Refinery,

O. LftStSTM.
U, Sperm Oil
R, 8 nip Chandlery.

"

Variety

Q-rooere,

AID-

le adequate to do any work demanded in this State

M. Brushes.

Billet* a Circular* iu Every

T, Firewood.
43, Tar.

TORE STREET. PORTLAND. ME.
Je3Sdtf

arlety of Type.

PHILADELPHIA.
Class
*'

"
**

*'
M

G, Cooking Utensils.
H. Flax Canvas.
1, Cotton Canvas.
J, Twine.
K. Leather.
L, Hose.
N. Bunting and Dry Goods.
O, Sperm Oil.
R. Ship Chandlery for Stores and Equipments.
8, Stationery.
T, Firewood.

Deeds, Law Briefe, Eqnity Cases,
And other

LAW

"

G, Cooking Utensils.
H, Flax Canvas.
I, Cotton Canvas.
J, Twine.
II. Brushes.
N, Bunting and Dry Goods.
O, Lanterns.
K, Leather.
R, Ship Chandlery for Stores and Equipments.
8, Stationery.
T, Firewood.
33, Hardware.

The following are the classee under the Bureau of
Steam Engineering:
KITTERY.
Class A, boiler iron and rivets; E. gum packing:
F. miscellaneous tools for engineers; R. ship chand-

Dtapatch.

ship

BROOKLYN.

Class

A, boiler iron, tubes, Ac.; B,

pig iron; C,

UNDERTAKER
Eichaage Street, Portland,
rear of 411 Congress Street,
keeps cobon hnnd all the various

Fl'KNISHING
No. Ill
Residence

•tAntiy

Bronze, Colored, end sll other kinds of
Printing,
Executed in taete

to

kinds of

C0FFII8

AMD

CASKETS
Now In Uee,
"o order
of thii kind that
anythiag
-t rhort
from

will make
notiee,
the 'hier ml la
may be ordered,
the mar saaT
By giving my etrtet and aaSeldad
attention to the
Itntag and trframiag
of the above, I can fUraUh them ehoapar than say
one elee

And

unit the moet Ihitidioua.

manalheturiag,

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

Aug 8.1M2.

JAMES P. SLEEPER.

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.

Our Style* are umurpewed

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY bare par.
cbaaed from the Hannibal k St. Joeepb Railroad
THE
in Northern

lery.

CHARLESTOWN.
Class C. lard oil, Ac; D, boiler felting; E. gum
Ac;
tools for engineers;
F,
miscellaneous
packing,
Q. sperm oil; R,
chaudlery; T, firewood; 3»J X,
white lead ; 38 X, colored paints; 39 X, boiled oil; 44
X, tallow.

JANES P. SLEEPER,

DOCUMENTS executed with

WA8HINOTOR.
Class

Of various descriptions.

ROPE

j

A. D. REEVES,

GOOD FAMIL T

by

DNBLIACI8B CASTAS, TUB BIB STRIPE,

BOLT

guarantors,

Sec. 16. And be it further evicted. That whenever
any contractor for subsistence, clothing, arms, ammunition. munitions of war. aud for every description of supplies for the Arrav or Navy of the United
Statee shall be found guilty
a court martial of*
fraud or willful neglect of duty, tie shall be punished
by line, imprisonment, or such other punishment as
the court martial shall adjudge ; and any person who
shall contract to furnish supplies of any kind or deor
he shall be deemed
scription for the
and taken as a part or the land or naval forces of the
United .States for which he shall contract to tarnish
said supplies, and be subject to the rules and rerulations lor the government of the land aud naral forces
of the Uuited States.

"

ALL FROM A O Nos. 1 TO 6.

No^)ro|>osals

Atlwn Mr*

sodtf

attention aiven to CUTTING ant
PARTICULAR
MAKING BOTH' GARMENTS, bp

Monday,

Each proposal must be accompanied by the names
of two responsible persons to enter into a sufficient
bond for the faithful performance of the contract.
Proposals should be endorsed “Proposals for tarnishing wood to the command at Fort Preble.”
The Quartermaster reserves the right to reject ahy
or all bids not considered by him to be of benefit to
the Government.
All contracts will be submitted to the Quartermaster General, for his approval.
Bidders are requested to be present at the opening
of the bids.
HENRY INMAN.
1st Lieut. 17th Infantr*, R. Q. M.. U. 8. ▲.
feb7 dtd

party

(A substitute for Cotton.I

ALSO OM HARD

prices.

or thi A. A. Q. M
U. 8. A.f 1
Fort Preble. Maine. Feb 4th. 1W3 (
I’RH'O.SALS will be received at this
office until
March 16th. 1*63. at 12 o'clock M.. for (500) five hundred cords of bard, seasoned.merchantable wood—one hundred and twentyeight cubic feet to the cord. The wood to be delivered on the wharf at Fort Preble iu lots of CO cords
or upwards, as mav be required.
All the wood to be delivered ou or before the first
day of May next.
for less than fifty cords will be re-

vf

ADDISOB FBYB.

January lit. 1968.

iuk wood.

Orriri

SEALED

f*0#T.

February 4, 1968.

Boys, Boys, Boys.

v

a law of the United Statea, approved
17, 1*3.
Sec. 14. And be it further enacted, That no contract, or order, or auy interest therein, shall be transor parties to whom such contract
ferred by the
or or^er may be given to
any other party or parties,
and that any such transfer shall cause the annulment
of the coutract or order transferred so tor as the
United States are concerned: Provided, That all the
rights of action are hereby reserved to the United
States for auy breech of such contract by the con-

Extract from

Jan7 tf

BLB4CHKD mi If ft. WITH BLIT STRIPES,

Qualities

rnurusALS

Agent.

COMPANY,

Bay State Line of Steameri,

By Hknky Stephens, of Edinburgh, and the late
J. P. Norton, of Yale College. 2 vols., Boyal Octavo, ldOO pages aud uutuerous Engravings,
Price—86 for the two volumes. By mail 87.
febl4 If
L. SCOTT k CO.

A.

I hereby certify that the above named-are
known to me as men of property, and able to make
good their guarantee.
Signature, G. II.
Date.
To be signed by the United States District Judge,
United States District Attorney, Collector, or Navy

A!*I> THE—

Losses

We also

PHILADELPHIA.
Class No. 6, Yellow Pine Plank Stock Logs; 11.
White Pine Logs; 13. Ash Logs and Plank; 16. Mahogany. Black Walnut. Cherry; 17. Cypress and Cedar Boards; 1H, Locust Timber; 22. Lignumvitsr; 24.
Brushes; 25. Iron; 28. Iron Nails; 33 Hardware; 34.
Tools for Stores; 36, White Lead; 37. Zinc Paiut; 38,
Colored Paints. Dryer; 39. Linseed Oil, Turpentine,
Varnish; 41, Glass; 43. Pitch, Rosin, Ac;
Fish
Oil, Tallow. Soap; 46. Miscellaneous Dry Goods,hair
Cloth, and Ship Chandlery for construction.
WASH I KOTOR.
Class No. 11, White Pine Logs; 14. Ash Oars; 16,
Locust Butts; 24. Brushes; 25. Iron; 26, Steel; 33.
Hardware; 38. Colored Paints; 39, Linseed Oil.Turpeutine. Varnish; 41. Glass; 43. Pitch, Rosin, Tar;
50. Chain Iron; 46, Ship Chandlery.
febl9 dlaw4w

-for auy of the classes therein uamed be acwithin ten days after the rethe post office uamed, or Naceipt
ry Agent designated, execute the coutract for the
same with good and sufficient sureties; and in case
the said-shall toil to enter into coutract, as
aforesaid, we guarantee to make good the difference
between the offer of the said —-and that which
may be accepted.
Date.
Witness.

Port land,

Class No. 1. White Oak Logs; 2. White Oak Keel
Pieces; 3, White Oak Promiscuous Timber; 4, White
Plank; 10. White Pine Mast Timber; 11, White
Pine; 14. Ash Oars; 15, Hickory, Butts, and Handspikes; 16. Black Walnut, Cherry; 21. Cedar; 26.
Iron; 26. Steel; 27, Iron Spikes; 28. Iron Nails,
(wrought, cut); 30, Lead: 31. Zinc. Tin; 83. Hardware. 34. Tools for Stores; 86; White Lead; 37.Zinc
Paints; 38.Colored Paints; 39.Linsjed Oil; 41,Glass;
44. Fish Oil. Tailow, Soap; 46, Miscellaneous, Dry
Goods, Haircloth, and Ship Chandlery.

he or they will,
cepted.
of the coutract at

of two

No. lOO Commercial Street.

AEABIAH

Oak

on

MO

Crt

FRYE,
nr-

Floor, Meal, Orain and Feed,

BKOOKLYK.

"*
Form rff Guarantee.
undersigned,-, of- in the Stole of
-. aud-of-. iu
the State ol -.
ilir

*

—dealer*

Class No. 1. White Oak Logs: 3, White Oak Promiscuous Timber; 4, White Oak Plank; 6. Yellow
Pine Logs; 11, White Pine Logs, Plank, and Boards;
13. Ash Logs and Plank; 24. Brushes; 25, Iron 26,
Steel; 27. Iron Spikes: 2*. Iron Nails; 30. Lead; 31,
Zinc and Tin; 86. White Lead; 37. Zinc Paints; 38,
Colored Paints. Dryer; 39. Linseed OU; 41, Glass;
48, Pitch and Rosin ; 44, Kish OU.

The

uaw

FROST

Repair:

CHARLES TOWK.

The schedule which the bidder encloses must be
pasted to his offer, and each of them signed by him.
Opposite each article in the schedule the price must
be set, the amouut carried out, the aggregate footed
up for each class, and the amount likewise written in
words. If the parties who bid do not reside near
the place where the articles are to be delivered,
they

In

Oa Lime Street.

*

■^Entrance flrtt Door aorth of the Pott Offlce.
JanSO 8m

Class 4, White Oak Plaak; 6. Yellow Pine Logs;
11, White Pine Plank and Boards; 13. Ash Plank
and Boards; 14. White Ash Oars; 16. Black Walnut
aqd Cherry; 17. Cypress; 23.Lignumvit*; 24.Brushes; 25. Iron; 26. Steel; 27, Iron Spikes; 28. Iron
Nails; 39, Lead; 31. Zinc and Tin; 83, Hardware;
34.Tools for Stores; 36. White Lead; 37. Zinc Paints;
38. Colored Paints. Dryer; 39. Linseed Oil; 41.GIass:
44, Oil, Tallow, Soap; 46, Miscellaneous Dry Goods,
Hair Cloth, Ac.

Witness.

"
M

OFFICE

Date.

itial

BROKER.

en-

KOTOW.

KITTERT.

Which from a firm must be signed hr all tfcc members.
I,-, of-. in the State of-, hereby
agree to furnish and deliver in the respective Navy
lards all the articles named in the classes hereunto
annexed, agreeably to the provisions of the schedules
therefor, and in conformity with the advertisement
of the Department of
February 13, 1*3. Should mv
offer be accepted, I request to be addressed at -,
aud the contract sent to the
Navy Agent at —., or
to-, for signature and certificate.
Signature, A. B.

FOR THE

STEAMSHIP

struction and

provided,

h*-rrfc- KuaMHitn-

JOHN C. PBOCTKB,
Real Estate and tlerrhandtse

Class A. boiler iron and rivets; C, lard oU; F, miscellaneous engineers’ tools; K. leather; L, horn; M,
brushes, Ac; O, lanterns; O sperm oil; R, ship
chandlery; 8, stationery ; T, firewood ; 26 X, steel.
The following are the classes under Bureau of con-

paid

Liverpool, N. York & Philadelphia

These will be our prices to all who pav prior to the
1st of April. To those who defer
till after
will be increased t*> such an exthat time, the
tent as the increased cost of Reprint may demand—
therefore send m your orders and save your money.
LEONARD SCOTT k CO.. Publishers,
No. 88 Walker Street, New York.

publish the
FARMER’S

AGENT

Portland.

—

WASH I

reserves

■

TERMS.
For any one of the four Reviews,
88 |»er
For any two of the four Reviews,
6
"
For any three of the four Reviews,
7
For all four ot the Reviews,
8
M
For Blackwood's Magazine,
3
For Blackwood and one Review,
6 "
For Blackwood aud two Reviews,
7
For Blackwood and three Reviews,
9
For Blackwood aud the four Reviews, 10 "

A, boiler Iron; F. miscellaneous tools for
sperm oil; R. ship chandlery.

gineers; Q,

“Proposals

must name in their offer a person to whom orders
them are to be delivered.

BUSINESS CARDS.

PHILADELPHIA.

Class

Bureau of Equipment and Recruiting,
Bureau of Construction and Repairs,
Bureau of Steam Engineering,
until the 13th day of March next.
must be indorsed
for Materials lor the Navy/' that they
may be distinguished
from other business letters, and directed to the Chief
of the Bureau of (uaming the Bureau) for which
they
are intended.
The materials and articles embraced in the classes
named are particularly described in the
printed
schedules, any of which will be furnished to such as
desire to offer, on application to the commandants of
the respective yards, or to the Navy Agent nearest
thereto, and those of all theyards upon application
to the respective Bureaus. This division into classes
for the convenience of dealers in each, such
portions only will be furnished as are actually required for bids. The Commandant and Navy
Agent of
each station will, in addition to the schedule of classes of their own yards, have a copy of the schedules of
the other yards'for examination only, from which
it may be judged whether it will be desirable to make
application for any of the classes of these yards.
Offers must be niade for the whole of the class at
any yard upon one of the printed schedules, or in
strict conformity therewith, or
they will uot tie considered. In computing the classes the price stated in
the column of prices will be the standard, and the
aggregate of the class will be carried out according to
the prices stated,
The contracts will be awarded to the lowest bona
.fi'te bidder who give* proper security for its fulfilment.
The United .States
the right to reject all the
bids for auv class, if deemed exorbitant.
All articles must be of the very best
quality, to be
delivered in the Navy Yard in good order, and in
suitable vessels and packages, properly marked with
the name of the contractor, as the case
may be, at the
expense and risk of the contractor, and in all reepects
•abjectto the inspection, measurement, count, weight,
Ac., of the yard where received, and to the entire satisfaction of the commandant thereof.
Bidders are referred to the commandants of the respective yards for samples, instructions, or particular
description of the articles; and all other things being
equal, preference will be given to articles of American manufacture.
Every offer, as required by the law of 10th August,
1*46, must bo
by a written guarantee,
the form of which is hereby given.
Those only whom* offers may be accepted will be
forwarded a« soon thereafter as
practicable, which
they will be required to execute within ten days after
its receipt at the post office or navy agency uained
by
them.
The contracts will bear date the day the notification is given and deliveries can tie demanded.
Sureties in the full amount will be required to sign
the contract, and their responsibility certified to
by a
United States' district attorney, collector, or navy
As
additional
centum
agent.
security, twenty per
will be withheld from the amount of the bills until the
contract shall have been comnieted: ami eitrhtv nor
Centura of each bill, approved in triplicate bv the
commandauts of tin* respective vards, will be
by
the navy agent at the point of deliverv in certificate*
of indebtedness or Treasury notes at the option of the
Government.
It is stipulated in the contract that if default bo
made by the parties of the first part in
all
or any of the articles mentioned in
any class bid for
in the contract, of tlx* ouality and at the time and
tfien. aud in that case the conplaces above
tractor and nis sureties will forfeit and
pay to the
United States a surn of money not exceeding twice
the amouut of such class, which may lx* recovered
from time to time, according to the art of «
ongress
in that case provided,
approved March 3. 1*4.!
Mil* mu*t ru>t contain chute* for more than one
yard in the name, envelope, and bidders are requested
to iudorae on the envelope the Navy Yard for which
the bid is made.
Form rff Offer.

delivering

Premium* terminated during the year, and for which
Certificate*are issued, bearing interest, until re-

DR. WALTER R. JOHNSON

Ac

68
47
00

S7.130.794 64
kJt I he whole Profit* of the Company revert to

Me.

decl2 cod3m

DOLE

Seven Million Dollars,

United State*

ORDER.

short

over

VIZ

SHADES, of all dimensions, made, letter

AT

Company,

51 Wall St.,(cor. of William )!Vew
York,
January 27»h, HUB.

Sliades,

Navy Department, Feb. 18.1868.
PROPOSALS to furuish materials for
^EALED
the Nary for the fiscal year ending 80th June,
1868. will be received at the

accompanied

A T I, A A T I €

Fair Columbia !

EXECUTED

§§00,000

No. 102 1-2 Fore Street,

Joseph B. Hall,

Scc’y of State,
Hon.Nathau Dane.
StateTreasurer.

Window'

increased

ELIPMALET WEBSTER, Agent,

REFERENCE*;

*ep30d%wl4tf

Nov. 1st the

Company have
Capital §60,009—making it
Losses adjusted and promptly paid
by

AdfpiktH, Me.

Hon.

__

pin

SETH E. DEED?

Hon. Lot M. Morrill,
U. 8. Senate,
Hon. James G. Blaine,

Massachusetts. I
County qf Hampth n, j
Sfrinofield, Nov. 21st. 1862.
of

lard oil: D, boiler felting: E, gum packing, grommets, Ac; F, miscellaneous tools for engineers; K,
leather; Q, sperm oil; R, ship chandlery; 8, stationery; T, firewood; V, wrought iron, pipe, valves. Ae;
26 X, steel; 28 X, iron nails, bolts, and nuts; 81 X,
tin.copper,, Ac; 33 X, hardware; 36 X, white lead;
37 X, zinc, paint; 88 X. colored paints,
dryers, Ae;
39 X, linseed oil, turpentine; 44 X, metallic oil, tallow, soap.

being

166,216 99
AMOUNT OF LIABILITIES.
Losses adjusted and due—None.
Losses adjusted aud not due—None.
Losse- unadjusted,
§5,936 73
All other claims against the Company—None.
Amount of Fire Risks still in force,
§7,776.372
A. W. CHAPIN, President.
•
SANFORD J. 1IALL, Secretary.

Pensions,

(Office No. 9 State House.)

•166,216 99

THE COMPANY,
§6.734 04
Agents, Ac., 6,3.0 22
City Dubuque Bond,
192 44
Interest accrued and unpaid,
2,368 93
United States 7 §-10 Treasury
Notes,
2,520 00
Debts secured by mortgage,
63.700 00
Loans ou personal security.
1,600 00
Bank Stock, as per schedule,
79,870 00
*•
Railroad Stock,
10,889 00
Bills Receivable,
124 09
Office furniture, library, Ac.,
998 27
ASSET* OF

Money, Back Pay,

Pay. Ac.,

§150.000 00
16,216 99

up,

rash on hand.
Cash in hands of

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.
9100* Bounty

Capital Stock, all paid
Surplus over Capital,

N0. 213.

Proposals for Materials for the
Navy.

OF THE

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,

OF

RESTAURANT.
Meal* at all hour*, cooked to order.
-A LSO-

CONDITION

ITInssasoit Insurance Company,

ALBION

And northwestern Virginia is desolated by
Milroy and his men, and Kentucky and the
half of T. nness e—the richest and lairest land
of all tlie west—are entirely in the clutch of the
enemy, while rivers bring them up fleets of
transports, and Kosecruns, with another large
army, threatens to sweep all opposion from his
path and join the other brigands who are
crowding upon Vicksburg. Where,in all this
wide circuit, does the invasion seem to be failing orgiviug ground ? All around the border,
and in the very heart of the
Confederacy, tlie
loot of the enemy is planted and his felon
flag
and
it
means
flies;
mitfugationaad extermination. It
the
third
indeed,
of
the w ar,
stage
is^
and we believe the last; the struggle will be
desperate. If it be the “la-t card,’ it is one on
which the stake is life or death, honoror shame
—either our name and nation will extinguished
In a night of blood and horror, or else a new
sovereignly, the newest, fairest, proudest, will
take her seat among the powers of the earth,
w ith the applause of man and the
blesing of
heaven.

as

or THE

1863.

PROPOSALS.

condensed statement

OYSTERS,
Cooked iu the

MORNING, MARCH 2,

_INSURANCE.

NEW YORK AND VIRGINIA

fight.

£--# Job Printing of every description executed
with dispatch; and all business pertaining to the office or paper
above

way off, Mobile, by the shore of her spacious
bay, keeps diligent watch and ward, expect-

the light of each morning sun to see the
i thrice accursed sta^s and stripes gleaming
through the smoke of a bombardingsquadron.
All along the gulf and round the coast of
Florida this omnipresent enemy, who is said
to have just been playing his last card, is
shutting up every river and planting his guns
on every strong place.
Savannah, shut in
from tlie seu by fort Pulaski, in the hands of
tlie same inveterate Yankee, listens for the
first boom of the artillery which is to level her
walls with her sandy soil; and
Charleston,
grimly erect, but with beating heart, stands
the
onset
of
the
waiting
great armada. These
few acres of old Oyster Point, it
seems, already swept and devastated by conflagration,
are to la- the
object aifd tlie prize of the most
potent armament by far that American waters
have ever seen. This very
iftomeiit, it may
be, the black Monitor batteries are steaming
between Sumter and Moultrie. No signs of
relaxation, or of discouragement and despair
in the enemy here. Pass further, and
you will
find the whole coast from Charleston to Norfolk, and every river to the head of tide waters, and every creek and sound formed by the
sea islands,
swarming with their gunlmats and
transports, ready to pour in u asses of troops
wherever there is a chance of plunder, bridge
burning and general havoc.
From Norfolk, all around by the Chesapeake
and Potomac, we are guarded by gunboats,
and no living thing (save skulking smugglers)
suffered to enter or go out. On the Rappahannock two hundred thousand men wait for a
drying wind to move “on to Richmond” once
more, led by a genuine apostle of emancipation. At last the savage Abolitionists ofMassachusctt* have the right man in the right
place.
Heretofore they have rather wished the defeat
of Liucol'a generals on the Potomac. Iiecausc
they seemed to be soldiers and not thieves or
assassin; but with Hooker they leel at home;
under Hooker they count upon owning southern plaiituftonsaud giving law to southern vassals. To possess himself of the
property of
others a genuine Yankee will perhaps even

Termat
Portland Daily I^ressIs published every
morning, (Sundays exoepted), at §6,00 per year in advance, to which will be added twenty-five cents foi
each three months’ delay, and if not paid at the end
of the year the paper will be discontinued.
Single copies three cents.
The M a ink State Press is published
every Thursday morning, at §2.00per annum in advance; 92.26
If paid within six months; and
§2.60, if payment be
delayed beyond the year.

Business

JMISCE1 ,L ANEOUS^

j ing in

The

§

tlieir goodly city ha«l not been laid in ashes
before It became a haunt of obscene creatures.
No sign of relaxation there! And but a short

MONDAY

SHOP BILLS, PROGRAMMES,
AID

ALL SORTS OF HAND BILLS.

Portland, June 1*. 1843.

daw

Miaeoari,
Company a large tract of land
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for fhrming end manulhcturiug puipoeee,

end have divided their property Into lot* and mrme.
They are oflbred to subeoribere in eharea of MO each.
Maps, with lull information, can be had by calllugoa

EDWARD SHAW. Agaml,
102 Middli Stbbbt. Pobtlabp.
«
aaa

———————

■

Forthe I’rMS.

THE DAILY PRESS.

BY TELEGRAPH.

Dry Dock In Portland—Will it be Profit*
abler

PORTLAND, MAINE

LEGISLATURE OT MAINE.

I answer, unhesitating, yes. Tiiis may seem
be a hold answer, ami not at all in accordI do not
ance with the prevailing opinion.

The circulation of

of

than that

expect

Daily Press is larger

the

daily

any other

city.

in the

a

Disgraceful and Inexcusable Outrage.
News lias been received of au outrage of
the most fiendish character, perpetrated upon
the contrabands at Port Royal by a portion of
the troops recently serving in North Carolina
under Gen. Foster. At that point—the sceue

work, under overseers, and the
result of their labors—a mere experiment in
the practical workings of emancipation—were
the

patriot

no

less than to

The net balance of

the cost of tin* Docks and tin* salaries of officers and other expenses of working will be
less than those of the Dock west of us, a lower

receipts

over

and aliove

rate

a

a

state

ness

would be better and

What

|

ftkiti

from attempting

deprude

to

tbe white

that

interesting

a

uot

cumstances

cated,site reasonably purchased,and tile

1

might

refer also to the Boston

which pay

tal,

one

cannot

anniversary

“Consistency is

These are his words:

fhade to satisfy those who
were arrayed against tile government, that
they might give over their hostility, as there
Attempts

were

in the Constitution for their
secession from the Uuiou, and that they could
could uot succeed iu such an attempt, except
by going into a convention, in concert with
other States. This proposition was received
with au entire want of cordiality .with an entire
waut of respect indeed.
They declared iliat
they had a perlect right to go out—that they
were now a separate aud independent
government, and that they will uot treat with any
who do uot concede their right to sell'-goveruwas no

warrant

merit, their ric^ht

nf

kpn'irxtfi

ovuiniwm

uu/l

tumely
ceived.

with which “the

Here is

au

proposition”

extract

uot
con-

was

re-

from the Rich-

humbuggery!

mond

Enquirer, the organ of the Confederate
MUgoveruineut, suggesting certain disagrecatde forms and ceremonies lor the reception of
Copperhead ambassadors :j
Before those authorized commissioners

are

dispatched, wc take the liberty nl recommending to all our generals, and military authorities, that if auy distinguished citizens come
prowling about our Hues, purporting to be
northwestern commissioners,
they arrest these1

1

If this letter of (Jen. Scott's don't substantiate the charges made publicly in Congress
by Mr. Stevens, why not publish it?
Simply, because it would give the lie to
much winch the Argus lias said, mid knock off
the head of the horse oil which it hoped to ride
into political power.
Give the people the facia and justice will
bear swav, whether the "pets” of
political par-

ties

are

honored

ren

complains—from

the

same

source:

If they repudiate the debt they have contracted, and abandon tbe government they
have established, and recant vows, aud break

pledges, and eat dirt, it is well; we shall be
charmed; tbe movement will suit us perfectly;
and, although we shall uot exactly respect the

actors in that affair, yet we shall not be unwilling to trade with them—holding our noses a
little—and fo show them all suitable civilities
—but at a proper distance.
Now if auy man, or set of men, should feel

Inward yearning, the Infallible prompting
of nature, to assume this shameful positiou
an

and endure these kicks and cuffs with

than asinine, he will
in the exercise of what little discretion has

more
so

patience
unquestionably do

Providentially bestowed upon him. Xo
man of spirit can any longer pretend to doubt,
that the only way to deal with tbe Conspiracy is with blows, in the Held!
been

disgraced.
truly,

Faith.

Aii> Still Needed fob the Fkeedmkn.—
The subscriber acknowledges the receipt of
three

large cases of old clothes from the ladies’
packing room in the new City building, and
two from the id Baptist Church.
The ladies’ room is

donations,

and it is

still open to receive
the great value of

hoped

these cast off garments to the
suffering freedmeu will not lie
forgotten. Send in the old
clothes, which will be forwarded at once.

John Di'dlt,
District Secretary of the National F. U.
Association.
The Biddeford Union
says that for a
few weeks previous to last
Friday, Capt. Lewis O. Cowan had been
improving in health so
constantly that his recovery was

expected.

confidently

But

on

that

day

he hail

very violent attack which has reduced him so low
that his friends despair of his recovery.
a

rejected a
Press, relating to the

P.
QUIMHY,
returnAto Portlaud, and
DR.

The

apology

MAIL AKRAXOEMEXTS.

Rumery, of Biddeford,
that city, was a few days

WESTERN—Arrives at 12.40 and 71 I*. M.

Closes at
7.45 A. M and 1 30 P M
EASTERN—Arrives at 1 50 P. M. Closes at 12 M.
EUROPE—Closes every Saturday at 1 30 P. M
CAN ADA—Arrives at 1.50 I*. M. Closes at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS— Arrives about 5 P. M. Cltwe at
9 IV M
S'JP-Office opeu daily (Sundavs excepted) from 8
A. M. to 9 P. M. On Sundays. from 84 to 94 A. M.

the

on

carriage,

and received

his head

injuries by

severe

striking the ground,
almost despaired of.

that his life

was

at

S.yvon-umption and Catarrh.and all diseases ol
Luugs, successfully treatedby I.\ha
latios,
By C. M«»kse. M. D.p
au18’62 cod
Corner Smith and Congress St*.

tlrst

the Throat and

He is now out of dan-

ger.

y An old lady in

|

city,

country town, not far
days since, having occabill of $20.1*1, paid it with
a

Dextistrt

few

ijaui lute

a

Attiwlcai! eagles and the balance iu silver
The gold alone was then worth iu this
city at least $d4.00. The l(l'Iy was excusable
perhaps, for not being posted in llnancial matters; we have uothing to say by way of apology for the min, fully posted, who would take
such advantage of her ignorance.
two

ryif you are iu want of any kind of
call at the Daily Press Office.

Dr*.

Sandy Book, Feb. 28.
The steamship Africa, from Liverpool 14th,
via. Queenstown 15th, has arrived off this
point. The dates per Africa are two days later Ilian those already received.
Liverpool, Feb, 15.—The lale Confederate
privateer Sumter lias arrived here from Gibraltar.
London, Feb. 15.—The Times ridicules the
Lord Mayor for bringing Mr. Mason into prominence at the Mansion Bouse banquet, and
shows that the affair was without any significance.
It says Mason’s remarks a Is ml an early recognition of the Confederates, goes far
ahead ol the real slate of affairs. The recognition is a question of time, of minority or majority, but of real existing iaols. When the
Federal# And themselves obliged to leave the
Confederates in quiet possession of their Stales,
it will Ijg time to discuss the question of recognition, but not until then. As it is. Mason
has received no assistance or encouragement
except from gentlemen who, like the Lord
Mayor, are under no responsibility to weigii
tbeir words.
The address ol thanks, Ac.,prepared by the
Liverpool Chamber of Commerce, was to be
publicly presented to the Captain of the Geo.
Griswold in St. George's Ball on the Irtth Inst
The Liverpool mass meeting to adopt an address of sympathy to Mr. Lincoln was Uxed
for the ISHli inst., in the Ampilbeatre.
The French Minister in bis correspondence
from Washington, enforces that as a necessity
to continue the cultivation of cotton, peace
must become probable before the end ol March,
otherwise cotton culture will cease, and it is
impossible to say when it will be resumed.
There is uotliing new relative to tile Polish
insurrection. The iusurgents show continued

his

integrity, or

Sale

that indicat-

At market. 1825 Beeves, 130 Stores, 2000 Sheep and
Lambs, and
Swine.
Beef Cattle—Extra. 37 75 a 8 00: first quality, 37 25
7 75; second 36 75 a 7 00; third. 35 75 a 6 50.
Cows—Sales 323. 28. 40 and 46.
Yearling*, no sales; two vears old 318 a 20; three
year* old. *21 a 23.
Hide*, 38 a Hfc P lb. Calf Skins, no sales.
Sheep-34 50. 4 75. 6 00 a 7 00.
Pelts—2 00 a 32 25.
Swine—Wholesale 0 0; retail 5] a 74.
Beeves are sold by the head, at prices equal to the
value p lb of the estimated weight of Beef in the
quarter, tin* same price, at shrinkage from live weight
agreed ou by the parties—varying from 28 to 34 per
cent.
—

was accidentally overlooked in
making up tiie
pa|>er. The wife of Capt. D. has received Information that he is a prisoner at Columbia,

amusing

Kip

Van Winkle of

should discover that the

refer re. I to was

paragraph
give him
usually mani-

behind time.

credit for keeeuer

We

than he

sight

fests, for he seldom

his readers to anycold coup made of old
tiie soap-boiler's or a charnel

fresher than

thing

that

tames from

treats

a

YUKKIRD.

house.

Iu Freeport. Arthur Wilson ami Mis* Manr E.
Greene, both of F. Also. Kdw I*. Fuller, of Auburu.
and iliss Henrietta Waite, of F.
Iu Norway. Jan 18, tieury llarnden, of Bridgtou,
ami Mrs Liicv A. Doeriitg. of Denmark.
Iu Saco, Feb. 17. Plummer Johusou, of l^ewistou,
and Mi.** Ilu Id ah D. Lane, of Huxtou.

Z&“ Mr. Rigby, the Oliver Cromwell of
House of Representatives, made some re-

our

marks

the National

Resolves, and, says the
Augusta correspondent of the Lewiston Journal, “thought if he saw an Incendiary just applying

on

the torch to his house at midnight, lie
the Southern or-

should not hasten to consult

Westbrook, to

acle at

see

if it was constitu-

tional to strike down the

incendiary before
do so; and he doubted whether
the nation would do so when traitor* were
proceeding

to

standing over her

with draw u

daggers.

DIED*

He was
"IMPORTS.

very severe on Mr. Smith, and the House tremanifested their satisfaction at the ex-

activity.

by signs

which could uol lie repress-

ed.”

Austria prohibits nnn« and warlike stores
from crossing the frontiers to Russia.

Mr.

who lias lost

Dillingham,

of

Watervllle,

handsome property iu Missistlie rebellion—a property bequeathed

[Very Latent per Africa.]
The steamer Dolphin,supposed to be a relx*l
pirate, sailed from Holyhead on the 12th, for
Nassau.
Stkttik, Feb. 7.—It is stated that the Poles
have intercepted letters to the Russian Ambassadors at Berlin and Paris, accusing Austria of assisting the Poles in their insurrection.
It is also stated that tile Poles have intercepted letters from the Grand Duke Constant hie,
stating his intention to pursue the same course
of action he has hitherto pursued iu the gov-

a

sippi by
to him by a relative—spoke
ing in that

at

a

Union

meet-

few eveuings since, and said
while he did not approve of the Presi-

that

town

a

dent's Emancipation Proclamation—not thinking it the best thing under the circumstances
—still always under protest, he should, like a
good citizen, yield a true aud hearty allegiauce
to the administration and the government.
We are strong only through Uniou, and tills
must be inantaiued—the Union us it was—

of Poland.
Beki.ix, Feb. 14.—A convention between
Prussia and Russia, in reference to the Polish
insurrection, was signed on the 18th iust.
I For Commercial see Telegraph columns ]
ernment

witli tiie right of all the States protected,
while all obedience is rendered to the federal

government. lie also went for the Constitution as it is, and il slavery interfered with the

Complete Failure.
Xkw York, Feb. 28.

a

execution of its

provisions,

let it he

trampled

under foot.

days since Henry Monroe, a
basely murdered in cold
blood ;n Washington. He was on his way
from the place where he lived to a store, when
lie was met by some boys who snow-balled him,
which lie bore for some time, until stooping
A

few

contraband,

was

down to take a snow-ball for himself, he was
stabbed by young Flanagan. He was 16 years
old and very lione-st ami obedient. A Washpaper before us, printed oil the day of
tiie murder, says, “we shall watch this case
“with some interest, to ascertain if it is to get

ington

“the

I

I
■

Rev.

go-by

"murdered

as

similar

boy

was

“defend himself from

eases

have before.

The

properly attempting
an

to

Ma'yaguez— Brig Frank—150 hhds sugar. 2 bbls do.
puncheon molas*es. 1000 oranges, to Ueu H Starr.
Matauzas—Brig Stella—250 hnds molasses, to J 8

Miller.
• ardenas—Bark Sarah B Hale—364 hhds molasses.
40 trcs do. to John Lynch A Co; 1 trc do, 7 bbls do.
ami 1 bbl sugar, to master.

EXPORTS.
_

Per Nova Scotian, for Liverpool—87026 in specie,
788.400 lbs cut meats. 19,800 lb1* tallow. I8UU lbs lard.
24,100 lb* butter. 800 lbs bacon. * bbls pork, 97,160 lbs
ashes. 4***6 bbls flour. 4 bales skins, 185 bush seed, 4
pkgs sundries.

SAILING 06' OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
P I*K A M KU

ZROM

POK

PAILS

New York
Feb 18
Kangaroo .Liverpool
York.Southampton New York...Feb 18

New

Portland
Feb 19
Hibernian.Liverpool
Liverpool.Boston.Feb21
New York
Feb 25
Liverpool

Arabia
Citv of Baltimore.
L-utonia.
Au-traiasian
..

...

flouthamntou New York
New York
Liverpool

Hammouia.Southampton.NeW

Febtt
Feb SB

York March 11

Saxouia.Southampton New York March 25
TO DKl'ABT.

Canada.
Boston.Liverpool...
Jura .Portland
Liverpool
City of Baltimore. New York Liverpool..
Hammouia .New York Hamburg
China .New York Liverpool
Hibernian.Portland
Liverpool

March
March
.March
March
March
March
March
Kangaroo.New York..Liverpool.
New York.New York. Bremen.March
March
Arabia. Boston.Liverpool.
March
Teutonia.New York Hamburg

Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the regu
lar linos. The steamers for or from
call a
yueeuatowu, except the Canadian line, which call a

Liverpool

Londonderry.

PANAMA AND CALIFORNIA—Steamer*,carrying Mail* for A spin wail, Panama, and California,
leave New York on the 1st, 11th, and 2Ut oft-ach

mouth.
MINI ATI' RE ALMANAC.
Monday,.March 2
Suu rises.6.35 I High water, (A. M.)... 8 33
Suu sets ...'.6.61 | Length of day*.11.16

M Alii X K

N i:\YS.

this
Death of

Maine Captain.
New York, Feb. 28.
Cant. Heed, of Bucksport, Me., late of the
brig Isabella Jewett, died ou the 11th inst., at

Turks Island.

a

his wicked act.

4
4
7
10
11
14
14
14
18
21

uncalled-for assault,”

Wasliidgton to a gentleman iu
city, says the crUniiial has been committed
to jail. A uolher account says the culprit, only thirteen years old, Is a bright, intelligent
boy, and that he is much distressed in view of
A letter from

Md frith, schs Albion, Holbrook, Fortress Monroe;
Emma Fuibush, Flanders. Washington.
Sld 22d. Abby Gale, McDonald, aud Lapwing. l*arker, Boston.

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Callao Jan 19. ships Orozirnbo, Townsend,
ftn Acapu’eo (and sailed 19th for Chineha*); 15th. St
James. Williams, Chineha* (and sailed 19th for Antwerp): Prince of Wale*. Morse, Boston18th. Swallow. Baker. San Francisco (aud sailed 22d for Chinca*); 18th. Tho* II Perkins. Stevens. Chineha*. (and
•ailed 24th for England); frith, Thalatta otia. do (and
sailed 27th for
bark Allred Lemont. Murphv, do (and sailed 25th fbr England); 21*t. ship Wm
Wirt. Power, fm San Francisco (and *alled 2wh for
Chineha*); 22d. Cambria. Perry, Chineha* (and sld
28tli for Antwerp): 23d. Goddess. Crowell, do; 24th.
Screamer, Jones. Rio Janeiro; 25th, E D Peter*, Me
Clune. ftn do (and sailed 28th for S|>aiu); Shamrock,
Doane. Rio Janeiro; 28th, Cumberland, Waite, fm

Antwerp);

Chineha*.
At Whampoa Dec 31. bark Cere*. Spence, laid up.
At Swatow Dee 18, bark T G Bunker. Cooper, for
Callao
At Amoy Dec 28, ship Sunrise, Ranlett, fbr New
York.
At Rio Janeiro 7th ult. Ann £ Grant, Swaioe.unc;
brig Y'irginia, Barclay, do.
At
Feb l3. ships Wm Lord Jr. Brown.ftn
New Y'ork, disg; Longfellow. Tit comb, disengd.
Ar at Valparaiso Jan 17, ship Minstrel, Bangs, ftn
Boston.
Ar at Hull, E. Feb 11. ship John Spear, Booker,
Montevideo.
At St Thomas fr>th alt. bark Thame*. Kennedy,
repg; brig J P Ellicott. fm Bo*ton fbr Cuba, leakv.
At do Feb 12. ship Majestic, Newcomb, tm N Y'ork
for !!a\ re, lu diet re**.
At Sagua Feb 13th. bark Shamrock, B*rrv. for
Europe; brigs E P Mnith, Smith, for Boston 3 days;
Ocean Wave, Mortou. for New York *oon; Crimea.
Ilicliboru, for do 4 days; L M Merritt. Berrr, for do
5 day*, and others.
Ar at Bermuda 12th. ship* Lizzie Moaaa, Delano,
Philadelphia tor Sau Irancisco. in di«tre««; 14th,
Chimborazo, llcury, St John NB for Loudon, do.

Acapulco

(Per steamship Africa, at New York.)
Ar at Liverpool 13th, J Foster Jr. from New York.
Sid 12th, Gov I.MTigdon, Stone, fbr Boston, and put
back 13th with damage to head gear.
Arat Bremen 12th, Atlantic, from New Y’ork.
Ar at l,eitb 11th. Belle Creole, Crowell. Callao.
Ar at Galway 10th. Wm Sturge*. Cook, Callao.
SPOKEN*
Dec 1. off Mauritius, ship Vauclu^e, of Thomaston,
from Rangoon tor lalinouth E.
Feb 14. lat 23 45. Ion »a. bark Ihinioo, from Pliila*

delphta

for New Orleaua.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS^
LIST OF LETTERS

In this city, March 1, John A. Balkam. Esq., aged
| 66 years.
Funeral from bis late residence. No. 48 1'leasI ant street, ou Tuesday afternoon, at 3 o'clock.
Iu Brunswick. Feb 16. of congestion of the lungs.
Mrs Jane Knight, aged 70 years 8 mouths; 23d. Jos.
Marriuer. aged 74 years 7 mouths.

quenlly

coriation

Northport.

Sld Jan 18, ship Electric Spark, Candage. England;
bark «irace Hammond. Burnham. Genoa: 19th. ship
Atalanta. Williams. Antwerp; 24th. Othello,Trevett,

Stoc:**.—Boston. Feb 38. 1863.

Brlghlww Msrkrt—Frb. SO*

The item in our paper Wednesday in
(.'apt. Dicks, of the guuboat Isaac
Smith, had been in type several days, but

It is

or

BOARD.

1.81)0 Americau Gold.1714
3.«00 .do.
172
15.009 United State* Coupon Sixes 11881).1<Q1
18 500. do.
17.000 U. S, 7 3-10 Treasury Notes (Oct).lml
do (August).1041
13,5flb
500 United States Five-Twenties.
991
l.«D) United States Demand Notes.1721
14.000 U. S. Certificate* of ludebtn’s (long).9Kj
5.000 .do (Aug).100
10.000
do (Nov). 991
5.000 Maine State Sixe* (1871).116
3I.OUO ••.
do
(1883).118
4

jy

Argus

I

fueiro*.
Ar 28th. bark* Ellen Morrison, from Ponce; Chat
lleddle. from Matanza*, Alice Tain ter, from New
Orleans: brig l*abella Jewett, Trinidad
NEWPORT—Ar 28th, ach Panama, Clayton, from
Portland fbr New York.
In port 27th, brig Chaa lleath, Wright. Fall River
for Wilmington. Del.
KAI.I. KIVKK-Ar 28th. ach Malabar, Welah, from
Eliza bet liport.
SOMERSET—Sld 27th, ach Harriet, Staples, for
New York.
BOSTON-Ar 28th. bark Fury, Ray, Messina; ach
Charleston. Burge**. Belfast.
Below, bark Essex, from Key West.
t'ld 28th. sclis J as O’ Donahue. Coney. Port MedD I, Sturgis, Norris, for
wav. to load for D«-marara;
Baltimore; Era. Phinnev. New York; S K Hart,
Lansil. Winterport; Trader, lluiican, Rockland.
SALEM—Ar frith, sch William, Dunham, from
New Y’ork.
Ar 1st. (by tel) brig Sneedaway, Atherton, fm Itilladelpliia; *chs Eliza Otis, Rvder. and Abhr Gale.McDonald. Belfast.
GLOUCESTER-Ar 25th. schs Albert Jameson,
Jame*on. from Rockland lor New York; Minnehaha.
Thomas, do for do.
ArfrUh. schs Arcade. Farnsworth. Rockland fbr
Boston ; Odd Fellow, Seve, Eaxtport for do; Ebcn C
Brown. Perkins. Rockport for New York.
Cld 25th. sch Roper, Webber, Bristol, Me.
BELFAST—Ar 19th, sch* Castellane. Cunningham
Boston; Erie. Coomb*, do, (and smiled 22d for Fortre** Monroe); fr«h, brig L}d*a Stover, Whitney, fm

Chineha*.

relation to

the

LOCKE* KIMBALL, Dewtists, No. 11?
augl5— ly
BROKERS

ed extravagance, or practices that were not
“sanctioned by the usages of his predecessors.”

.8. C.

tf

Middle Street. Portland. Me.

gation into tiie affair* of the Land Office

implicated

tf

at this office.

“obliging and faithful officer; and nothing
“against him was disclosed in the late investi“that

PRINTING

HTCAKlKS and BILL HEADS neatly printed

defeat of the ex-Land Agent, says, “It is due
“to .Mr. Norris to say that, during his entire
“term of service he has been a courteous,

Africa.

Dr.JOSlAU 1IKALD.No 241 Con

Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church
Portland. Me.
aug7dly

ijp~ Til.. August* Age, (Ikon.) referring to
tiie recent Land Agency controversy,and the

LATER FROM EUROPE.

—

gross

coin.

TWO DAYS

Room,

PORTLAND PORT OFFICE.

trol the horse was thrown from the

sion to

give noticethat he ha
be found at his

him.
First Examination at office.3200
Each subsequent sittingat office.50
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 50
Eachsubsequent visit at residence,. 100
August 16, 1862.—tf

Hollis road, when the horse became ungovernable, and Mr. Rumery, in his efforts to con-

a

can

should be

says the Journal of
since riding with his wife and child

from this

would

House, Tuesday, August
12th, where he will attend to all wishing toeonsul

ample.

so

P.

No. 18 Ixxersatioxal

the editor disclaims it and

Z&~ Mr. Robert

papers.

The Herald has the following:
Falmouth, Fa., Feb, 2ti.—A skirmish took
place yesterday morning between a portion of
St nan's reliel cavalry and a detachment of the
Oth U. S. regular cavalry, at Picdar’s Farm,
a poiut about five miles from this village, and
on the road to Itartwood Church.
The circumstances attending the afi'air are as yet not
fully reported, but enough is known to establish the opinion that it was the determination
of Stuart to make bis way to the Potomac
Creek, and destroy the expensive railroad
bridge over which the supplies of this army
are uow conveyed in most part.
In this he
was successfully foiled, and his retreat across
the river was accomplished just in time to
save liis force lrom destruction, inasmuch as
the rain of last night has caused a rise In the
river, rendering it impossible to ford. In the
skirmish we lost several killed aud wounded
and some taken prisoners. We captured about
filly of the enemy, among them one Lieutenant.

lbs., by

to 100

febl7 dly

regrets its insertion.

---

Last Raid

oz.

Sole Agent in l'oitland.

the Advertiser says the unkind par-

inadvertently, and

-TO MOB-

Stuart’s

Southwick, Key West; brig Flying Eagle. Hansou.
Matanzas; Rachel Beal*. Curtis. Portland.
Cld 27th. bark Moneyuick, Mnith, Malaga; sch C
Knight. Wilson, Calais.
Sid 28tli, ships Geo Washington, for New Orleans;
Detroit, (transport} for Washington.
Ar 1st inst (by tel) brigs
Umpire, fm Saapa; Ortolan. fm (ienfuegos; sch Nellie Tar box, riom Cien-

the

ZW“

BY TELEGRAPH

Steamship

paste.

•

LOK1NG, Apothecary,
Corner of Kxchauge and Federal Streets,

agraph in its issue of Friday, in relation to
Judge Harrows, found its wa.’ into the paper

_

Arrival of the

ienfuegos;

stop the

THUS. G.

of the Saco River.

ers was

i:vi:\i\o

Supplied in packages front 2

troubles.

considered

or

Yours

persous and seud them to (ieuerai Winder.

Here is still another illustration of the “eutlre want of cordiality,” of which Mr. Van Bu-

Jewel.”

luting iu its stead these comprehensive words
—“the letter was read.”
Now. sir, does that panderer to disloyalty
hope to blind the people by such a sneaking
course as this? Had the same
thing been written of General Banks, or Butler, or
Fremont,
would it not have appeared in lull, headed by
big capitals, and with comments by the editor
added ?
Everybody knows it would. Out on such

that their claim to boundaries he ascertained
by Congress. To this I never will consent so
long as God spates my lile. (Applause.) It
U perfectly idle to talk of treating with them.
These are strong words, but they are
strong enough to convey the insult aud

a

To the Editor of the 1‘rcta:
lu the dispatches of the Associated Press
published in the morning papers of February
25lh, there appears iu the Congressional report
a letter from Gen. Scott to the
Secretary of
War, dated Oct. 4,1801, iu which lie brings
grave charges against Gen. McClellan, whose
disobedience to orders and "irregularity” Geu.
Scott gives as one reason of his own
resignation. lie preferred to resign, rutlier than create disturbance by
bringing Geu. McClellan
belore a Court Martial.
Now, it is well known that no journal has
more eagerly sought out ami circulated official
ami unofficial re|Kjrts and remarks prejudicial
to ail military officers uot ol the “Copperhead”
faith, than the Eastern Argus—and no journal
has set up a more desperate how l w henever its
pet General has been criticised—always claiming that it was fighting against the Government to say a word censuring Geu. McClellan,
and that it was only justice to "our brothers in
the field,” to herald and magnify every real or
imagined reinissuess of duty iu officers who
are iu sympathy with the Administration aud
are determined that the rebellion shall be
crushed, at whatever cost.
Aud yet, Mr, Editor, this same Eastern Argus, always so eager lor justice (/) to militaryleaders, very quietly and adroitly dropped this

York celeof Washington’s birthday. Iu this speech Mr. Van Bureu says distinctly that advances of some sort were made
towards a reconciliation with the Southern

leaders.

too, I
uccwiKH*

B.C.D.

_

two war speechbanquet at the St. Nichoon Mouday
evening, 23d

tbe authorities of New

others

but it is mn

myself to the simple question of profit accruing to stockholders, though
the ground which was taken by those soliciting subscriptions to the stock of the At. ASt. L. K.K. Company iu that it w ould be a good
investmeut to real estate holders, if they never received any decent returns iu the
shape of
dividends, might be well and truly presented
in behalf of the Dry Dock. But 1 regard tills
plea as entirely unnecessary, as an immediate
profit can lie so clearly demonstrated to those
who will examine into the subject.

John Van Bureu has made

February,

And

Bird!
Citizen!

Hilton Brothers. Proprietors,
Provideuce. R. I.

we

Ferry in Saco, when returning from
fishing last Wednesday, was drowned by the
capsizing of his boat on the bar at the mouth

The militia law, exempting quakers and shaktaken up and after Mr. Dud ley, of Presque
Isie, had addressed the House, it was postjKmed
until afternoon.
The National resolves were taken up and Mr.
Chin, of Turner, addressed the House in their
favor.

sailed 11th.
GEORGETOWN DC—Ar 21st, sch
Antelope. Bernard. New York.
BALTIMORE—Ar 28th, brig Denmark.
Staples,
Cardenas; sells tieu Knox. Fonntain. and A J
French, fm Boston ; M E Pforee. Spear, and
Drinkwater, Aijuia Creek ; Tantamount. Davis, do.
Cld 28th. brigs Mansanilla. Haven, Havana. Abbv
Ellen, Gitmore Philadelphia
Sid 28th. bark Warreu. Peters, Ponce.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 25th, ship St Peter, from
New York: sch Antictam, Irons, do.
At I Via ware Breakwater 23d. brig D B Donne, fm
(
Trenton, from Philadelphia for Portland. with loss of bowsprit.
NEW YORK —Ar 28th, brig Wallace Peck, Wallace Mat an/a* 11 days.
A r 27th, brigs Bion Bradbury, and
Mary Powell,
from ( ienfuegos; Abbv Thaxter. from Ker
West;
Caroline, fin A spin wail; Waredale. fm Remedies.
Ar 27th, ships Amazon. Hovey.ftn London; Lvdis.

HILTON’S INSOLUBLE CEMENT !
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near
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does not

presiding.

I have confined

An Entire Want ol Cordiality.

brated the

Docks.

irm.uoj«,

ry and I do uot wish to extend this communication.

be tolerated.

es, tbe last after tbe
las hotel, by which

Dry

Docks

a large per rentage upon their
capicorporation paying a dividend of 15,
U|h>u a capital nearly double the

per cent.
cost of
the

to

degraded, through any
blacks, as the
white soldiers referred to have by their onslaught upon the weak and defenseless. We
hope a stop will be put to this thing;—that if
necessary some terrible example will be made,
that shall teach olfeuders, no matter whether
in the blue overcoat of the private, or iu the
shoulder-straps of the highest officer, that Insubordination is ail offense against military
law that

man-

agement in the hands of judicious, economical
aud practical men, it would pay large aunu&l cash dividends.

tIs*£

Drowned.—Mr. John Lumbert, who lived

Passed to be engrossed.—Resolve authoriiing
survey and lease of lauds in township owned by
Passamaquaddy Indians; act to secure the proper
expenditure of school money in Madawamska;
aet to change the time of holding the Law term
of the S. J. Court in Cumberland County; act
to amend Chap. 11, R. S., entitled “Education
of Youth.**
Mr. Shaw, from the Committee on County
Estimates, reported a resolve assessing a tax on
the several Counties.
Read and assigned.—Resolve in favor of Mary
A. Hardison; act to amend the act relating to
elections; act relating to Stock Insurance Corn-

years ago, that it would advance over the curprices. Be tills however as it may, there
can he little doubt that if the Dock is well lo-

Argus

The

Ship Island

Reports were made from the Committee on
Fisheries, granting leave to withdraw on petitions of J. W. Meservey A als., Luther Howe &
als., M. J. Talliot, and Upham S. Treat.

rent

as

went

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRAN( Isco-Ar Feb 27, ship Prima
Dona,
Harrimau. New Yon.
,PhRr KOI AL—Ar loth, brig Leni. Speed New
York; sell Boston, Johnson, St Augustine.
Ar 19th. shin Maria. (lark. New York
Chi 10th, sell Sea Ranger, llinkley. New York and

Makers,
Machinists,

substances.

re-

lier anchors in the
ashore inside the
bar at Nantucket. Will come off after
discharging.
Sch Lotus, guinn, from New York for Port
Royal,
with packages for the Adams
Express Co, was wreckon
the
ed
night oi the 10th ult, on North lslaud. near
Georgetown SC. About two thirds of the express
matter wa* saved.
The balance was thrown overBoard by order of the captain, with the
hope of getting the schooner off.

year.

a

communication for the

Briant.

thirty-

oily

Hiawatha, from Bath for New York, before
on

It is

A convention was formed for the purpose of
filling the vacancy in the Washington County
Senatorial District—the President of the Senate

Seminary.
Mr. Tarbox, from the Committee on Education,
reported leave to withdraw on petition of Francis
II. Whitney, and the same on petition of George

There is, unquestionably, more now to encourage the belief that real estate will adwas

its

The whole number of votes thrown was 116, of
which Wm. Duren had 90, J. C. Talbot 26. Mr.
Duren was declared elected, and the Convention
dissolved.
Mr. Reed, from the Committee on change of
names, reported reference to the Committee on
Education of the petition of Maine Wesleyan

for the purpose ol a Dry Dock will yield as
much profit at the end of thirty years as did
that of tile P. M. K.

unarmed, motteusive laborers, with their
women and childrcu. Those who think the at
tempt to elevate the blacks will degrade the
whiles, arc requested to consider If a y white
association with the

more

may not be, true that the prospect (Am of an advance with value oflhe real
estate w as greater than notr,but there are many
that believe that a good purchase of rcatAlale

were

become to

was

companies.
It may he,or

present prices,than there

disposed

It will adhere

The Batli steam Block Factory of
Messrs. Duncan A Davenport,
says the
Times, employs 45 hands and turns out 25,000

of in

Sch

PORT OF PORTLAND.
Saturday..Febraary >8.
AKK1VKD.
Bark Sarah B llak>, Crowther, Cardena, Sd alt.

in the 1’ortlana
REMAINING
1st. uncalled for.
of these

Post Office March

t STMl any
letters are called for, please say
that they are advertised
Z T*All letter* advertised are subject to an extra
charge of one cent.
bee. 5. Aid ik it rruthkr k> acted, That lists of
letter* remaining uncalled for iu any poetoffice in
any
citr, town or village where a newspaper shall be
priuted. shall hereafter be published once only in the
which being issued wi*eklv, or ofteuer.
newspaper
•hall
have th»* largest circulation within the range of
of
-aid office.—L<$*c$ qf tke L'nited States.
deiivery
LADIES’ LIST.
Adam* E C
Libby Albert mrs
Leavitt Abby C
Ataes Ella
Lanier Annie
Aileu Flavilla v mr*
Libbv Delia II
AuderMou Martha mrs
Lad Elizabeth
Archibald Rebecca
Cochrane A Little
Abbott Sarah K
Arnold Sarah J—Cape E Littlefield Geo ( mrs
Au*on Sarah M
Latidragau Hannah mrs
Little Isabella mrs
Austin Sarah
Lord Martha W
Brown Almira mr*
lu an Althea G mr*
Leighton Patieuce
barbour Clemen tin# mrs Legrow Koscoe mrs
Lewis Sarah J mrs
Bucktnan Lizzie mrs
Lawrence Sarah B
butler Kuuice 31
Kuuice
Butler
Lihbey Sarah K
Bate* E L
Libber s Maynard
Lewi* Ella
Bratltsh Fannie mr*
Brown Harriet (care mr* Mulliu Chas mrs
Joue*
Miller C E rar*
Bacon Belle
Merrill Ca’ha-me W mrs
Blake John II mr*
Met at hue t at harms
Beau Lovina 1 mrs
Melodv Catherine
bakeman l.avii ia S
31
rath Caroline B
Brazier Mary—Cape E
Manley Emily C
Brazier M L mrs
Maxwell Elmira L
Babb Maliuda mrs
Miller Ella
Burn* Michael mrs (SA- Merrill Eunice D mrs
letn *t)
Marston Fannie R
Bliss Sarah J rars
Miller Geo F mrs
Butler Sarah
Mean* Hannah
Casev Ann tur*
Murray John mrs
Crook* Adam mrs (Cape Morgan Jacob L mrs
Merrill Julia
Cottage)
Connor Barbara
Met iuskey
Mary mrs,
street
Couegbene Cat ren
Me Lane mr*. Summer *t
Chase E 31 mr*
Clancy Ellen mrs.Cnionst 3li!liken Mary Annmrt-2
Milliken Maria A
Carr Edward mr*
Carey Emelin* F mrs,tort McKennev .Mary E
3lorri* Si,sau
K
Preble.
< ainpbell Elizabeth
31orgau Susan mrs—2
Cochrane Lizzie 31
Noyes Annie
N'cwburv Ellen
Conuer Ellen B
madam
North
Carpenter F.mrna L
Newman John W mr*
Clapp Hannah mrs
Calen Helen mr*
Nicho1* Julia mr*
Clifford Isabella
New man Lucy H mr*
C had well Joe T mrs— 8
Noyes Margaret mrs
ChaceJosieK
Naughtou Moriah
Crockett Louise
Norerose N G tur*
Pickard Alexander mrs
Cole Mary L—2
l*ierce A blue
Cook Mary
Power* Charlotte J
Cobb Mary mr*
Poland Elsie
Choney Mary K mr*
Pettie Fanny E mrs
Carter Robert 31 uirs
Paine Helen
Chase W F mrs
Dowu* A L mrs. Cape E Putney Lucy A
Pettengill Luev mrs
Dyer Clara D
Procter Matilda mrs
Duion Ellen
Elleu
L
Purv is M F
Dowtiiug
Perkin* Susan P mrs
Decoster Emily mr*
E
Redlou
Canute
S.
Davis
Cape
Augusta E
Robert* Cordelia mrs,for
Donovan Joanna
Auua
Jaue
for
K Roberta
Donahue
mrs,

Spring

Cape

tfildegardlt

Chas Bcutron

mra

(Double Koblntmn o D

mra

Robin-on JKi«* Mahaley J mra
Kobbn.. Mary I mra
Doe Mary
K.-vd Mary A
Davie MC mra
Hand I amelia
Dalton K B mra
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Hawyer Abby J
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Smith Abby 11
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Lneia J
lienj Hoyd.eo H.tolt Me Smith l.uo tta—«
.atrial! Man*
tiuptill « karlotte mra
t.reen Nellie S
Saule.ri MaiyA
l.intmalt .Marina A mra Shaw Mattie
Grata Orlau I
Stockman Marg’t J mra
smith Nancy mrs
Galley Salome C
Holt Almira M mr*
Shunning Rachel mra
Hamilton Amelia M mra .Smith Su*an A L
Harris Augustus mrs
Homers .Susan mrs.Cape E
Hanson Cha* R mis
btackpoie Sophia mra
Hanunoml « arrie
Stanford >a»ah mra
Hutchins Carrie
Sawyer Win inrs
Tibbelt« Ann M mra
llotdeu LG/ie
True < ebia E mra
“E»,,ab“fh
TUley Cat brine E—2
Haskins Elizabeth mra
Tinker Lizzie D
Heroley Ellen an
Trickev Harriet J
ilausuu Geo T mrs
Tay lor Mary mrs
Haggett Harriet V mra Tild»n Susan
Howard M E mra
Waterhom Addie
H origan Mary
Winslow Alice mra
Hayes mrs (Pleasant st) Wiggi,, Ann mra-2
to be forwarded to John Wentworth Caroline
Water*
Wallace t.eo w mra
Jellison Almira A
Webb M*ry .1 mr*
Jennings Delia K, normal Walker Mary J
school
Wright Margret mr*
Johnson Harriet
Woolf Rob’t mra-forward
to Wm Brown
Kimball E J mr*
Yeaten John mrs
Leighton Ann S mra

Day Mary Ann mra
Donovan Mary Ellen
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ashore at Nantucket, lost
Sorted
ound
Sundav night, and

leakage of Coal Oil.

Co. A, 2d, and Win. Brown, Co. G, ldtli reg.

I.

DISASTERS.

.Manufacturers and
And Families,

It is insoluble in water or oil.
It is a liquid, and a* easily applied

Marrh

Steamship St Andrew, from Glasgow’Jan 17 via
LuiWl and Halifax, tor tin- port, arrived iu the
bay, but in consequeucc of the storm, stood off

use.

It will effectually

white
York Fmerv
3

Parkersburg. Hoffman, New York.
Lewiston, knight, Boston.

Steamer
Steamer

stitching;
effectually mend Furniture, Crockery,

will find it invaluablk!

“‘‘‘en.toomb., M.Uuzm, by llighl

ARRIVED.

Titbhcs,

and all articles of household
Belt Makers,

K

Sunday,

Lining* to Boots and Shoes sufficient-

Boot and Shoe

^y Among the recent deaths at the Washington hospitals we find the names of the
following Maine soldiers: Harmon K. Day,

concurrence.

have of theirs aud that ol other contemporane-

that the negroes
tbe brutal soldiers at Port Koyal,

men cau

Papers

am

cir-

ous

vauce over

*y The Price-Current says there is
movement cm the part of the Board of Trade
to establish a Merchant's Exchange in this c-iry.

Praper by Rev. Mr. Ingraham of Augusta.

promising than is the proposed Dry Dock.
Then they needed railway accommodations
lor small vessels. Now we need the Dry Duck
lor large vessels. They had a good prospect
of obtaining the vessels—w e have a better one.
They had no experience to judge from—we

It will be borne in mind

proposed

undertaking now. I
anything iu the
under which that enlerprize

Toys,

'ljiVr *“Cy

Sch Unison, Mann. Boston, by .!<>* n
Steamer Parkersburg, ilolTinan. New
ft Fox

without

That will

a

blocks

t

that will STICK

ly stroug

Humphrey, Buenos Ayres, by A ft 8
.las E Ward, Tibbetts, Havana, Chase Bros

Brig Frontier, Littlefield. Havana, bv J D Lord.
ng (has Edward M„,t,.. Matanzas; by J D Lord.
UepubUc. Libby. Cardenas, by Chase
Bros ft young
Co.

DISCOVERY.—An adhesive preparation

GREAT

no

(Br) Graham, Liverpool,

Brig

to

sure

Allan ft Co.

Mary

Corner)

•

rin''

F S
Bark
ft Co.
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l'ateh*-* and

Z~W~
were

yet received

as

Edmonatone.

test of many years. PubSpeakers and Sinoers should use the
Military I Hficers and Soldiers who over-tax the voice
and are exposed to suddeu changes, should have
hem. Sold everywhere at 26 cents per box.
lic

~y A new meeting house erected by the
Baptist society in Trenton, in this State, waf
dedicated Feb. 24th.

a.!

from the Senate

have

we

Be

proved their efficacy by a

copy.

HOUSE.

remarkable one, and should

similar

told, is out, hut

has caused them to be counterfeited.

Dick

CLEARED.

Steamship Nova Scotian.

guard against worthless imitations. Obtain only
the genuine Brotrn's Bronchial Troches which have

SELECTED.

AND

fry On the first page—President Lincoln’s
Reply to the Manchester Workingmen; the
Third Stage of the War; Political Prophecy.
’f On tlie fourth page—Be Patient, a poem; Voices of the Night in Camp; Ac.
~yThe Adjutant General's Rejiorl, we are

companies.

a

was a

use,

ORIGINAL

On motion of Mr. Peters, the Secretary was
ordered to make up tha pay of Messrs. Talbot
and Walker to the 14th inst., the date of making
the report
Mr. Woods called up the bill relating to the
duties of superintending school committees.—
After some debate, on motion of Mr. Jordau,
the bill was indefinitely postponed.

those who embarked in

started, that would hare rendered it

teachings.
by

to

disposed

assigned.

aggregate

that there was

aware

cvuiu iiotm.

upou

an

|

were

Mr. Peters called up the act to incorporate the
Milford & Princeton TurnpiktvCo., and proposed amendments which were adopted and the bill
passed to be engrossed.
Mr. Cram, from the Committee on Manufactures, reported a bill to incorporate Young’s
Patent Boot Stretcher Co., which was read and

mnvcinpnt

encourage

be no more absurd than the usual copperhead

set

(making

of in

motion of Mr. Merrow, it was ordered
that a message be sent to the House, informing
them that a vacancy exists in the Senate for the
15th district, and that the constitutional candidates are Win. Duren and John C. Talbot; and
proposing a convention at 11 o’clock, to elect a
Senator to till the vacancy.
Read and assigned.—Acts—to prevent obstructions in Pushaw stream; to amend the act
to incorporate the city of Lewiston; taxing bank
stock owned out of the State; to change the
name of Jane Mehan; to incorporate the Array
Agency Co.
Passed to be enacted.—Acts—authorizing the
city of Hallowell to exempt certain property
from taxation; to incorporate the Hancock Manufacturing Co.; additional to the act to incorporate the Portland Union R. R. Co.; to change
the charter of the Union Fire Ins. Co., Bangor;
relating to land certificates; to incorj>orate the
Portland Shovel Manufacturing Co.; to amend
the act to incorporate the Portland & Forest Avenue Railroad Co.
Finally passed.—Resolves—for the abatement
of taxes in township 1, range 2, taxed twice; in
favor of Peol Sock is; in favor of Daniel Randall and David A. Bewail; in favor of Wm. 1>.
Orr.
The Senate went into Convention with the
House. Having returned,
Mr. Stewart called up the bill explanatory of
the act relating to, suits against volunteers,
which passed to be engrossed.
Mr. Plummer announced fke presence of Mr.
Duren, senator elect from Washington County.
He was conducted to the Council chamber, took
the oaths, ap|>eared, und took his seat.
Passed to be engrossed.—Resolve in favor of
Mary A. Hardison; act relating to stock insurance

permanently done,

cost

a

The result

as

man

more

share .and all this

may be

New

be held

put

of $105 per share to the original stockholders. This, as a scrap of history,

one

Ibis? Will this

a

of $00.1) on

outrage
up
another evidence of the evil results of emancipation ? Shall we be told that this results
as

are

agers paid to tile stockholders $2iM per share,
in cash dividends, and on its winding up, paid

Jersey and Penn.,
portion
regiment from Mass.
will tbe copperhead journals say to such

an

the owners of

Portland

The soldiers who have disgraced themselves
of

here,

Marine Kailway. During the 27 years of its
existence as a working institution, the man-

says:

York,

were

iqjury to the vessel.
companies have been profitable.

2d. Other

■

a

their ex-

as

and with less

and women have been brought to make some
advance in moral and physical condition. Tuey
are struggling to escape Irom the degradations
amid which their past lives have been spent.
They have learned iu a good degree the value
of faith and purity iu the family, and of honesty and regard for the rights of others in the
social relation. They have gathered about
them of llie products of th soil sufficient, with
their little earnings, to supply their necessities
till auolher season shall bring its crops. These
outrages at once destroy the effect of the moral teachings which were gradually gaining influence over them, lake away their faith in
the Northern men, whom they have welcomed
as Uieir deliverers from oppression, and throw
them back a helpless burden upon the government.
Thus, not only are these soldiers
staining their souls with crimes against humanity in the person of the helpless negro,
but are assisting to destroy tile government by
increasing its expenses when every dollar is
needed to put down tbe rebellion.
from New

well

upou the flats lor painting, Ac., would find it
for their iuterest, to dock them, as the labor

In one day the product of a year’s toil of
superintendents, teachers and |>eople, has been
swept away. By unremitting labor, iu the lace
ol the greatest obstacles, these colored men

are

as

the smaller class of vessels which now

south, published at Ueaurort, sets
forth the outrages committed iu much strong-

with

material,

If a suitable Dock

The rree

language, and

of labor and

cellence are taken into account.
I

closely bordering on insubordination. A correspondent of the Traveller, writing Irom there
says:
“The d*y after we landed the troops came
In collision with the blacks—the soldiers rapacious, the negroes Independent and uncivil;
the result was that the blucks were driven off
to the other end ol the island, and their housIt was a
es burned and contents destroyed.
most disgracetul affair, and Gen. Hunter, justat
the
lias
ly indignant
outrage,
put the most
rigid camp restrictions ou lioth officers and
men on this island.
Gen. Naglee is at present in command of
the forces ou this island. He has issued a
special order censuring the recent acts of
vaud&listn of the soldiers, and ordering commanding officers to cause the arrest ol all officers and men known to lie privy to the outGroans wrere given in the various
rage.
camps for General Hunter at the close of the
eveuiug dress parade ou Sunday.

reduction would ofitself induce owners of

the unusual

forts.

recently

a

vessels to direct them here, especially when
dispatch of business and the cheap-

and to secure to them proper shelter,
instruction for their children, and other com-

Rut it seems some troops were,
landed there under Gen. Foster, in

adopted, which would
margin sufficient for profit, while such

Ilian their could be

leave

winter,

er

which in-

as

expenses, from this simple experiment, received by the government, was nearly half a
million dollars, and sufficient stores had been
retained to subsist the little colony through the

from the House

;

On

If, as has, I think, been demonstrated in my
previous communication, a large amount of
navigation will seek this place for repairs, all
that is needed is to have a a fair tariff of
rates to be paid for the use of the Dock. And

—

bad been at

gratifying, to
philanthropist.

Papers

Ingraham

of

concurrence.

do.

principal operations of the Freedmen's
numbers of contrabands
Relief Association

most

Saturday. Prayer by

Rev. Mr.

Augusta.

fluence my aflirmat ive decision.
1st. The amount of business the Docks will

of the

the

SENATE.

the stock.
I will name two or three reasons

PRKSS.j

Augusta, Feb. 28.

articles, is to arrest the attention of those
specially interested and to induce investigation
into the subject If this were done,—if patient
and intelligent examination were given to It,
the question would be readily settled, and
there would be eager com|ietition to secure

year

TO Til* DAILY

DISPATCH

to .convince

these

if paid within three months
from the date qf subscription, or $7.00 at the end of
the year.
TERM ft,'—$6.00

[BPKC'IAL

any who disagree with me,
by what may now be stated, for 1 don’t propose to discuss the question in detail. Indeed,
the chief benefit I have hoped to obtain from

-——•-♦ * -•- --

Brig Frank, (Br) Jones, Mayague* PR 13th ult.
Brig Stella, (of Richmond) Lilley, Matauzas 12th.
Essex, Dole. Boston.
Kossuth, Branscotnb, Eden.
Emily K, Hadley. Mt Desert for New York.
Delaware. Robin son, Thomastou lor Boston.
Steamer Montreal, Prince, Boston.
Sch
Sell
Sch
Sell

—

to

Monday Morning, March 2, 1HB3.

Treason on the Mississippi—Outrageous AtSee a woman in anothercolnmn picking Sambuctempts to Induce Soldiers to Desert.
for Speer’s Wine. It is an admirable article
Grapes,
used in hospital*.and by the first families in Paris
New York, Feb. 28.
London
and New York, in preference to old Port
The Cairo correspondent of the Times states
Wine. It is worth a trial, as it gives great satisfac
that the most insidious and persistent efforts ; tion.
dec22dly
are being made to weaken our
army by crafty i
to
tlie
appeals
prejudices of our soldiers
SPECIAL NOTICES.
against the administration and the nigger.”
Every facility is promised if they will leave
tr ro Consumptive* —The Advertiser, having
and allow themselves to be paroled,
These
been restored to health in a few weeks
simby a very with
scoundrelly traitors are the St. Louts and oth- ple remedy, after having suffered several
years
er Mississippi
a severe lung affection,and that dread disease, Conpilots of our own troop transsumption—is anxious to make known to hi* fellow
ports, and other employees of the U. S. govsufferers the means of cure.
eminent, who are receiving large salaries to
To all who desire it, lie will send a
copy of the preserve and to be faithful to the government.
scription used (fret* of charge), with the directions
for preparing and using the same, which they will
From Vicksburg—Operations in Yasoo Pass
find a Bure Oure for (’onsumption, Asthma, Bron—Hebei Cavalry Dispersed.
chitis, itc. The only obiect of the advertiser iu sendthe Prescription is to benefit the afflicted, and
ing
Chicauo, III., Feb. 28.
spread information which he conceives to be invaluA special dispatch from Memphis says the
able, and he hopes every sufferer will try big remeexpedition through the Yazoo Pass reached dy, as it will co?.t them nothing, and may prove a
KEY. EDWARD A WILSON,
blessing.
Moon Lake on the 22d lust. Beyond this lake,
Williamsburgli, Kings Countv, New York.
leading to Coldwater Itiver. the enemy sought
feb27 d3m
to obstruct the canal
by felling trees, stumps
and logs.- The Federal troops have been at
A Couoh, Cold, or an Irritated Throat, if
work three weeks to clear out the pass.
A
allowed to progress, results iu serious Pulmonary
battalion of the 5th Illinois cavalry, sent out
and Bronchial affections, oftentimes incurable.
to scour the banks, had a brisk skirmish on
BROWN S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
last
with
a
mounted
of
Friday
sixty
company
reach directly tlnfaffecred parts and give almost inrebels, dispersing them, killing six, wounding
stant relief.
In Bronchitis, Asthma, and Caseveral, and capturing twenty-six. Our loss
tarrh they are beneficial.
The good effects resultwas live wounded.
ing from the use of the Troches, aud their extended

Rolf* Elleu

GENTLEMEN’S UST.
Allen Jacob P
Libby Nelson.for mrs Har.
Alexander Levi—2
net Libby
Atiusiroug Richard
Libby Sylvester
Abbott Warreu G
Libby Samuel
Bom man Adrian
Ly a* Thomas
liuruard A B
Lewis Wm M
Brackett BenJ
Murcb A P-3
Baker li C
Moses Austin W
Baker Fred’kT
Marshall Bi ad lord
Brackett Gilman
Merean Chas.lor mis* F.mBran George
iua J Mereau
Braddish Horatio
Myers l harle*
Brackett Isaac A co
Max field Cha*. for mist
Annie S Maxifeld
Bingham John, for Sam*
uel smith Davita
Mattocks Chas P, photo*
Brown John II
graph*
Brady Jos, cigar manufr Meaerve E H—2
Brown John U,recruiting Morton t.eorge
otticer—2
Mom Henry u
Brooks John
Moody Henry, for rafae
Barker James
Nancy E Carver
Minott John W
Blanchard J
Brackett John L
Merrill Joel
Boston Lewis
Mahouey Jas, to mrs ColBrown L T
iius
Barber PM.
McDouell John
Bayiey Kob’t ASon memrsMcFaddeu Jas
Muster Jos. % ape E
Bridge# S H
Maxwell Johuti
Boothby 8 G
Bassett*T M
McDou »ugh John—2
Bell Win
Murphy John, lor Uwva
CoueC C Rev—P E Moth*
Uoilv wood
odist church—2
Murray Michael, for mrs
Cochrau Christopher capt
Isabel Murray
Cush man C U, Westbrook Murray Michael
Clark Dennis, for mrs Mooney Michael Jr
(lark
Murphy Patrick,for BridgCar\ iu Daniel,far Joseph
et Ktuu

Montgomery Rob't,

McCloskey

Colgan D M
Coughlin Dennis
Cusick George
( lurk George

sea-

man—2

Musgrave Wm. Seaman's
Home, for Maicalm Mo-

Gregor

Cobb ltarrfron II.Cape E Musgrave Wm, for John
Kurz..
Cliaptuuu Johii—2
Merrill Win Y,Westbrook
Clapp James
Cronin John, for Daniel Nickerson A A lieut
Guiut-a
Newmau Andrew F
Coflo I 8
Newhouse B F
Norton Edward
Colly Urrin
New hegiu Gtorge
Carncll Richard
Con way Richard, for Mary Nutter a Evans meusrs
Nason Richard
Kieley
Cummings Richard, for Newman Wm, for miss
Mark E errant)
Elizabeth < hum her lain
Cart maud V 8—S
Oliver Edward
Carter Wm G
Oliver F capt
Dean ( has H
Perkius A > A co
Deiheue ( has monseinr
Phillips Albert o.for Mar*
Deering uir, Portland tlia A Merrill
High School
Perrey Amos G
P tils bury Albert L
Dee nag John W
Prince ( has
Doody John 11
Noah
Deeri'ug
capt
Phillips Caleb
Prembrook ( has P
Devine Thomas
horn
as
Prince
W—2
Georgs
Dolley
Porter John H
Davis Thomas B
Patten Jas T A co
Duncan Wm
for
DuAa W
Parker Kingsbury,
miss Olive Kid aud
Dyer Wm
Plummer L renzo B
Deering W'm 11
Emerson D B
Parker Nathaniel T, or
Eaton Daniel W
Amander Jane Herrick
Emery Joba B Jr
PeyneN 8 A co messrs
Elliot John M
Plum mer Peter W .for Albert Jordan
Falby Andrew
Forbes Andrew J.Wsst'k Poland Stephen E
Frobock D K-5
Pool Samuel George
Foster Frederick Wm
Plumm r Wm.for Wm E
Fisher John.at tbs Bloom- Plummer
Meld House
Parsons W m,for mrs Anuette E Parsons
Flaherty John, Maneel
House
Rediugton Asa.Tr of Me
Fogg John, cooper
Mhw'y 8 ciety
Finney John, tor mrs Ol- Ridley A C
ive G Bacon
Kawsoa ( has ^
Frink John Col
Rand < has M
Knife Ephraim, Cape E
Fleming John B
Fickett Nahum. Westb’k, Radonx Franklin
tor John M Millikan
Badoux Francis
Fox Thomas
Rack leg Geo
French W'oodman
Reed Henry
Foren Wm U
Reed Henry 2d
Gammon A
Richardson *1 W
Gammon Albion
Kicker Hiram
Greeu D W
Russell Juiiu,formerly of
Goodrich Hiram L
Watertown, Mass
Gardner Joseph capt
Roi John.care capt Jonea
(•rant James, soldier
Robinson J H Dr
Graham Jas
Ryan John
Goldsmith Robert
Rankin John
Kackleg James Q
(•age Richard
Reed Levi 8
Gallagher Thomas
Grifetb Walter
Kyaa Michael
Gragam Joseph W
Rugg Porter
Greeue Wm G
Uediagton Patrick
Haskell A E
Rogers haftt* C,
Howard Andrew
Bines 8tover
11 ink ley A
Radius Wm
Henderson Allen
Robinson Wm. for miaa
Hall A Winslow, master
Marcia H Robinson
House David P
8auborn Alonzo
Sanborn It w A co
i.owe Ebea
Hale E U
Stu»lley Beoj
Houston Henry C
Smith ( W
Holden John £
Sa» arey capt H M 47th reg
llowe J C H
Steven* ( bus, for James
Haines James E
8wney Jr
Hubbard J Weston
Smith ( has
Hill John A,for miss Lau- Muitli Darnel D
ra Hill
Strong Daniel
Head James H
Smith Frederick
Hall Michael P
Stone Frod W
llim-e Richard A
>outh Frank D II
Hall or Fall i boinas B
smith George C
Thomas
Snow Geo L
llaly
Stevens Henry
Timothy
llill W m F
Snow Henry
Hall Wm Y capt
smith J B
liodMiou W'm B
Spring Josiak
Smith John
Irving George
Johnston E >V
Sterling Robinson
Jones Frank 8
Stickney Robert C capt
Jones H W
Sawyer Sami for Jas M
Jensou mr—cabinet mak’r Churchill —2

HerJehy

jununou

«ieniiu ■

co

siowf or 9ioue 9am

1

Johnson James
Sullivan mr. Fore st, for
Jordan Lewis
mr Albauo
Jones Uwdu
Stepbeus mr
Johuson Stephen
Scott Wiu
Johnson Wm B—3
Stewart W A Rer
kehew Geo L
True David, for Frank
Kimball J W.for W Scott
True
Brown
Taylor Edward 8
Julias
A
Tborufon
Edward
Kiug
Thaxter Joshua
Kilby Jonu L
Jas.of
Westbrook.Turner
O
Knight
for mrsAbby F Bennett l asco 9amne!
Thomas mr. Brown st.for
Kenny John capt
Kern Patrick
mn Edward >an«ls
Victar Thomas Fretois
Kelly Timothy
Vest Wm, for Lemuel
Kelley Wm K
Prime
knight Moses W
Lewis Albion K
Wheeler (has F Dr
Leatham Allan
White Oh as K or K
Leighton Algrusuu, for W ebster El bridge
miss Ellen M Field
Whitney Eugene E
Wallace Geo W
Libby ('has, Searboro
Urumoiiiiu David
Waterhouse Herman F
Wilder J Davis—3
Ly ford Frank
Lock Fred A
Wall Johu
L
Webb
J P. M D
Luring Geo
Laflfca George
Webster J S
Libbev J H
Waterman John R
Lvncli John
Woodbury 9ilas B
Littlefield J H
Wewler .Sewell A
Warren Win S
Leighton Jas X
Lawton J M capt
York Joseph capt,for mn
Susan C Wallace

SHIP LETTERS.
Joseph Treat, brig Amos
('apt
,T
George Purington. sch Bymautriem
Thos L Peake, ship Belmont
(. apt Isaiah L ( hapmau. baruae Marry Booth
K Hodgdou, Jr. sch ( eAgfi
G A Yeaton. brig CaliHV

Samuel Mrkenou. sch (TTHorton
Thomas Matthews, sch 8ilver Lake
( has E Jackson, care capt John E Lombard, barque
Annie W Lewis
( apt J E Lombard, barque Annie Lewis
A
W H Kimball.
Annie W Lewi#
Gray, sch Willie Lee
Geo W Brown, care of capt Smitb.sch Electric Light
( apt J H Pritchard, ship Mary Anu -3
D Taylor, sail maker... capt lUchard—3
( apt E G Rolan, sch Sea March
Edgar S Trask, barque Melener
**
John J Ellis, sch Xiie
Ralph Devereux. baruue Orclulla
( has W Lawrence, brig Rio Grande
Annie E Sherman—3
barque
Henry 8 Ward,
’*
"
Sherwood
**
"
"
James W Sloau.
John Frates, sch Dashing Wave—3
*’

A. T.

DOLE. Postmaster.

cwnr of pohtu\i>.
TnnAcrnnn’a Orrtc*. March 3d. 1868.
IKTOTICEis hereby riven that, in accordance with
I AXES
lx an ordinance of the city. a Us* of
assessed upon resident*. amounting to Five Dolon
laeu and upwa da, remaining unpaid
Saturday. th»- »ih turn..
with th, ninn of lb, i»r»w awe«»ed therefcr. will
be pubil.hi'd in ob, of the .tolly o.w.pBMr. of thla
II h> KI r. LoKU,
City
Tibbwuw and Collector.
inch 2 edtmch?

Trut-luuea AUrnliou!
will bo B mooting at the OLD CITY
HALL. tVnluwdmy ereuing. March 4«h, al ”I O'tho
clock, to take into conaideraliou an iucicao, la
rata, of fracking. All owner, of team, are requert.
Ter order.
oil to attend.

TIIEKK

Portland. March Id. 1WC

**•

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

to believe the

assembly

was

sprinkled

with any

XXXVII OONGBESS.“Second Session.
Washington, Feb. 28.

such element.
At the proposition of the Mayor, three
Municipal Court....Feb. 28.
rousing cheers were given for Gen. Wool, and
.Tames F. Grant ami Thomas Kelley pleaded
fix more for the Union. The meeting then
guilty to drunkenness and disturbance, and broke up, and the General and suite were
paid tines of three dollars each, and costs.
taken to the United States Hotel, where rooms
Michael Kelley and John Sullivan, lads of
had been provided for them by the City Gov14 to 10 years of age, pleaded guilty to larceny
ernment. Subsequently he was serenaded by
of a trunk containing old iron belonging to
the Hand of the 17th U.S. Regiment.
Mr. Ruby. They were sentenced to ten days
Yesterday, Geu. Wool and suite attended
each, imprisonment in the County jail.
! church at the 1st Parish in the morning, where
John Flaherty, for larceny of some trilling
a discourse was delivered
by the pastor, Rev.
articles from on board a vessel, was lined two
Mr. Stebbins. Subsequently he called upon
dollars and costs, which he paid and was disthe Mayor, and, in the evening, upon Mrs. Jcharged.
S. Little.
Gen. Wool’s Visit to Portland.

Major General John E. Wool, with his suite,
composed of Col. Cannon, I.ieut. Col. Ilowe,

To-day, Gen. Wool with the City Authorities will visit the fortifleatians in the harbor,
in the steamer

Wharl

Favorite, leaving

and Captain Thomas, left
Boston in the 2.30 train Saturday afternoon.
They were accompanied by Aldermen Larrabee, Shurtleff, Putnam and Webster, and arrived here about half-past 7 o’clock in the
evening. A committee of the City Council,
of which Henry Fox, Esq., President of the

& St Lawrence Railroad for a few

Common

past.

the

300 stockholders have converted their-stock
into sterling shares, for sale abroad, amounting

Captain Graham

Council, was Chairman, met them at
depot, and, In behalf of the City Govern-

ment, tendered the General and his suite the
hospitalities of the city. They were then

Mayor's room, where
a supper had been provided for them.
Oil arriving at the City Government building,
Chandler’s Band, which was on the balcony,
played “Hail to the hero.” The General and
his suite then entered the Mayor's room amid

taken in

carriages

the

to

the cheers of the crowd assembled.
Information bad been

given in the Evening
placed on our bulle-

Courier, and by a notice
tin l>oard, that the General would meet the
citizens at the City Hall at 8 o’clock In the
evening. At that hour the hall was crowded
with citizens, men and women, wedged in as
tightly as they could be, while hundreds were
on

the outside.

Soon after 8 o'clock the Mayor
Council, accompanied by Bev. Mr.

and City
Stebbins, entered the hall and took seats upon
the platform. In a short time Gen. Wool and
his suite entered, and the old veteran was received with deafening applause. Mr. Fox introduced him to the Mayor, and the Mayor in
a few
complimentary remarks tendered Gen.
Wool the hospitalities of our city. His name,
be said, was

familiar to

as

citizens

our

as

sired to be
will leave

cepted with
proffered. He came here as a business man,
on business, and he had no idea of such a reception. Tremendous applause followed, and
the Hand played the “Star Spangled Banner.”

Rev. Horatio Stebbins then made some remarks upon the time-honored custom of paying homage to our gallant men. He alluded
to the services of the venerable General, his
devotion to his country, which was life-long,
and closed his remarks as follows:—“General!

Venerable man!
the

people

War-woru

patriot!

Behold

who have come out to greet you H

The remarks of Mr. Stebbins

frequently

were

interrupted with great applause.
Mayor Thomas then introduced the General
to the vast audience, and cheer upon cheer
followed as he rose to make some remarks.
He

expressed

his

gratification
witnessing
faces, all of them, no doubt,
heartily in favor of the loyal sentiments so
eloquently expressed by the Reverend gentleman.
They were for their country, their
whole country, and nothing but their country.
He alluded to the growth of our country and
the blessings which had been showered upon
it. No portion of it, said he, has been more
such

a

at

of

sea

favored than the South. And what has the
North done or the East done or the West done
that this

ing!
holy
He

should be thrust upon us ? NothNothing! It has been produced by unwar

AMBITION

was

AND SLAVKKY.

opposed

anything

to

and

(Applause.)
everything,

any man and every man, who would stop this
war until it had crushed this unnatural rebel-

niue

at

the boat

account

on

of the

Stock Movements.—There has been

lively

a

quite

in the stock of the Atlantic

movement

.January 1st, 1893,

Since

we

months

understand

in the aggregate to the sum of $107,000. Sales
have been made here recently for from $72 to
$75, and though bringing something less on
the other side of the water, yet the Exchange

brings

them up to nJmve par—a remarkable
state of things, considering, that the company
does not now pay the dividends on the shares,
and have not paid for some years, though it is
understood there is some prospect of their

doing so

soon.

The bonds of the

corporation

same

have

also advanced to $94 a $97. But why these
do not bring par is also very remarkable, ns
the coupons have never been allowed to lay
but in one instaucc, and then it was in
consequence of a misunderstanding, and ouly
over

for

few

a

days.

We also notice that the bonds of the Androscoggin * Kennebec liailroad Campany are
now quoted at $95 to $100, which is an advance
of about 25 per cent, within a few weeks. This
company has never failed to pay its coupons on

the
able

day they became
semi-annually.

these l>onds,
I

Si

briefly replied. He said he acgreat pleasure the hospitalities

precisely

well

as

.mu rpnep

due—six per cent., payThere is no reason why
those of the Atlantic

as

fclmiiltl

not

fur

mt

nlutvo

for

t»ur

they are a sale investment The A. &
Company will get rid of a large amount

K.
of

their stock bonds this year. This fact, in connection with the fortunate consolidation of the
road with the Penobscot road, has infused new
life into the corporation, both healthful and

permanent
A. Balkan.—John A.

Death of John

Balkam. Esq., who was for a long period of
years Deputy Collector of this port, died at his
residence, on Pleasant street, atO o'clock Sunday morning, after an illness of five weeks,
which
w

ithin

was

considered

not

The deceased
and

during

a

was

man

tion.

He had no doubt alt the men he saw
there were true to their country, and all the
ladies too, for he had not seen one of the fairer
sex in the North or in the West who was a
traitor.

If the Government U forced to make
a peace, said he, it will
only entail upon us
eternal war, for, In such a case, we shall
place
it in the power of the rebels forever to harrass
us, and we shall leave to our children the

legacy

of

perpetual war.
Tremendous applause followed the remarks
of Gen. Wool, of which the above is but a
brief abstract. He spoke so low at times that
it was difficult to hear him; but though 71
years of age, the Are of youth and patriotism
was in his heart, and he was bold
enough to
speak of things as they are. No one could for
a moment doubt his
patriotism, or that he believed the words he uttered.
After music
were

given

from the

with

a

band, three cheers

will for the General.

Lieut Col. Howe, Agent of the New England Association in New

York,

was

then in-

troduced to the audience, and was received
with much applause. He gave some account
of the doings of the Association, and stated
that for eleven months

they

had

received,

ou

average, 75 soldiers per day. There were
the names of 025 sick and wounded suldiers
from Maine borne on the books of the Association, who bad been assisted by them, in the
an

various

hospitals

in and about New York
city.
names of 15,000 New
England men, who had received relief from
the Association. He appealed to the audience

Their books bore the

off garments which would
help
poor tick or wounded soldiers. He alluded to the sight before him, and to the reception they had met with, and then to his
own dress (he was in his
top boots), aud made
not some out
some

humorous remarks upon the matter,
saying, that if such a reception could be got
some

up in two hours, hereafter, if he had occasiou
to travel in the suite of Geueral Wool, be
should be for

giving Portlauders only

live

Col. Howe’s remarks were
much ap, lauded.
Mr. Stebbins said that after such a
patriotic
speech Irom the General, to which
one

minutes notice.

every

present, who had

hands,

had

heel, a cane, or a pair
responded, he was not prepared
a

of
to

believe there were any traitors among us.
The demonstration before him contradicted
such

a

presumption,

and

as

he would like to

kuow whether his views in this regard were
borne out by public sentiment, he hoped to
hear from the public
press, and therefore he
would call upon Mr.
Gilman, the editor of the

Daily Press,

whom he

saw

before him.

Mr. G. asked to be
excused, but the Mayor
said no excuses were allowable. Mr. G.
went
upon the stand aud made a few
ex-

remarks,

his sense of utter littleness in
the
presence of those who had consecrated
long
and honorable lives to their
couutry's serviceHe fully accorded with the

pressing

preceding speaker
in relation to the freedom of our
city from
traitors, as least so lar as it was represented by

the multitude before him.
Gen. Wool had
said if any persons did not
sympathize with
the country in its
present strggle, he did not
wish to see them; did not wish them to look
or speak to him.
A man who would
applaud
the General’s remarks, while
opposed to the
views he bad expressed, must be
an arrant

hypocrite, and he (Mr. G.)

was not

prepared

Daily Press.

EROJI WASHINGTON.

The Revenue Tax

on

Banks.

Dedication of the Soldiers Free

Library.

Amendments to the luternnl Tax law.

Resignation of General John Cochrane.
Decision of Commissioner of Internal Revenue

for his

and

of this com-

integrity.

As

be regretted not only liy that church, but by
all who knew the man. His age was 65 years.
He leaves a widow, who will receive the sympathy of all. They have lost all their children, five in number.
In our Saturday’s issue

we chronicled the
death of James M. Balkam, Esq., which occurred at Iiobbiustou last Weduesday. He was a

It is

a

inau

of note in that

remarkable

coincidence, the
deatli of these two brothers, oue following the
other so quick. They bad walked together in
brotherly love, and as Christians oirearthumd,
almost hand in hand, they were called together,
to enter a heavenly rest.
a

Siprene Jpdicial

adjourned

nine (He

sion of 34

days.

Copht.—This court

Friday evening, after

It

was

a ses-

the first appearance in

this county of

Judge Cutting, at nisi prius,
given general satisfaction. He has
disposed of a large amount ol business, aud
has presided with great urbauity. Occasionally there would break out a humorous or
and he has

satirical remark, much in llic vein of the dissenting opinion in the Chadwick case. His
decisions have been given with rapidity, and,

generally, acquiesced

iu

by the

members of llie

Bar.

There were, on the continued and new dockets, 1168 cases. Of these, 12 were disposed of

by jury trials,

7 tried

by the Judge, 9 dismissed, 79 entered “neither party,” 5 discontinued,
173 defaulted, 5 lion suit, 95 defaulted ami continued for judgment, 6 continued to be defaulted, and 7 mls-entries—making about 409
cases disposed of at this term.
The docket of
continued actions at the next term will be
smaller than it has been fora number of years.

£y"The following packages were forwarded
soldiers Saturday, February 28, 1863:
2 barrels to J. W. Hathaway, for Maj. West,
17th regiment; 1 box J. W. Small, Co. 1, 17th
regiment; 1 box Mrs. Eaton, from Capt. J. B.
Coyle; 1 Imix Miss Johnson, from tile ladies of
Cornish; 1 box J. W. Hathaway, containing
soldiers' packages; 2 barrels Mr*. J. W.Eaton;
6 cases Col. Roberts, 17th regiment; 7 eases
Col. Hathaway; 1 case C. C.
Hayes, from
Kas'port; 1 ease J. Winslow, U. S. A., treneral Hospital, West Philadelphia; 2 ca-es Col.
Fessenden, 25lh regiment; 2 case- Col. Rich,
9th regiment; 3 barrels E. T. Houghton, Philadelphia; 1 case Col. Virgin, 23d regiment.
to our

jy”\Ve are indebted to Hall L. Davis, Exchange street, for one of "Snow’s Postage Currency Holders”—an excellent and convenient
article for the counting room and

money
drawer, to hold the different denominations of
postal currency, safe against blowing away,
and yet perfectly convenient for use. If some-

body

w

ill send

us

a

liberal

supply of

rency, we will put it to immediate

the

cur-

use.

iy“\Ve learn that the International Steamship Company have chartered the steamer
forest City, of the Portland and Boston
line,
on the route between this
p ace, Eastport and St. John—both of the steamers of
the International line being under charter to

to

go

Government—and that the f'oiest City will
commence her trips on or about the lflth of
March.

Court Martial.—The Court met on Satand some evideuee'was offered in behalf
of Patrick Norton—on trial for
larceny from

urday

the Butler’s

shop. Without concluding the
the Court adjourned to half past nine
o'clock Monday morning, to meet in the room
over tile store of Samuel
Chadwick, Market
Square.
case

Kkai. Estate.—We learn that the wooden
house in Park Street now occupied by Mr. J.
N. Morrill, has beeu purchased by Mr. Seward

Merrill for $4000.
the block
on

India

Knight

occupied
Street, has

for $1500.

Also that the north half of
by Mr. Dudley Caminett,
been sold to

Capt. George

The Amerienn Illustrated
papers for
this week, have been received at
the bookstore
ol A. Itobiuson, No. 51
Exchange street.

this

In the Senate on
the committee of Conference on the ways, and
ineain* hill, made a report on the amendment
concerning the tax on banka, which was concurred in. The report provides for a tax of
one per cent, on all circulation below the scale
proposed by the House, ami two per ceut. on
all above, and oue-lourth of one per cent, on

deposites.

Distinguished speakers to-night participated

in the proceedings attendant on the dedication
of a library and reading room free to all soldiers, on the ground set apart for that purpose

by Congress.
It is the opinion of Congressmen best acquainted with tbesubject.that the amendments
to the internal tax law, if they had been agreed
to by the House in the form originally reported, would liave increased the revenue, but they

consider it donbtful in their modified form.—
The main purpose of the amendatory hill was
to remedy existing defects.
Mr. Daly, delegate from Nebraska, succeeding in having a
clause inserted to dispense with collectors and
assessors in the Territories after the
present
assessment shall liave been collected, for tile
reason that the expenses of collecting absorb
the revenue received. The stamp tax, however is retained.
The resignation of Gen. John Cochrane has
been accepted by the President, for reasons by
himself stated. He designs in other fields to
continue bis support of the war for the Union.
Tbs officers of his brigade accompanied him
in a body to the cars at Falmouth.
The following decision has been made by the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, concerning coupons or bonds issued by or in aid of a
railroad company:
In cases of bonds issued
by a State, county, city or town, in aid of a
railroad company, the government tax of 3
per cent must be withheld, although neither
bond or coupon may express liability of the
company, such arrangement being virtually
the endorsement of the company’s bonds by
said Stale, county, city or town. Whether
interest is paid by the State, city or town,
received from the railroad company or paid
directly by the company to the bondholders is
immaterial; in either case the managers ol the
company must account to the government for
the tax. When tiie bonds are issued by or in
aid of a railroad company, the interest of which
is made payable in a foreign country, such interest will not be subject to taxation under
the 81st section of the excise law.

Rumors of

member and officer of State Street Church,
he walked a Christian life, aud his death will

brother of Joint A., and

to the Commercial, from
the withdrawal of the
members from the Indiana House of Representatives on Wednesday has
probably put an
end to further legislation this session. But
two of the minority remained in the
bail, and
all have now gone home. The cause was the
attempt to pass an unconstitutional measure
to strip the Governor of all military
power.
From California.
San Francisco, Feb. 28.
A schooner from the Mexican coast
brings
Mazatlan dates of the 4th inst., and Guayama
of the 27th ult.
No attack was made on Guayamas
by the
French up to that date.
The French war steamer Pallas has arrived
off Mazatlan, anchoring outside the
harbor,
but had not communicated with the shore.

Mr. Dawes reported against the claim of D.
Hawkins to a scat from the Uth Tennessee District.
The Conlerence Committee reported that
they had agreed to the appointment of 30
Major Generals and 73 Brigadier Generals;—
also modifying the House proviso so that officers shall be selected lor
bravery in the field.
The report was adopted.
A report from the committee of the Whole
ou the biU
amending the internal tax bill, was
taken ftp.
Mr. Morrill offered a substitute for amendments reported yesterday, being the same
with comparatively unimportant exceptions.
The amendment that the pay of Assessors
shall not exceed $2300 w as adopted and the
bill passed.
The conference committee on the naval appropriation bill made a report, which was
adopted. It appropriates $700,000 for a floating dry dock at New York. The clause relative to the appointment of midshipmen was
stricken out.
The conference committee on the postoflice
bill made a report, which was adopted. The
provisions establishing the free carrier system
aud making a uniform letter atid
newspaper
rale of postage was agreed to by both Houses1
Mr. Dawes, from the conference committee
ou
tiie bunk duty clause of the finance bill
made a report, w inch was adopted.
The Appropriation bill was then taken up
in Committee of the Whole.
The House took a recess till 7 o’clock.
The House reassembled at 7 P. M., and
went into a committee on the miscellaueous
appropriation bill.
A personal colloquy took place between Mr.
Yallandighaui and Mr. Blake, which was very
bitter.
Without coining to any vote on the bill the
House at 12.30 adjourned.
FROM PORT ROYAL.

Gen.

fitfvriison to be

Released.

Miscellaneous Items.

a

Change in the Policy of

Commercial.
Per

steamship Africa, at New York.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Feb 14. —The

sales

.Saturday

C,UUU bales, of which 25u0
exporters, the market
quotations.
LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFF* MARKET-Breadstuff* quiet but steady.
Various circulars report
wheat dull and declined 1 ft 2d. Corn dull and
downward; white declined Is k? quarter.
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET
The
on

Government.

Steamship Nova Scotian sailed from
port for Liverpool at 11.30 Saturday
night.

Refusal of the First Pennsylvania
ment to do Duty.

Regi-

(Jen. Fremont to be Assigned a Command.

New York, March I.
The Mercury's Washington uispatch says it
is universally admitted that at the close of the
session Congress will be witnessed a decided
change in the policy of the government.
Tlie President has yielded to the advice of
Secretary Seward and Thuriow Weed to propitiate the conservatives and thus make conscription palatable. The measures in view are:
1st. A change in the Cabinet that will give
Seward and his policy a majority of its members. Mr. Chase to he retained, or if he retires Robert J. Walker to take his place.
2d. The restoration of tien. McClellan to
some command, to shut the months of his
noisy and disloyal friends.
3d. Some concession to the negro prejudices of Northern soldiers. The blacks in the
army to be kept in subordinate positions.
4th. The radical republicans to take hack
scats and the moderate republicans and war
democrat* to have the coufldeuc and direction
of the administration.
6th. There are to be no more arbitrary
arrests except in very flagrant cases.
The diplomatic representative of the Republic of Ilayli has arrived and paid hi* respects
to Senator Sumner, the chairman of the Senate
Committee on Foreign relations. He will receive from the government all the courtesies

usually extended to diplutnutic representatives.
The 1st Penn, reserves refused to do duty on
picket yesterday over in Virginia, on the
pound that they have been in the service
since IStil and participated in most of the hard
fought battles, that they arc so reduced in

numbers that no one regiment will number
250 men and that their request to go home and
recruit ha* been disregarded, w hile the 2d New
Ham|ishire regiment is allowed to go home.
Immediately alb-!- the adjournment of Congress a complete enrollment of the whole lighting population of the North w ill lie made and
some dratted men called into the thinned ranks
of our service.
tien. Kromont h s returned here and will
certainly soon be assigned toa very important

command.

Active Operation** Noon to Commence

Charleston

Troops

Against

to be

Charleston.

Burned Rather than Surrendered.

Advancing

towards

Savannah.

A New Rebel Iron-CInd.

New York, Feb. 28.
A Hilton Head letter say* there is reason to
believe that active operations in the Department ol the South will not he much longer

delayed.

The reliels have exhausted their engineering
science iu fortifying Charleston and Savannah.
The rebels have three lines of fortifications on
James Island defended by 120 guns, and 22,000
men oil that and Morris island and 8000 on
Sullivan's Island; hut it is not at ali unlikely
that an attack coming from some other quarter
these defences will prove worthless.
The reports relative to matters iu Charleston
arc somewhat
contradictory, but the general
evidence is that the people have nearly all left
the place and intend to burn the city rather
than have it taken by the Union forces.
Troops are advancing in the direction of
Savannah.
A portion of Gen. Foster’s force has been
thrown southward.
Heavy cannon are louding at the pier on
schoouers and tugs, which are to be placed in
position by the troops already sent out. When
the fleet moves from Port Koval it will lie iu
condition to sail either towards Charleston or
Savannah as prudence may dictate.
The Nashville had ^eeu moved up the liig
Ogeechee a considerable distance and the
rebel' had covered her with boughs of evergreeu in order to conceal her whereabouts.
Two deserters who bait arrived at Port Royal
reported that a new rebel iron clad battery
had been launched at Savannah. She is turtle
shaped, has a massive iron beak and is intended lor the most effective iron clad in the Confederate naval service.
From Fortress Monroe.—Defenses of Charleston Harbor.
Fortress Monroe, Feb. 28.
British frigate Petrel arrived ill Hampton
Itoads last night Irotn Charleston. The otHcers
report that the rebels have a strong net work
across the channel to t he channel of Charleston
harbor, and the net work is tilled with torpedoes, designed to blow up any of the Federal
fleet that may attempt to enter the harbor.
An easterly rain storm commenced at Old
Point to-day at noon and continued up to 5
o’clock P. M.

were

to speculators and
closing firm at unchanged
were

New York Market.
New York. Feb. 28.
Cotton—dull and unchanged; sales 1000 bales at
89 ft 90c for middling uplands.
Flour—sales 13.000 barrels; State and Western
rather more steady ; Superfine State 7 10 a 7 40; T.xtra do 7 66 «- 7 86; choiee 7 90 a 8 10; Round
Hoop
Ohio 8 00 ft 8 10; choice 8 20 ft 9 60; Superliue Western 7 10 ft 7 40; common to
good Extra Western 7 70
ft 8 20; Southern more steady ; Mixed to good 7 75
ft 8 20; Faucy and Extra *25 ft 1<J 90; < auada shade
firmer: Common 7 75 £810: Extra 8 20 ft 9 50.
Wheat—1 ft 2c better, with more doing'; <liicao>
spring 1 45 ft 1 63; Milwaukee club 1 64 ft 1 72; Amber Iowa 1 73 ft 1 75; Winter Red Western 1 75
£
178 for common to fair; Amber Michigan 1 79
ft
1 84; Winter Red and Amber state l 80 ft 1
85$.
t orn—lc better and decidediv more
active; Mixed
Westerfi sound 97 ft 99 in store and delivered: do do
uusound 88 ft 96; White Western uusouud 91; Yellow Western loo.
Oats—firm; sales moderate; Northern and Western
78 a 82; Jersey 73 « 76.
Beef—dull; Country Mess 7 On £ 9 00; Prime 6 00
«, 6 00;
Repacked Chicago 1150 ft 12 75; Prime
Mess 2000

Rumors of Our Fleet having Passe^through
the Oanal at Vicksburg.

Nr.iv York, March I.
the following

Sunday Mercury has
special dispatch:
Cairo, Feb. iS.—This city Is
The

ling

rumors.

It is said that

ou

full of startthe 2(llh the

famous cut-otl was completed, dredging machines having been at « ork several days. It
is asserted that the gunboats are all through,
and the transports are preparing to follow.
The batteries at Warrenton are reduced, and
the whole force will be sent first against Port

14 00 for old and

new;

new.

A Disgraceful Affair —Capture of 300 Federal Cavalry.
Wheelisq, Western Va., March 1.
A correspondent of the Intelligencer, under
date of Winchester, Feb. 2*>tli, gives tile following particulars of the late disgraceful affair between a portion of our troops and the
enemy:
(>u the 25th, a rebel cavalry scout, eighty
strong, came inside our pickets, oil the Slrasburg road. After a skirmish w ith infantry
pickets, in which two were wounded oil each

side, they retired, capturing

a

cavalry picket

and New York
in pursuit and recaptured
beyond Strasburg most of tile prisoners and
horses, and also took a number ol prisoners.—
The commander of our detachment transcended orders, and pursued the rebels beyond
Woodstock. After driving in the rebel pickets, he stood parleying in the road without
guarding against a surprise. The enemy returned in force, charged upon and threw otir
men into confusion, killing and rapturing two
hundred. In u flight ol miles our men made
no stand though outnumbering the enemy.
of twelve men.

cavalry

were

Pennsylvania

sent

The Capture of the Queen of the West.—
Blowing up of Steamers.
C'aiko. Feb. 28.
Full dispatches in regard to the capture of
the Queen of the West by the rebels have been
received. The day 1 si fore her capture she
went down below Cliafalaga a few miles, and
captured a rebel train of 17 wagons. Upon
returning, those who captured the rebel train
were tired upon by
The next
guerrillas.
morning a force was lauded, w ho destroyed all
the buildings in the vicinity. The Queen of
the West is said to have been considerably
damaged by the rebel lire. The steamers
which accompanied her were blown up to prevent their falling into the hands of the rebels.
Seoond New Hampshire Regiment.
New York, March L
The 2d N. II. Regiment, Lieut. Col. Bayloy
commanding, arrived heie late this evening.
They number about 500 men, including new
recruits, the old original inembCrt not averaging 20 to each company. Nearly all the original officers have been killed or disabled, and
most of the present line officers are promoted
from the ranks. Nearly all the officers and
soldiers are highly pleased at the prospect of
seeing their Irieuds and families again, but
nre, if anything, more anxious to return with
full ranks to help crush the rebels.

Principal.
feblldlw*

&c., application
A

he

mar

T>. H.

the

ll. DlRGIN,
So. 28 High Street.

C hm o street

Ball

-TO—A.

Mondav,

on

made to

AM0<“"0'“ "> Portland trill

Complimentary

L*.

at

Chandler,

Lancaster hall,

Wednesday Cvpnln{„Huth l,186l>

Seminary.

Institution for the instruction of young ladle* and misses, will be re-opened on'
Mondav,
March 30th, under the
charge of the former Princi-

THIS

Maangcra.
“

Mis* H. Hawk ka.
The course of study will embrace all the branches
usual.y atteuded to iu *uch institution*
There will al*o be a department for Children.
For terms, Ac., application mar be made to the
at 217 Cumberland street, alter March 7th
Portland, Feb. 14, 1868.
«d3wfceod3w*

£55?“*

a

f

M-A.

I> smith,
L Pennell.
0. H. Bleb,
W. K. Rhode.

To vf1*;11’
lf

;*P>

1O.W.Tnto.
wK.^k

Principal,

<*P‘

•PflFUKIRTlrKRTS

BRIDOTON

fl.OO; Gallery to cento—
to he hid of the
Manaaera, and it R. I. Robinwa'a,
anriir Laneaater llall. and at Paine'.
Mimic Store.
<x>UMkMat 8 o’clock.

ACADEMY,

AT NORTH BRIDGTON, MAINE.

j*|

Spring Term of ibis Institution wfll comTHE
mence on Tuesday, Feb. 24th, 1863, aud continue

_WANTS~LOST.

elevcu week*.
C. E. Hilton.A. M.. Principal; Rev. Franklin Yeaton. A. M.. Vice Principal; Mrs. Elizabeth
Hi.ton.
Teacher of Mu*ic; Mis* L. K. Gibbs. Teacher of
Drawing and Painting
The Trustees of this institution are
happy to announce to the public that the service* of the Rev.
Franklin Yeaton have been secured for the
Spring
form. Mr. Yeaton brings with him * nch
experience. and the well earned reputation of a successful
teacher.
If sufficient encouragement I* offered, a
Primary
Deportment will be formed under the supervision of
Mrs. Hilton, to which student* under twelve
year* of
age will be admittrd for #2.00 per term.
Board near the Academy *2.00 per week, wood and
lights extra, students cau reduce their expense* bv7
boarding themselves.
attention given to those designing to teach.
Text Booksjupplied at Portland prices.
THOMAS H. MEAD. Secretary.
North bridgton, Jan. 20, 1863.

Wanted.
aTION
Clerk
Book-keeper
A*\t\
wholeaale store, by young
married
would like
aa

only.

_Addrna. BCSINKss,

Coffee—quiet

Wanlt-d

wbo

Box

2220, Portland P. O.

Immediately,

from s8to fit per week can be made.
oy
Parha> Ilia leisure crcnina. can make from
AO ceato
lo *1 per even".a
a -ampI
with mil particular*
wnt by mail to all who Inclose tii Ria letier
.tamne
ad drew.
(9
IKA KL'SSKLL kill.
ictd dlmannuti*
aoii.

cent.J.and

Hookntt.if.il.

Strayed

Stolen.

or

BAY MAKF.,weiahiiia about 1000
pound., four
year* old. Her ofT hfnd foot was white to the
ankle; the other had a streak of white aero** the
heel
Any person who flnds tier shall be suitably rewarded by returning her or giving information to

A

.JusK«:M SFdVKRANCFa. < oruish. Me.
k
by
leaving word at the Rress office.
febll-fT a r•

<>
Or

An Apprentice Wanted.
learn the Sign and Ornamental painting bn.lOne who hu n decided tute for the tori“<** preferred.
Enquire of J. B. HUDSON, Jn
frbI7-d3w
37 Market Square

TO

THE PORTLAND COLLEGE,
-LOCATED

uee».

IH-

Clapp’s Block.CongrPHH St

?

EMPLOYMENT!

important link in Bryant,Stratton ft Co.’s
IS C hain
of ommercial C
olleges, located in New
an

C

York, Philadelphia. Albany, Buffalo, Providence,
Cleaveland. Detroit, Chicago, St Louis, Troy. Brookand Toronto, C. W., and affords the best
lyn
possible
facilities for acquuiug a thorough Commercial edu-

« E R M A N

BOOK-KEEPING, COMMERCIAL LAW.

BRYANT, »TRATTON

ft

teltfdft wly

Treasury 7 3-lOths.104$

lebMeodlw*

be good
Call or

send for Circular

RALLY!

COM-

MEHClAL ARITHMETIC, PENMANSHIP.
CO/iRESP ON HENCE ? C.,

practically taught.
A Scholarship issued by this
College will
throughout the “Chain”—time unlimited.

S.

I m respectable German gentlemen and ...
Indy, of good addrere. with reference, u lota,
duetry, integrity, and morality, enn (Ind permanent

A

cation.

Stock Market.
New York. Feb. '28.
Second flotird.—Stocks du/Pand lower.
United States 6’s one year certificates.981
Uiiitbd States demand note*.172
American Gold, .171*
United State* 6’s 1881 registered,. 9wj
United States 6’s 1881 coupons. 991
United States 6’s 1908 coupons. log

come

every town and vllla«e. an «*enl of either
''H’" ,ul1 prollrable bu.ineM
which

Jan81 d3aw&mv33

and tirm.

Molasses—active and firm; sales New Orleans at
ft 66; Muscovado 46 a. 62.
Fish—dry Cod firm, at 6 75 for St. George*.
Oil—Linseed firm, at 1 72j ft 1 77; Lard firm, at
1 00 ft 1 05;
Sperm tirm, at 1 Ho; Wliakyirm at 1 00.
Freights to Liverpool —unchanged ;NPur Is l0$d;
grain 6> a 7$ in hulk and ships' bags.
Wool—active and tirm.

in

man

IK

Prime Mess 16 50 ft 18 50 for

45

or

a

his employer* a thousand dollar*,
w ould not object to
forming a ('opartnerahin with
some one> already in business.
Reference* exchang•
ed for a few davs
to loan

Special

Sugars—quiet and lirm: New Orleans 11$ (ft 14;—
Muscovado 11$; Melado 7$.

1«1

Middle Street.

MERCHANDISE.

WORTHINGTON.

Liverpool Salt.
unn

8

0

FOR SALE & TO LET.

0.

PORTLAND CITY
J UST

PUBLISHED, FOR SALE BY

BAILEY

&

NOYES,

96 St 98 Kxchnnge Street.
ftbr—iw

BLACKSMITHING

AND

HORSE-SHOEING-

Scale or Thicks.—We the undersigned. Blacksmiths and Stioem, do agree to and hold ourselves
bound by the following scale of price* for our work
For new shoes per set,.fl,50
Toeing and setting per set,. ,75
**
Sharpening and setting. ,67

Kurus Mesas. 813
J. II K km p.’23 Treble St.
Kbkm Tkuk. 38 Tortland St.
W’m. Hatch. 37
Gsokqk Foou. 26 Lime St.
J. U. Hakmox. 100 Fore St.
Thom a a Shaw. Franklin St.
STAPl.KA k t H AMBKKLAIX, 173 < OOl'l St.
Jam ice L. Sears, 263 Commercial At.
David Yorxo. 271
"
"
Cobb k Nor kb. 179
James W. Tut ilk. 31 Fore St.
Srmxkk Libby. c«*r. Tortland k Grove Sts.
K B. Jack k Co.. 70 Federal St.
Joshua Musks, Libby’s Corner.
lwd
Tortland. Feb. 37. 1863.
feb27
•*

FinILY

THE House and Land on the corner o"f MaPleasant streets, now occupied
by
Hwfc
Gooding. Esq. For farther particulars enquire of
WILLIAM H. GOODING,
Ieb27 d2w*
No. 108 l>au forth Street.
*“**
BtSl V1**
Lemuel

together with the u»ual variety of goods kept in a first
c'aii* grocery, which they intend to sell at fair prices,
and to deliver to any part df the city pkkk or
CHARGE.

X. B.—Best
baud.

on

quality FAMILY FLUUU constantly

Tortland, Feb. 16,

F.DWIN l*A KK KK.
mmox k. akmm kong.
1868.
tf
leb. 19

S.

HATCH,

(Between
Is

Federal and Middle

Notice of

all bour,.

fcblZtv

Copartnership.

Ill HE undersigned have this day formed a CopartX nership, for the purpose of transacting the

SKOCCKY

»GBHKLS Extra Mealing Corn.
Stone MUU Floar.
ISO Bbla Areade
••
SO
( bteaaaw
"
••
65
August a
••
60
Luton
200.0(10 feet l'ine Shipping Board*.

7mwt
,oUU 40U Bbla.

Office on Lime St., adjoining Post Office.
Portland. Fob. 30. 18*3.
3w

EDWIN PARKER.
SIMON E A KM >1 KONG.
f*bl»dtf
Portland, Feb. 16, 18G3.

uTs. Internal

Office to Let.

OX

••

60.000

*•

Spruce Hank.

C tK*ap Pine Board*.

For Sale.

more Fire Proof than any
OTHER SAFE.

rut House ou the corner of Prospect
and Casco streets—the basement finished for a store. A good stand for a family Grocer.

AUSK-Th* content, are
protected at every point, with a

—A LOO—

Land,

Spring and one on
Either would be exchanged for a

good Dweiliug
For

one

ou

uon-condaeting

tuMtance!
Have more Fire-Proof Kill lag!
Are more evenly filled !
The walk are thicker!
Built of thicker wrought troa!
Are unequalled in Material of
whir h they are built
In care and manner of putting
together and filling!
Can be made to any size!
Are Dry!
fSnnot be blowa open!

tBE(

House.

particular* please apply

Portland.

at

Ul7 Middle street,
MITCHELL.

N. I.

fcblT—eod3m

To bo Lot.
in the

second story,
Middle street—Mitchell’s Building.
CHAMBERS
of

Store M

over

given immediately. Inquire
juu2tf

A.

Possession
T. DOLE.

THE MARLAND PATENT,

A Valuable Property ou Free St*
FOR SALE.
LOT OF LAND. 92 feet

on

Free

xairraiTCUD nr

Tremont Safe and Machine

street,

Company.

Bern, Tree,.
ANSON HARDY, Agent,
arrhouee, 32 School Street, Roe ton.

Ch&ulxi

jgjji containing aU>ut 4*W0 square feet, with a block
JHnk of two three-storied brick //«>uses the

non,
uum tiered 75 and 77, containing 21 rooms and attic—
connected with I'ntom Hall—* desirable locatiou for
a Hoarding Htust, or for two private
dwellings.
Time and paytneuts to suit the purchasers.
For further particular* apply to DR THOMAS II.
l flAKLES Ml SSEY.
BKLaLlX.or
febl d4w

PI. L.

DAVIS,

33 Exchange Street

Portland.

At.ENT FOR MAINE.

frhX)

For Snlv.
HOUSE AND LOT, No. 8

eodSw

Sl’KING
(

s^lar street.near

HATH and CAPS

new school Iioum*—lot -Fix
80; contains 13 rooms with all the conveniences, ami

mtheorder; is suitable for two

in

good

by

JUST RErXtVEO AT

families.

-ALSO-

SHAW8,

I'ew No. 90 in Chestnut Street Church.
The above will be sold low if
for soon, as
my busiuess takes me out of the State.
For terms. Ac., call ou Freeman Bradford, U*q„
88 Exchange Street
Z. K. HAHMON.
frbl8 3wd A w3a

applied

Covprr't Shop

136 Middle Street,
Feb. W, l!Wl.

FOR SALE AT TUB

AOENCY OFFIC E,
Building, Exchange St.

WITH
COUPONS,
Town Holes and Orders,

TO LET.
Third Floor,

AMD ALL UTHIK M1MD

of Middle aud
at 85 State Street

corner

Enquire

Tempi

jaulO

IIHE
dissolved bv

mutual consent. N. A. Fobtku is authorized to collect all dues, and will pay ail debts of
the said firm.
N. A. FOSTER.
J T. GILMAN,
JOSEPH B HALL.
Portland, Feb. 2, 1868.
feb26

Physician’s Notice.
Ull. CHADWICK
takeu Office \•. 1 over Mr. Loring’s Drag
corner of Exchange aud Federal streets.

HAS
Store,

Office Hours—From 10 to 12 a. x.
"
8 to 6 f x.
Residence 168 Cumberland Street, between Chestnut and Klin, aud opposite the head of Cedar Sts.
ft‘bl3 dim

Guardian's Sale.
be sold at private sale, or
auction,
by order of the llou Judge or Probate within
and for the County of Cumberland, on Wednesday,
March the 18th day, in the A. M. 11 o'clock, at the
dwelling of Elleu Jacotis of Westbrook, in said County. Guardiau of Elias M
George B., Asa F and Arthur K Jacobs, iniuors and heirs of Elias Jacob*,
late of said Westbrook. deceased. the following real
estate situated in Westbrook aforesaid, and subject to
the life estate of Eliza Fickett, to wit: Hvc-se\ euth
parts of three acres of laud situated in Stroudwater
village, in common and undivided with Nahum
Fickett and Elleu Jacobs, w ho own the other twoseveuth parts of said land, and situated in the rear
of the house now occupied bv Elleu Jacobs.
ELLES JACOBS, Guardian.
Also, at the same time and place will be sold the
one-seventh part of said land owned bv Ellen Jacobs,
and all the life estate of Eliza Fickett of aforesaid
and
feb20dlaw4w

public

OF

PRINTING,
Neatly

To Let.
commodious Chamber in the northerly cor*
of the uew brick block, « orner of Lime aud
Milk Streets, directly faciug the market. Kent ow.
Enquire at office of

THE

and

Promptly Executed

—AT THB—

tier

Press Oflloe.

OCEAN INSURANCE CO..

Sept. 15,1883.

dtf

No. 37

FropovaK

Exchanges!.

IFleal

will be received by Uw
uutil the 4th daj

March, 1*83. at 5 o'clock PM. for supplies of Freeh
for
Beef fbrthc use of Recruits at Augusta, Me

Estate,

INVESTMENTS

three mouths from date of contract. The Beef to bo
furnished must be of good and wholesome quality,
cut aud sawed. \ueck aud shauks excluded.) aud da
livered at such times and in such quantities, from
time to time, as shall be designated by tha Acting
Assistant t .•mmissarr of Subsistence. Tha audarsigued reserves tha right to reject any and ail bids
Kl dorse
deemed unsatisfactory.
Proposal* for
THUS. C. J BAlLfcY.
Fresh Beef
1st Lieut. ITth Infantrv, A. ▲. C 8.
Head Quarter* Volunteer Recruit lug Service, I
duausla, .Ifr Frb **V 1968.
fcb23 ilt me hi

!

GREAT CHANCE FUR BARGAINS BIFORI THI RISI!
30 HOUSES, at prices from tlOOOto *5000.
100 HOUSE LOTS, at prices from *2U0to *3000.
3.000.000 ft*et of FLATS.
1.000.000 feet of LAND
3 STOKE LOTS on Commercial Street.

MOSES

GOULD, 74

nov27 dtf

••

Middle St.,
Up Stairs

FOR SALE.
A SCHOONER of lb* foUowf** dlmen,ion, leugth 78 fort, breadth fio feet
4
inch,,.
C\
dr|>t!i 7 ft-el 8 inch,*— foil poop,
46 fool la length.* inebe* lathe clear.
The hall l»Ju»i ug ihr ■•11. thoroughly
rebuilt. Rigging, .par. and aailt are about all do*;
She la in all rcapocta
chain, and auction nr«t rat*
Will hr ready for rea la tea day*.
Ciualtoarrr
A large carrier, a fait ,ailrr. and dram a light draft
of water
Apply to
W. 8 COCHRAN. Rockland.
febKdlw
A

a

JN. W. LUM8DON,
General

Commission

Aii
/V\

nenhant,

til A 103 vA'atei' Street,

GEORGETOWN,

D. C.

ty*Attention to the sale of Product, Flour,Grain,
and Central Merchandise. Vessels chartered.freights
procured, aud business generally attended to with
promptness and dispatch.
Rkpbrr to— Leouard < otton.Esq Portsmouth.N H
I. F. Williams, Hampton, N. H.
tebS d3in

RVADY!

Spring Style
At

nrHsta

f

For Snip.
THE good Sch. Volaete, well fbojad
in loll, and rigging, fic
Shr ho, good
anchor, and a good boot, corrie, 180
ton. wo- refitted l».t fall and pat la
good condition for hu,inr„ She 1, perfectly louinl, amt will In-.old low. For term, and
further information addrre,
WM. A. FKRNAL4).
teb21 dlw
New Bedford. Frb 18, 1«3.
A

A-

/yt

JL ALL

JL

Silk Hats!

HARRIS’, oppo.it* tb. RostoSeo.

am to

feb21-4wi*ed

rtT

by tb* CoDlbrmmt*»

lor Froah Beef.

PROPOSALS
SEALED
umiersiguuil. at Augusta. Me

jan22 dtl

Dissolution of t opartnenhip.
Copartnership heretofore existing uuder the
firm name of N. A FOSTEK k CO., is this day

AND

Corporation Bonds,

Commercial Street, head of Hobson's Whirl
Inquire of J II I1AM1.KN.
Office on Hobson's Wharf.
sep4tf

TI1E
streets.

Portland.

edl,6w

TOWN

to Let.

ON

revenue

STAMPS,

WILL

26,<ta*)

120.UU0 l*ine Clapboard*—planed.
80.01V Spruce (. lmpboard*.
100,000 Extra Cedar shingb*.
UKO. F. FOSTER,
By
At the head of Unioa Wharf.
Portland. Dee. 11th, 1862.
dtf

(*econd floor. Middle Street, centrallv situated
and eujr Of acce,,. Apply at .No 83'Commercial Street
feblt) tf

Store,

NO. 17 SILVKU STREF.T,
Directly opposite Milk Street.

In Merchants' Rank

At Wholesale !

RIJSIKESS.

Aud have taken the

PENSION

BUSHELS rery choice hoary Mixed
CORN, lor aaie in Iota to anit purchaechas, McLaughlin a co.

Streets,!

FrosD Oysters.
at

febSS 1 w*

TWO

receiving daily, and serving up in evdky variety,

tyi'KIED CLAMS serrrd

5

Brick Dwelling Houses with large lot*, on
Green fitreet.
One wooden Dwelling House and Lot on York St.
One Store and Lot ou Cuioo Street.
Two Houses and Lots ou Church Street.

A

T~

Mixed Corn.

191
|aml

BY JOHN C. PROCTOR.

T wo Loti* of
Spruoe street

Butter. Cheese. Lard. Flour,
RolaMH% Fifth, Tens Coffee,
ftuinir*. Spires, Ar., Ac.,

CASES Prime No. 1 NUTMEGS for aale. laqnire of
JOHN PURINGTON.
feb33 d3w*
No. 188 Fere 8treat.

1A
11/

SALeT

REAL ESTATE FOR

fair

price.—for sale by
WILLIAM L. WILSON.
Portland, Dee. 10,1M3.
eodtf

good

respectfully inform their friends and the
WOULD
public in general, that they have just put iu

STREET,

can

greaaatrect,

jHSmJL 12,000 feet of land; the house well finished
and in
order. For sale on reasonable terms,
would be exchanged for a good modern built
house, !u a good location.
For farther particulars inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER.
Lime Street, adjoining the Post Office.
feb23 dtf

PARKER & ARMSTRONG

NO. 17 SILVER

BEST BRANDS of Wrat.rn and Canada
TilE
Family t'LOL'H
aiwaye he found at *73 Conat

Valuable Real Fatale for Hale.
THE Three Story Dwelling House aud Lot,
27 Vork street-the lot containing about
kilt

or

117 C ommercial Street.

Flour, Flour.

tftft

GROCERIES.

Store,

barf,

FOR SALE.

Ke-settiug.63

Bar aboea per pair. 1,26
Snowball snoes per set,.8,00
Bkxjamix Stkvkxb. 3 >7 Congress St.
•'

"
•*

d

T°-NS LIVERPOOL SALT, now landing
Trom Ship "Frank Iterce,’* at Central
and for sale in Iota to suit parchoaere be

feb25 1 media*

DIRECTORY,

Hudson.

It is also stated that the small gunboat fleet
has reached Yazoo river, via Union lake, and
are playing mischief in the rear of
Vicksburg.
It is also reported that boats have gone to
Red river, via Lake Providence.
Also reports of serious disasters to the
Union forces, and that troops and gunboats
have been captured, but they are not credited.

commence

For terms,

Young

for

aft

^

CIMDLEBI

.n‘nClD*

4»rand

NO. 28 HIGH STREET
Spring Term of this School
die* and Misses, will
TilK
March 2d.

D- *■

• tow to

<L~

S C II O O

""•plimeniarir Tentinaonia,

(-I

23 00.

«

opposite Milk St.—a complete assortment of choice
Various and Contradictory Rumors.

SELECT

*

£1

Pork—Arm for new and lower for old; Mess 14 *5
for old, and 17 00 ft 17 12$ for new; Prime 11 75
ft

Port Koval, S. C., Feb. i'i.

Correspondence of Associated Fretui.—Wo
have been wailing since the 1st iusl. lor the
irou clads to arrive. Two more only are now
due.
Adjutaut General Townsend arrived on the
22d nut., with power, it is said, to adjudicate
all the existing ditJcrenees between Gen. Foster and Gen. Hunter's lorces.
Tbe arrest of Gen. Stevenson and Chief
Quartermaster Slaugbt, of Gen. Foster’s command, by Gen. Hunter, grew out of a misunderstanding of the facts. They are both to be
honorably released.
The announcement by Gen. Townsend that
the forces from North Carolina are not to be
taken out of that department, permanently, or
detatched from the 18th army c irps, has healed every wound, and caused great joy among
tbe troops. We are more confident of victory,
and loudly assert that the forces in tbe department of North Carolina were never defeated.
Gen. Foster lias returned to Newborn to
make arrangements lor another expedition.
The grain! review by Gen. Hunter, of the
entire lorce of North Carolina, took place yesterday. It was an imposing sceue.
Our iron clad navy will soon have full and
complete control of Charleston harbor.
The health and spirits of the troops are good,
and everything indicates success.
Doctors (His, Ingalls, Derby and Green,
four of the most skillful surgeons in the department of South Carolina, have recently
arrived here from Newborn as a supernumerary corps.

rnt of I his highly »uc<*«»ful School
will begin March 4th, 1863, ami continue
twenty
*
weeks.
for •■CircuUrt." Ac., t>lva.e iddrcM the
PrioelpaJ.
P*n*ntc «re eordlellT Invited to vi.it the School
JOU.VSOK, >1 A Priori pel
fet,21 d2w

one

—

market is downward. Beef easier and declined 2s
6d. Por* quiet but steady. Bacon
declining. Butter steady. Lard easier. Tallow dull and declined la.
London, Saturday, P. M.— Consols closed at 924 ft
92j for money.
Paris, Saturday, P.M.—The Bourse is heavy-,—
Rentes 7l»f 60c.

1

the

fourth of MARCH BALL !

TOPS HAM, ME.
T'

pal,

HOUSE.

—The House finally agreed that to-morrow
evening be devoted to debate ou the report of
the committee, and that a vote thereon be
taken Monday at one o’clock.
Adjourned at 2 A. M.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Franklin Family Nrhool Tor Boys,

arrived here last

night.
A special dispatch
Indianapolis, states

until

a

place.

Washington, March 1.
Friday, Mr.Sherman, from

of strict probity,

esteem

uprightness

thanking

A resolution was adopted
instructing the
Secretary of the Navy to report whether any
ollicer of the government has liberated prisoners raptured by any naval
officer, or restored any captured property on payment of
any money, or any other consideration.
A bill was introduced supplementary to the
art for the relief, for damages sustained from
Indians, it extends relief to the citizens of
Iowa and Dacotah as well as Minnesota. The
bill passed.
A bill was introduced to arm loyal citizens
and troops in any disloyal State.
The bill to enroll aud call out the national
forces was taken up.
Mr. Bayard opposed it.
A long debate took place.
1 A. M.—Senate still in session. The House
amendments were finally coucurred in,and the
bill was passed.

EDUCATIONAL.

Cincinnati, Feb. 28.

Gov. Andrew Johnson

Conclusion of FHday night's proceedings.

residence of fifteen years in

a

Portland, had gained the

munity

dangerous

week of his death.

a

lion.

(Tremendous applause.) He was opposed to all compromises and lines of demarca-

Portland

offered

Com. ltingold.

tide.

household words.
Gen. Wool

time, as

hand at that

on

TO THE

Parties invited are de-

9 o'clock.

at

Burnham's

A joint

SENATE.
resolution was

Indiana Legislature.

U
C

BOARD.
wiahlng to obtain Board In a aantrw
location con hr accommodatad on raaaonatla
l. rm* at No 99 Federal atrnet
i
MRS E D. BATES
( fob* lw

PERSONS

“And ye now, therefore, have sorrow; but I
will see you again, and your heart shall rejoice,
and your joy no man taketh from you.”
Cometh sunshine after rain;
After mourning, joy again;
After heavy, hitter grief,

THE STEAMERS

Forest City, Lewiston and Hontreal

Will, until further notice, run as
V" follows:
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 7 o'clock P. M., and India Wharf, Boston,
"wnai

1_.By

l)raweth surely sweet relief;
And my soul, who from her hight

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
Friday, at 6 o'clock P. M.

Freight

SEMI-WEEKLY

follows:
Ieoave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY. aud SATURDAY, at 4 P. M.. and leave Pier
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock, P. M
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage #6.00, including Fare and State
Rooms,
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec. Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send tlielr freight to the
si«*amers asearly as 8 P. M., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMI-JIY k FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. ( ROM WELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
Dec. 6.18 >2.
dtf

Sees thy happier days begun.

As God willcth, march the hours.
Bringing joy again in showers,
And whate’er wc ask is ours.

When ray heart was vexed with care,
Filled with fears well nigh despair;
When with watching many a night
On me fell pale sickness' blight;
When my courage failed me fast,
Camest thou, my God at last.
And my woes were quickly past.

HOTELS.
f
Formerly Mannion H<m*t—conducted on
the European plan. The subscriber has
leased the above House, and newly furnished it
throughout. 1 he House is now open to the public.
dec27
A. P. MORRISON, Proprietor.

I_1

here I roam.
On this earth have house and home.
Shall this wondrous gleam from Thee,
Shine through all my memory.
To my God I yet will ding,
All my life the praises sing,
That from thankful hearts outspring.

“EEifl

undersigned respectfully informs the
public that he has leased the above House,
on Federal Street, Portland,
id invites
the travelling community to call and see if
lie knows "how to keep a hotei.” Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided t-ible, attentive servants and moderate charges are the induceTHE

every smart.
That the Eternal Father's heart
Hath appointed me of yore.
Or hath yet for me in store.
As my life flows on, I'll take
Calmly, gladly, for his sake;
No more faithless murmurs make.
sorrow,

ments he holds out to those whose busine**
call them to the "Forest City.”

Portland,

By

1_1

IUI

1 1IC

UGVS

)!

large

CENTRAL HOUSE,
E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PA88ADUMKEAQ, MAINE.
....

sound,with

reapectftilly

generally,
_^compulsory

prepared

thousand currents'rushingthro’

pression.

a

pathos,

eloquence

and meaning
of which I never dreamed till my nervous
night awoke me to them.
an

Opium. flOa

jgjJlS

American and

Foreign

SOLICITOR

Patents.

EDDY,
OF

PATENTS,

Late

Agent of V. S Patent OMce, Hashing ton,
(under t %e Act of 1837.)
76 State Street, opposite Kilby Street,

BO STON.
an

extensive

secure

Britain,

Patents in the UnitFrance, and other

touching

by
Washington.

Feathers.
fluty 80 pc ad ral.
Live <«eeae p lb 60

Ku*«ia.26 «,

Fisk.
fluty For 100 Tbs fareign
Herring 9 1.
caught
Mackerel 92. Salmon 98:
and all other pickled in
bids. 9\ bO & bbl., otherwise 60c P net. From
Prori a res free.

Verior

—

Cod large p qut..86®6|

8fa
J

small.
Pollock.2 a 81
Haddock. .1*«
Hake.1 76a2 00
Herring.Shorepbl 4 g A)
do. labrador
none,
do. Scaledpbx 8f>®36c,
do. No. 1.20 a 26
Mackerel p bbl.,
Bav No. 1.#12 a 121
Bav No. 2.KVa K»j
Bay No. 3.0 (A,
Shore No. 1
13$ a 14

beyond

taining patents.
All necessity of a tourney to W'ashiugton, to procure a patent, and the usual great
delay there, are

4

l|

ftj

here saved inventors.

....

TINTIVOSIl

a

form

to secure

!

j
!

Machine.80 1* 82
Harlne.
Sperm Winter
206@S10
Whale, ref. Wint 1' «6« 1 08
do.
Prude.1 <*>*)
Lirand Bank and
Bay Cbaleur. *26 429
Shore..24 428

for them

an

early

and

Office, Commercial St.,

D’8Vv-^w

subscriber would inform his
may be found at

g

theTadies.

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No.
6 Temple street, which thev will find
^arranged for
their esiwcia! accnmniodatinu
H
Eclectic Renovating Medicines arc unrival•
le<l in efficacy and superior virtue iu
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certaiu of
relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it iuvaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least Injurious to the health, and may be taxon
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of tha country with ftiJI directions.

DR.
?r

producing

A Watery Sermoj*.— Mr. Buckle, in the
curious notes to bis second volume, has a story
about a certain Rev. Mr. Thomson,whose sermons used to last commonly for two hours; and
f>R HUGHES.
by addressing
In whose praise it was eaid.by one of bis admirNo. 6 Temple Street, corner of Middle, Portland.
ing auditors: “Our minister has an awfu’ pour
N B —LADIES desiring may consult one of their
o’water; for he grat, and he swat, and he spat, I own
sex.
A lady of experience in constant attendq ui t* extraordi na’!”
I xnce.

JulldawtfS

1

!

80P° m

I

wSd R°l?'“if0r

CBB— <>n and after Monday. Mav 6. 1862,
will leave Portland for Lewiston
uud Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
L*ave Farmington for !>>wUton. Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9 15 A. M.
Leave !>>wiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.46 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

Work.

K. THOMPSON,
Is prepared to receive orders for

Stage leaves Strickland s Ferry Tnesdavs, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore. Canton, Peru
and Dixfield ; returning
opposite davs.
Stage Ifaves North Jay for Fjbst Dixfield. Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingfield, on Wednesday's and Saturon Mondays and
Fridays.
days, returning
Stages leave F'armington daily, for Strong, Avon

Marble, Free Stone, Soap 8tone,

Marble Chimney Piece*. Monumental Work and
Grindstones.
C.rarr *f Pearl

a

ad

Jr23tr

Federal 9«a..

PORTLAND,

MAWE

ME.

and

AMD

—

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
Notice to Wood and Lumber Klercba.ui.

J. W. HATHAWAY,
Maine State Agent. Washington, D. C

oc21 tf

dec 10 eod&w6m2B

Remedy

Corn, Flour and Grain,

FOR FEMALES*

HEAD OK MERRILL'S WHARF,

MATTISOK'S INDIAN EMMENAGOGL’E.

Cmwrelel Street.

This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unknowu of anything else of the kind, and proving
effectual art* all others have failed,
is designed for both m/irried and sinale ladies, and is the very best thing
the

purpose,

it

as

ARMY
TAILORING

are more

Jtflttf

»T—

a CO.,

Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Boilers, Wash Bowls. Silver Plated 4 Brass
Cocks, gf all kinds constantly on hand.

ERIE. RAILWAY.
Via Burr a ^o, Dunkirk, Ago Niagara Falls.

WWm All kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water

This road is broad ouagr and la
New and Splendid Bleeping Cars.

set
in the best manner.
All orders in city or country
personally attended to
I. D. MERRILL. JOHN BOND.
S. D. MERRILL.

up

by

BROWN,

bst

and

hand, and

most

are

desirable

styles

A

FULL

DR. HIGHER’

Eclectic Medical
delicacy.

CLOTHING,

Famishing Goods,

which we will aeli at pricea to aait the timea.
Portland. Not. 1». 1868.
dtf

WOODMAN, TREE * CO,
Importer,and Wholtval.

Dealer,in

and Domestic

Dry Goods,

IA.NIFACTIRIRS AND JOBBERS OF CLOTHINC,
Nos. 54 and 56 Middle Street, Portland.
Geo. W. Woodman,
Seth B. Uersey,

augtOdkvtf

impor-

Alfred Woodman,
Charles Bailey.

FAIKBA AKft’

-*•’

tant to health and comfort than the Eye and
Ear, and yet none are less understood or more neglected. They seetn to pa**even common observation,

*!
««
3

£

8*

99

Every family, at this season, should
SAMBUCI WISE,

use

the

celebrated in Europe for its medicinal and beneficial
Stimulant, Tonic, Diuretic, and
qualities as a gentle
Sudorific, highly esteemed by eminent physicians,
used in European and American Hospitals, and by
some of tlm first families in
and America.

Europe

TONIC
It as no equal, causing an appetite and building up
the system, being entirely a pure wine of a most valAS A

uable grape.

AS A DIURETIC,
It imparts a healthy action of the Glands, Kidneys,
and Crinary Organs, very beneficial in Dropsy,Goat
and Rheumatic Affections.

SPEER’S WINE
Is not

a mixture or manufactured
article, bat is pure,
from the (nice of the Portugal Sambuci
grape, cultlvated in New Jersey, recommended by chemists and
-J possessing medical properties
superior
to any other wines in use. and an excellent article fbr
all weak and debilita ed persons, and the aged and
infirm, improving the appetite, and bcnefittlng ladles
and children.
A LADIES' WINE,

physicians

Because it will not intoxicate as other wines, as it
contains no mixture of spirits or other liquors, and is
admired for its rich, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
a healthy tone to the
properties,
digestive
organs, »ml a blooming, soft and healthy skin and

imparting

complexion.

WE REFER TO
few well known gentlemen and physicians who
have tried the Wine
Gen Winfield Scott,USA. Dr Wilson, 11th at., NT.
Gov. Morgan, NY State. Dr Ward. Newark. S. J..
Dr. JK.Chilton,N.Y.City. Dr Dougherty, Newark,
Dr. Parker. N. Y. Citv.
N.J.
Drs.Darcr A Nicholl.S'ew- Dr Marcy, New York.
Dr. f uromings.Portland.
ark, N.J.
Dr. Hayes, Boston.
ry~None genuine without the signature of “ALFRr.I) SPEER, Passaic, N. J.,” is over the cork of
each bottle.
Or*MAKE ONE TRIAL OF THIS WISE.
For sale by Druggists and all first class dealers.
City and town Agents supplied by the State Commissioners.
A. SPEER, Proprietor.
a

VI5KTARD—Passaic, New Jersey.
Office—906 Broadway. New York.
JOHN LA FOT, Paris,
Agent for France and Germany.
Boldin Portland by H. H. HAY.Druggist, SupplyIng Agent.

__da«M Sij

H.

H

HAY,

i

JUNCTION or FREE AND MIDDLE STS.,
-DKALKR IB-

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES,
HCL1SI. ruin ill AIIUCAI PIRTIIUT,
AND FANCY

GOODS.

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE. FOREIGN
LEECHES. SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES. SUPPORTERS. BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCEINUS, fc.

PRIVATE

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
AND

DYE-STUFFS,

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,
A,4 all other article*
Paint establishment.

usually kept In

a

Drug iM

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has

for a number of years confined hi* attention to
disc**** of a certain class
During his practice he
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
,
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office. 6 Temstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
n all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
; seen but the Dr. himself. Ilia remedies cure disease
! when all other remedies fixil: cures without dieting,
I or restriction in the habits of the patient: cures without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies; cures new cases in a few bourn; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetxble. and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locallv. can be caused by nsing them
YOUNG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused by bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain and diuiuess in the
head, forgetBilness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or insauitv ‘if ueglected, are speedily and permanently
cured.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will •
retnrned ‘f desired. Address
DR. J. B HUGHES.
No. 6 Temple Street, tcorner of Middle),
Portland.
g^*8end stamp ter Circular.
Jull—dfc wtfS

N

ST State Agent for DAVIS A KIDD’S MAO.
CTO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
eodAwtoctl

|
j

Gentlemen’s

Foreign

s

o§
1 £

Infirmary.

Established /nr the treatment q/ those diseases tn
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

OF THX

Latest. Styles of
RE ADV-n ADE

ii
11
*

dawtf

of

and Caasimereo.
STOCK

LITTLE. Accent,
Offer 81 Exchange Street.
money by securing tickets at this

June 13.

CLOTHS, OVERCOATINGS,
ALSO,

can save

office.

daily receiving the lat-

Fwi«7 Doeskin*

1i

provided with

W. D.

t‘4T You

At 63 Middle Street,
Opposite the Custom House,
on

a

fcV-Ticket* sold in Portland at lowest Boston rate

aug4dly

Have

=

To Chicago, Cinc innati, Clivbland, Detroit,
Toledo, 8t. Paul. La Cromk, 8t. Louis,
New Orleans, or any pert of the
WEST, SOUTH OR WORTH WEST,
ST THI

GARDINER A

u

£

THROUGH TICKETS

d,y

dTmerkill

Union Street, Portland, Me.

Bath

«

a

STREET,

PLUMBERS,
No. 27
Water

?!

C. J. RRYDGE8. Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1. 1862.
afidtf

Tailor,

—

Portland. An*. 6, 180.

i.

t<
If

summer.
—

EXCHANGE

#8

0

they

NAVY

ESTABLISHMENT,

A. D. REEVES,

WATER !

Organs of the human system

AND

wifi

bring on the ninthly sickness in cases
of obstructions, from auy cause, and
after all..other remedies of the kind
have beeu tried in vain
OVER 2000 BOITLE8 have now
been sold without a single failure,
when taken as directed, and without

T^TO

I'.rtlaad, Me.

_

a

£ g
-3

FROM

DIALERS 1*

TP*.

Person* and Invalid*

*

November 1st, 1861. to May 1st, 1868. the
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 26 per cent.
No tise wood will e couvej ed between October 1st,
1862. and May 1st. 1 03.
An advance in tie rates of fire wood will take place
next summer, but id consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take fire wood from certain places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for lire wood
to be carried o
the rail wav during the next season,
willdosoat their own
they roust und rstand that
risk, aud that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what station* tire wood can be carried next

ALBERT W«BB A €Om

[Copyright secured.]

Phillips.

Passenger* tor this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Portland Depots, iu Portland.
S. W. EATON, Sup't.
Farmington May 6. 1«62
jnne23dtf

AGEACi

No. 27* F Street,
Communication, to be add reared to

for

ont, and ths 915 A. M train
freight trains with passenger
■

^■r^^Htraiiis

Soldiers’ Relief Association.

DR.

8“° Ril"»' 8 00 A- *- *"d

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

J.

—

The Great Indian

follows, until ftirther

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

IRA WINN. ASrai.

Marble

as

AlfDiHWCOGGIN RAILROAD.

or

Shafting,

Sold by Druggists throughout the World
PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICE,

Standard.

and yet even’part of the body is dependent nj>.n

SCALES.

them for life and health.

file

RAIVASKASSRI

SOZODONT

Poor Richard's Eye and Far Walrr
Is

a new

and

rare

discovery,

which is

most

wonder-

These celebrated Scales are still made by the original inventors, (and only by them.) and are constantly receiving all the improvements which their
long experience and skill can suggest.
They arc correct in principle, th<yroughlg made,
the best nuitrrials, and are perfectly accurate and
arable in operation.

ful iu its

operations, puttiug to blush the old systems
of treatment, which have quite as often done harm
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev. 1*. 8.
Henson. Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,

Sr

Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
remedy, they may learn more of its practical
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. II.

DK. E. G. GOCED’S

of this

Philadelphia. Oct.

For

j

tered, and I
A

was

frequently

unable to

sleep

at

sale, in every variety,

BUTCHERS’. GROCERS’. DRUGGISTS’.
FECTIONERS’ and GOLD

uight.

With

a

meantime, most providentially, I noticed
day in a shop window a bottle of PtXIR RICHARD'S EYE WATER. 1 had never beard ot it before, but determined to try It, and did, with the most
delightful results. In a very few days the paiuful
rritation was removed; I could bear the strongest
light, and went forth to the eujoyment of a new life.
1 now keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if
In the

-BY

Grateful to God for the benefit that I

have

I cannot but commend the prep! aration to all who havo been sufferers like myself.

P. 8. HENSON,
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Residence 1430 Poplar St., Philadelphia,
trs timorous certificates of a similar character

Green

Sheep Pelts, Gr’n.96® fli Tallow.
,
Sheep Pelts, Dry 76@1 00 Duty: Taliowl pc, Soap j

Agents.

MRS. IN. G. BROWN, Proprietor,
nov 13 d6m
No. 410 Arch 8t., Philadelphia.

Sold in New York by Hall k Kuchrl.818Gr#
wich street; in Boston by Geo. C. Goodwin k Co.,
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
Sold in Portland by U. 11. UAY and all the princidec6 3m
pal Druggists

1 ‘oston.
8old in Portland by EMERY k WATERHOUSE.
od&

TODD’S LUX SOI IS

Real Estate at Auction.
shall sell at public auction ou Tuesday,March
17th, at 8 o'clock P. M., ou the premises.House
No. 4 Brown Street, uext to Dr. Gilman's on Free
and Brown street. It i* a three story wooden hou*e,
with basement—nearly new. built and finished of

HAIR

WF.

ereign specific iu her case, giving her almost instant !
relief.

!

118 Milk Street—corner of Battervmarch Street,

sov-

personally received,

|T*/f affords RF.LIEt in twenty-four hours, and
entire cure is warranted, when taken according
to directions, which accompany each bottle.
This Syrup is also a most valuable family cathartic,
to lie always used when phvsic is required, especially
for children. It corrects the secretions, give* tone
to the stomach and bowels, assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health. It is purely q/ Vegetable
Extracts, ami always sa/e and reliable.

of

FAIRBANKS A BROWN,

say, ftirther, that ray wife used to suffer severely at
times from protracted pain in and over her eye-, and
a

complete variety

best material and in the most faithful manner, ('on*
tain* 18 room*—has a natural spring of pure water
in the basement, and a large brick cistern in the cel*
lar. There i* a cemented floor under the whole house
with cemented dram* into the city sewers. There is
a coal hole under the sidewalk, holding 10 ton*. The
House is well calculated for two tamilies. It is now
occupied by Dr. Foster Tbe location is ceutral—in
one of the best neighborhoods iu the city ; the bouse
new and iu fine order, and the property
every way
desirable for occupancy or investment. Can b© seen
at any time before the sale.
Title undoubted. A
large part of the purchase money can remain on

;
1

CO., Auctioneers.

TO

dtf

market has been flooded for vears with differ
ent article* called Hair Dves. which have never
satisfied the expectations of purchaser*. The nb
rLua ultra has l*eeu reached at last In TODD’S
HAIR DYE. and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person who has used it. It contains
no injurious ingredieuts. and gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Direction# for usiug
—which are very simple- accompany each bottle
One superiority of Todd's Lux 8oli* Hair Dye over
all others is. vou do not have to cleanse the hair or
wash it before or after using the dve, and there is but
one kind to be used, and that can oe put on the same
as oil and water, without any trouble, unllko all other dves that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
you do BOt
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. L nlike
other
allotherdyfw.lt will color loug hair, which as
are
dyes cannot do. Give this new article a trial,
know you will use no other after once using this.

THE

!

tiikoi <;h tickets
NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA. BALTIMORE anil WASHINGTON, and to all part, ol
the WEST and SOUTH and NORTH WEST, via all
lb. moat popular route, and at the lowest Ho,ton
rate,, for .ale by
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Ont.a.

DYE!

TODD'S

HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,

Mo. 74 Middle,corner of Eichange Street.

office 81 Exchange St.

&

Fancy Printing

NEATLY EXECUTED
I

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

Hardening

tha Cumi

PURIFYING the Breath, imparting (ulehgktfully
refreshing taste and feeling to the month, removing
all Tartar, Scarf, and other impurities, use of Tobacco, Ac., from the teeth. (\nnpletety arresting the
progress of decay, and whitening such parti a* have
already become blackened by decay. The Soxodoat
is perfectly free from all ACIDS and other impurities which could have the least injurious effect on tbo
enamel of the teeth, and is prepared with great oare
and aoieutifle skill from a combination of material!—
every ingredieut of which is well known to have a
beneficial cflbct on the Teeth amt Hams.
One trial of the Soxodont will convince the moat

skeptical

that it is

A convenient,

a

preparation

of intrinsic merit.

safe, ejlcacious Dentifrice—one that

should be in the

of every

poseeMion

<>n«

w*»°

«ara*

preservation of hi» teeth.
Now used and recommended by many of the most
eminent /Heines. /Hntists. Physicians, Chemists,
amt scientific gentlemen of the day.
Sold by Dmggtits everywhere at 60 cents per bottle.

H.

I

Dissolution of Co-partnership.
the undersigned, have this day by mutual
couseut dissolved partnership

WE,

STEVENS, BIBBER k CO.
fcb6d3w
Portland, February i, 1868.

H. HAY, DRUGGIST,

of Free amt Miditie Streets,
FOR PORTLAND, ME.
Sold in Bath by Dr. S. Aboersox k Sob.
MALL k Rl'C'KEL.
frbieodSm*
Sole Agent!, New York.
Junction

AGENT

Gray Beards, Attend!
Year*'

experience, and years of

Twenty
the
AFTER
experiment, I have at la*»t fouud

Best

BT For sale only at

•eptlfitf

Book, Card

XiSSSSH,

for the

mortgage.

HENRY BAILEY k
feb21 U2aw2wthenedts

Syrup

an

WEIGHING APPARATUS,

one

she has found Poor Richard'* Eye Water

CON-

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.

variety

ray eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, I give it a
dose, and that is an end of it. I would not be without it for auy amount of money. 1 take occasion to

UPin-'W'orm

Is the first and ouly remedy ever offered to the public for the effectual’removal of the Ascaride*. or I*inWorms, from the human system. The high reputation it has established in the last two years, and the
fact that it is fast sup rseding all other worm remedies, is the best test of it* great merit.

SCALES!

of remedies had been resorted to without success, and I entertained the purpose, as a last
resort, of having the ball taken out of its socket, in
the hope of thus findiug relief.

1

as

Hay, Coal and Railroad Scales!

17, UW.

injuries received in my right eye, when a
boy, a chronic inflammation bad been produced, in
consequence of which I suffered constant martyrdom.
Every moment of my waking life was embitFrom

Linseed.3 g
Duty Hough—free.
|
Rough. P ton. .*. .820*26 Canary.4|g 44 !
Dressed.36>*40 Satfar.
Dufy Metadolc,not\abore
Gunpowder.
Duty Valued at less than No. 12 24c, above No. 12
might be furnished20c p ft 6c. orer 20c 6c
and not above 16 3c,a6ore
No. 16 and not above 20
P ft and 20 pc rut ral.
Poor Rirhard’a Eye ami Ear Water
Blasting.86V* 6 84c, above No. 20 and re- I
fined 4c l> lb.
Rifle and Sporting .6)@ 8|
Istrulwa Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and Dis2'ortland A
none.
liny.
eased Eyes, Dim Vision and Weak Eyes, Deafness,
Preaas’d P uetT.814 ®16
A A.11 (g
do.
Noiseiu^he Head; Catarrh, Rheumatism and NeuLoose. .18 *16
do.
Yellow—none.
Extra Yellow.none.
Hides and Skins.
ralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is passed into
val.
ad
10
Muscovado.
pc
Dufy
llgllj
theearb) a small glass tube, which, together with
80 @81
do.
in bond 9 g 10
B. A. Hides
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Western.21 * 22 Havana Brown
Ilfgl24
6V*7*c
do.
White.. 13 j It 14
Stores in this city. Prick 25 cents per Bottle.
Slaughter Hides
CalfSkins.11*18 New Orleans.12^14
Tube® 6 Cent®.
Crushed.16
Calcutta CowH H. HAY and W. F. PHILLIPS, Wholesale
.190*210 Granulated.16 wl6i

Slaughtered.
Salt.186*200 Powdered..16(^16}

friends and the

K
■

Female*, Weakly

m

1'ortl*”d *’ 6 36 »“d » 1& A. M. and

8

is.

declC dtf

leave

Monday, November 10,

attached.
.Stages connect at Saccarappa daily forSouth Windham, Windham Centre aud Great rails.
At Gorham, for West Gorham. Htandish,
Steep
Falls, Baldwin. Hiram. Limiugtoit, Brownfield,
Fryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, BrkJgton,
Ac.. Ac,
At Buxton Centre, for West
Buxton,Bonny-Eagle,
South Limiugton, Limington, Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis. Limerick,
Ossioec, Newfield, Parsonsfield, Fl/Tingbam.I reedom,
Madison, Eaton, I imington, Cornish, Porter, Ac.
*>ov 13
DAN CaKPF:NTF:R. Sup't.

Ac.

Steam and Gas F.tting** of all descriptions.
Will also attend to fittiug the above for steam

f°r

cars

Orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
and other machinery. Hollers,
W%ter Tanks, Ac.
Will devote his personal attentio
to arranging
and setting Engines, Hoilers,
on reasonable

mom

EYE dr EAR

A

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.

Wk’J.

3 7
UNION STREET,
(until his shop is rebuilt,) ready to answer any orders
for steam, gas and water pipes.

stamp

..

..

Maine

Fittings,

THE
public, that be

J

Ofi&l

of

V*r

The2.00 P. M. train
into Portland, will be

MACHINERY,

t^Rhmtnid

.lli'&il)

Stamps.

head

Steam and Cias

|

..

Internal Revenue

orders:

SAWYEK & WHITNEY.

JnlSltf

directly

99fdlA

NOTICE.

fin »nd
[Ol trains
will

The public arc requested to call, aa we are deter*
miued to gIre good bargaiu, to tboee who
pay caeh.

the least injury to health *« any case.
rr~It is put iip in bottles of three
different strengths, with fall directions for using, aud sent by express,
to
all parts of the country.
seat'd,
cloKfly
PRICKS—Full strength, #10; half strength, #5;
quarter strength. #8 per bottle.
I
17“ REM EM R Eli— Tk it medicine is designed expressly for obstinate eases, which all other remedies
rf the kind hare failed to’emre; also that it is warranted as represented in every respect, or the price
wit! he refunded.
None genuHr RE WA RE OF lMl TA TIOXS
ine and warranted, unless purchased
of Or.
M. at his Remedial Institute for Special iHseases,
No. 28 Union street, Providence, R. I.
tyThia Specialty embraces all diseases of a private nature, both of ME> and WdMEN. by a regularly educated physician of twenty )ears' practice,
giving them his whole attention.
j fir Consultations by letter or otherwise are strict1 ly confidential,and medicines will be seut by
express,
secure from otjsen'ation, to all parts of the United
States.' Also accommodations for ladies from abroad
: wishing fora secure and ouiet retreat, with good
care, until restored to liealtn.
CAUTION —It has beeu estimated that over two
hundred
dollars are paid to swindling
quacks annimW> in New Eugland alone, without auy
Planter.
benefit to those who pay it. All this comes from
fhity Free.
I’er ton SoH
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike des2 Sfi£)50
titute of honor, character and sk.Il, aud whose only
Hard.2 00 a 2 26
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
•
round...600*626
assertions, in nrai»e of themselres. If, therefore,
Pravlnioan.
you would avoid heina humbugged, take no man's
fhity Beef and Fork lc, | word,
no matter what his pretensions are, but
Lard, Bacon and Hams
MAKE INQUIRY :—it will cost you nothing, and
2c, Butter and Cheese 4c
save
h go Mess Beef.*12 *14
may
you many regrets; tor. as advertising physicians, in nine ca>es ou. of ten, are bogus, there is
Portland do.
12«al3
no
safetv
in
trusting any of them, unless you know
P’tPd ext. do.
14 a 14$ i
srAo and what tbev are.
I’ork, extra clear 194420
will send free, bv enclosing one
Dr.
M.
iy
fork, clear.18.419
as above, a pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOi’ork, mess. I6v4 17 1
and
Private
IHseases generally, giving full
on
MEN,
I’ork. extra do
14* a 16
with the most und/mbted references and
i’ork. Prime. 13*414
| information,
without
which
no advertising
testimonials,
lx Prime.14] a 15
physician
or medicine of this kind is deserving of AX Y COXRound Hogs. 7’a 7$
FIDEXCF
WHATEVER.
Hams..9 «l«»c
£T"*°rderh by mail promptly attended to. Write
'Itv Smok'd Hams.9$*lo
j your
address plainly, and direct to DR MAITISON,
Pradaee.
as above.
deed dawl> 30
Reef p qu’r p lb .7$ (4 8
15 416
!
bigg*, pdox.
I’otatoe*. pbbl.tl 4<*q 1 60
1*00K RICHARD'S
hicjyn^.104 12
.7 4 9

pt»ox..S8I$$]

HOLDERS

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Hard and Soil Hood.

Rev WM CUTTER. N Y City : " My hair is changed
to its natural color, and growing on bald spot."
Rev J. If CORNELL, N Y. City: "I procured It
fora relative
The falling of the hair -topped, and
restored it from being grey to Us natural and >eautiful color.”
Rev J WEST. Brooklyn. LI: “I will testify to
their value in the m »*t liberal sense. They haa a
restored my hair where it was bald, and, when*
**
grey, to it- original color
Riv A
“I have used
WEBSTER, Boston, Mass
them with great effect. I am now neither bald
nor grey.
hair
it is now
was
and
brittle;
My
dry
soft as in youth.”
Riv. H V. DEOEN, Boston, Mass : «* That they pro
mote the growth of the h ur where baldness Is, I
have the evidence of my own eyes."

I
!

urKieer.12 (a 14

quality, and

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

Rev C A BUCK BEE.
AtoUtant Tretuurr Amriran Bible Union, Y. F City,
writes: “I very cheerfully add my testimony to
that of nhmermtt friends to the great value of Mrs.
8. A. Allen s World t Hair Restorer and Zylooals^

known

j

York A Cumberland Railroad.

THESE

C owvwwcvwtjf

Slash.125@160

EDMUND BURKE,
Late Commissioner of Patents.
"Mr R. H. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN applications. on all hut OVX of which patents havebeeu
granted, and that is note /n ruling. Such unmistakable proof of great talent and
ability on his part
leads me to recommend all inventor# to
a4ii
adit.none
apply to him 1 Citron.44
to procure their
Pea Nuts. 8«2J jacks Salt.none.
as they may be sure' ot havjiatnuts.
;
none.
the
most
common....
ir'd
Butter Salt. 22 g
faithful
ing
attention I**! owed ou their ! Figs,
New Eleme.18ca. 22
Starch.
cases, and at very reasonable charges
JOHN TAGGART.
[MOM,
'*u/y 20 |>c ad rat.
Messina. 8] «3j 'ear!.6lg8
Dnring;eight months, the subscriber, in course of Oranges—
Rafting
*r»tato.4 <*- 44
his large practice, made on /trice rejeeted annlieaBlue pcask.164 a 16
Shot p 100lbs
lions. SIXTEEN APPEALS. EVERY ONE of which
Black
'n lo
.*9"
was decided in Ais/aror, Dv the Commissioner of
[>rop. 9111 a 12
Bunch p box 4 l<»a 4 16 Ituck.
12s 124
PrteutsR. II. EDDY.
Later.4 25(a 4 3*>
Soap.
jan8eodIy
Dates.7 n 9c Duty 36 f*c ad rat.
Prunes.8^'cl 10$ Leafhe ft Gore’s, TrowRail Road Ronds.
Flonr—Portland iusp
bridge ft Smith's Exof the second mortgage Bonds of the
Superfine.... 87 26a 7 50 tra No. 1 p lb
.9Kaj 9)
Kennebec and Portland Railroad Co.. with all
Fancy.7 60*7 75 Family do.8j« 841
the interest coupons thereon due on the 16th of OcExtra .8 00*8 37 W 1..
tober, 18*12. are hereby requested to deposit the same
oA
76 K-agle Noft_
Family.8 50
in my hands, for which
Extra Superior 9 OOa9 60 ■Star.
receipt# will be given and
hereafter exchanged for certificates of stock in the
Western extras 8 12a8 60 ‘astile.
•*
8 26a 9 00 frane's.
Portland ft Kknnkbf.c Railroad, (a nc»c organfamily
ization.) as soon as the books and certificates can he
superior 8 87 a 9 00 Spice*.
.8 26«A 50 Duly
Ohio extra
prepared, in accordance with a vote of said Compadinger Root 5c,
J 8. CUSHING.
ny, Nov 8. 1*52.
family...8 75*9 00 dround dinner 8c, PepTrea-urer Portland ft Kennebec Railroad.
Canada super No 1 «<***,
per and Pimento 12c,
BtLouiiFavBrndslO '*fli Clorea I5c, Cassia 10c,
decl8 dtf
Augusta. Dec. 18. 1882
Southern III.do do '• a 1
Cassia Ruds 20c. Cinnanum 26c, Mare and NutPetapsco Family,
lb.
Rye Flour.4 * 4} megs 30c
Corn Meal.4J* 44 f'aasia p lb.47 g48c
Buckw’t FIT p ft 3Jcft4j Ploves.38 (q40
Grain.
.86 ^3fi
[linger, (Race)
Duty Com and Oat* 10c. linger. (Africa) 36 «36
FULL supply of all kinds of Stamps for sale at
Rue and Par ley 15c. and Mace.83 a 90
mv office, No. 92 Commercial street; and the
Wheat 20c P hu. From Nutmegs.93 -a96
public will be expected to use them on and alter this
Pr. Provinces free.
Pepper. 28 a 30
date. (January 1. 1883.)
Rvc.96*1 00 Pimento.24 g26
When sold in *urn« less than one dollar, payment
Oats.60 *62
Seed*.
required in Postal < urrency.
SouthYel.Corn.. 1 Qw 106 Duty IAnseed 16c p bu.,
Office Hours—9 to 12j AM; 2 to 4} P M
Corn, Mixed. ...1 00al 06 Canary 31 |>6u., Mus20
tard 3c p lb.
NArU L J MILLER, Collector
Barley.1
Shorts p ton. ...823 a^ Herds Graas,
83a 3 26
1st District State of Maine.
Janl2 dtf
Fine Feed.27 (*80 Western |Clover. .12 a 13
G rindstoafs.
Red Top.93is 84

to

FOR SMITHS' L'SE.

ZYLOBAL8AMUM ?

I

COAL

Coals are strictly of the best
warranted to give satisfaction.

AND

.9 a 14)
2.»@»4
do. (mnlium). .6 ® 6» Fmu.Site 7
do. (small).8(a, 3i tickles, p bbl_98't® 9
Fruit.
K Ire.
Duty: Cleaned lie, PadUrinatin' and Plantain*
dy )c p lt>.
Almond* Wee p lb.Ag 84
2't pc md ml
4c, and Shelled do. 6c p
ft. XutB and Date* 2c ’ortland distilled 70 a73c
P ft, (Arrantt. Fig*.
Snlrratn*.
Plum*, Prunes and fiat- (aJeratu* |> lb.7f<g 8c
sin* 6c p ft, dtron y*
Salt.
|>c ad rat.
fhity In bull: 18c. and in
Almonds—.Iordan p ft.
baya 24c |> 100 lbs.
Soft Shell.20 >«2\?c fuik's Is., i> hhd
Shelled.
*80
(8 bus ).93 nOqS 26
Currants.1&§ 16, Liverpool..3 OOp 25

"I regard 31 r. Eddy as on# of the most m/table and
$ucce*\fut practitioners with whom I have bad offiCHARLES MASON,
Commissioner of Patents.
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a person more etanpetrnt and
truettrorthy, and more capable of putting their apin

CUMBERLAND

44

LS.

cial intercourse.”

plication

GENUINE LOBBER Y,
Pure and Free Burning.

PHTPICIAX8’

FOE

For

Fall.,

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

THE

...

®66

S t uni c I
WINE.
PURE, A.ND FOUR YEARS OLD,
Of Choice Oporto Grape,

fol-

Stages leave Bath daily at 3.00 P. M., for Wiscasset, Damariscotta, Waldoboro', Warren, Rockland
aud Thomaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train from Portland.
B. H CU8HMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta. Nov. 15. 1862.
novl8

MOUNTAIN,

JOHN'S,

..

U.S. 10oa.66 (8)
12 oz .76 ®

SPEER'S

l&th,

as

Kendalpi

WOO.D,

MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZELTON LEHIGH.
COLERAINE LEHIGH,

..

foreign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Bonds,
Assignments.and all Papers or Drawings for Patents,
executed on liberal terms, and with despatch. Researches made into American or Foreign works, to
determine the validity or utility of Patents or Inventions—and legal or other advice rendered in all matters
the same. Copies of t he claims of
any
Patent furnished
remitting One Dollar Assignments recorded at
The Agency to not only the largest in New
England, hut through iltoanentors have advaiitag s for
securing Patents. oMmcertaiuing the patentability of
inventions, unsurpassed by, if not immeasurably suto, any which can be offered them elsewhere.
he Testimonials below given prove that none to
MURE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PATENT OFFICE
than thesubscrit»er: and as SUCCESS 18 THE BEST
PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, he
would add that he has abundant reason to believe,
and can
prove, that at no other office of the kind
are the charge# for professional services so moderate
The immense practice of the subscriber during twenty vears past, has enabled him to accumulate a vast
collection of specification* and official decisions relative to oatents.
These, beside* his extensive librair of legal and
mechanical work**.and full accounts of*paten's granted in the United States and Europe, rende him able,
question, to offer superior facilities for ob-

&

Nov.

A iidriwcftjnrin train, at Brun,wiek for Lew Won, Livermore
Wilton and Farand at Au,r»,ta with the .Somenwt k Kennebec Railroad for \amalboro-, Watervllle Kendall, Mill. and Skowhegan; and at
Mill,
with the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad for Burnham. Pittsfield, Newport aud Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on tha
Kennebec k Portland. Androscoggin, and Somerset
k Kennebec Roads
F'or Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Keudall’* Mills.

SPRING

HAIR RESTORER

!

Insurance,

CHEAP FOR CASH,
DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY.

|p

Wednesday,

mm a to ti;

COAL

in
RL

Life

On and after

1862, passenger trains will leave

Augusta for Bath, Portland and Boston,at 10.46 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Kailroa«l for Lewiston. Livermore
Falla, Wilton and
Farmington
Lnve Portland for Bath and
at 1.U0P M.,
Au,uit»
eonupctiua with the

J. W. IUINGEK.

jau7d3m

Whiting

practice of npw'ards of twen-

AFTER
ty yea s,continues to
ed .States; also in Great

THERE

~TZ$ZrZ35r\

that may be wauted.

—

Cuba.2it®1

R. II.

Marine, Fire and

tWK

Rhubarb.200® 226 Unseed.*184-4167
Alcohol.110® 1 26 Boiled. 1 t'Sa 1 7(i
Fluid.1 36 tfl 60 Lard Oil.1 0841 10
Camphrne.8 76a 3 80 Olive Oil.1 86a 1 82
Saltpetre.12 <®26 Castor Oil. 286(4240
Vitriol.16 ®16 Neats foot Oil. ...115*126
Oaiaaa
Dfrweadt.
P bbl.*3 0243 76
fluty Free.
P bush. 1 86*1 46
Harwood.2j®
Bra ill Wood_13 ®
Paiatn.
Camwood.4b® 4J fhity (hi White Li ait dry
or ground in oil and Bed
Fustic.
Savanvilla 2 <a2i
Lead *2 40 p 100 lbs.
Hypemic.4j<® 6 Litharge 24c, Oxide if
ifinc 2$c p lb, Frussian
Logwood,
Blue, Vermilion, Chnone
ampcachy.24® 24
St. Domingo.2® 2j
Yellow, Venetian Bed 26,
Extract I-ogwood 13 ta 14
Spanish Brown dry 20,
Nic
in oil 8(1 pc ad ral., YelWood. ®
••
Teach
.3Ja 44 low and other OekrrthOc
«
Ked
8}® 34 p 100 lbs, Paris White
**
2 ®
dru 60c, in oil *1 60,
Sapan
Bark.
60c p 100 lbs
.21® 2)
Quercitron
Ked Sanders.3 a, 0 H’tHd Lead, inoil.*11$ 4
Lewi* Lead, "
Dark.
(q 12$
lioston Lead, **
ta 12
fluty 8) Pc ad raJ.
Havens. .66c®)
Kreuch Zinc, "
l<*«lo$
**
Ainer. Zinc.
8 461
Portland. No. 3 1 10®
No. 10. M2 ®
Rochelle Yellow. 3 * 31
Kng. Veu. Had... 3 4 3$
Navy, S’r, No. 3 1 «©
No. 10 SO
Litharge..1144
Tent Duck,
Red I-cad.lli»

MISCELLANEOUS.”

LHC

the narrow gorge of every minute. Of one
thing I am sure, the unnumbered and innumerable voices of the night In camp have an ex-

Sal Soda.8j a. 4
Camphor.1 30 a 1 86
Cream Tartar-36 w82
Log wood ex. 14<® 16
Magnesia .2H a8t'»
Indigo, M la. fine 31* a 2
Madder.17c a IS

an|TH E subscriber would very
nounce to his numerous friends, ami the
that during the temporary
public
suspension of his business he
rarnfobed this well-known bouse anew, and to
now better than ever
to wait upon hto customers. and hopes by strict attention to their wanta
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. G. MAYO.
Passadumkeag, June 28,1862.
dAwtf

It seem* to me I never knew the
wind to blow so. I don't know but the tent*
will have to go pretty soon. “Turn out the
guard for the grand rounds ! There comes the
general officer of the day! Turn out! Come,
be quick! Hurry upr* The clatter of hoof*
tells me that he has gone toward the 4oth
Massachusetts. “Yell, scream, haloo, hang,
slam-baqg.” Guess the boss arc rather unruly
ill the guard-house to-night. Mayhe they
know where the hospital whisky went that
turned up missiug. “Who comes there?" "I
only wanted to know if yawed seed my man
Ben, round dish’ere camp?” Ifthe music an
animal makes, corresponds to the size of his
body, how much larger these frogs must be
than those in the north. I’ll warrant that
mouse is eating a hole into my truuk.
Won- i
d«r what key that Jack’s voice was tuned on? |
“Ding, ding, ding." Those gunboats must be a
noisy place to sleep in. The crickets chirp a*
though they were beut on Hooding the ear of
night. What kind of a creature can that be
that haa that little mite of a voice, and speaks
forty times In a minute, so mellow and soft
and sharp ?
Probably I was nervous, but then in one
minute a hundred distinct, unnameable sounds
would chime in, in strange and unutterable
harmony. It was not a song, and yet there
were voices, loud, echoing and eloquent.
It
was not a tune, and yet every key was touched,
and scales far above and below the written'
throbbed and vibrated with unutterable pulsations of tone and harmony. It was a soul
wandering astonished through the gorgeous
echoiugs of dream-land, and yet. I solemnly
aver, I was wide awake. It was a tide of
ten

dtf

THE City of Rath to one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delightfully situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
from the sea. and affords one of the most
nviting retreats from the dost and turmoil of our
cities.
The Sat. ADA hock is one of the finest, most spacious. and best appointed Hotels in the State, located
within thaee minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Landing, Poet Office, Custom House, Ac., being directly in the busiuess centre of the City.
Terms Modrmir by the Week ar
Day.
Bath, June 23. 1862.
dtf
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a

Alfred Carr,
proprietor.
BATH* MAINE.

j

Ml HA VC II

conne.'

has removed his Office to

Where he is prepared to write any amount of

_MEDICAL._

_

■

cur.

BU AS

V.

SAG.4DAHOCK HOUSE,

an

All,

-.-Term, 81 per day. Stable

Bath, Jane 23,1861.

unfortunate dog with cropt ears and
a dirty, shaggy coat, who goes on three
legs,
and. while unable to do his part of dog-work
in
the
of
voices
the night, to
by day, wishes,
be represented in the eloquence of cur-ology.
“Clink, clink, clink, clink,” as the feet of the
panting horse go by, suggests that perhaps the
“Rebs.” have attacked the outpost.
Then
comes the chirp and scream of bug and bird.
“Bang.” Who tired that inusket? My comrade in the next tent must lie better off than
poor 1, by the wav he snore* "Fire, fire. Are.” j
That is the New York fireman in Company 11,
That is the
dreaming. “Seesaw, seesaw.”
limb of the old elm, graling against the roof
of the cookhouse. That locomotive must he
j
bringing in the relieved guard, stationed up
tile railroad. "Toot, toot, toot.”
There, the
We shall get a mail now.—
steamer Is in.
j
“Thump, rattle, rattle.” There goes the top :
off the stove pipe on the surgeon’s lent.— I
“What's that, Stephen?” "Don kno, sir, gess
sombody run 'giust de cord ob de tent, sir.”—
That cavalry bugle must lie from
some I
guard relief. "Flap, flap, flap.” "Stephen,
are you sure that the pins are all fast, so that
they wont blow away ?" “I tried 'em all, sir,
and l reckon dey he all tight, sir.”
“Patter,
patter, patter.” How quick a shower does !
eome up here in the south ? “Tick, tick, tick.”
It does seein to me that my watch never tick- j
ed so loud before. Thet*! I cant turn but my
rude bedstead will screech like a spirit. “Cor- j
poral of the guard, post No. 8, double-quick V 1
This is tbe postmaster's step, lie is if after
111

ftOTEL,

MEDICAL.

PORTLANDK.R.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

No. 166 Fore St., bead of Long Wharf,

LOCUST

Ylaln*«rt.
Acid, Shellac, Copal,/tarn ar and Gums used for Ihity
6c 4> oal.
like purjntses 10c, Ab*es, Cirnfiiegs, old—none.
.42 a 44
Verdigris, ('hlorate of Trinidad,old.
Potash, Carb. Magnesia Cnha nlat i.H »!,< ■»»: O"
rfo. tart. 34a34$
6c. Roracic Acid, Yellow do.
Prussiate Potash and do. Muscovado 88 (a40
Red do. 10<^XtOMorirs, New Orleans.
Oxalic AciB^fha Sugar Port landSyrup.hhd*.none
do.
bbls 31
of Lerui 4c. Asphaltnm
ana /**-» nr». m'mwh or,
Nail*.
.Sago lie. Fpsom Stilts. fhity: rWllc. Wrought2c,
Liguortce Root, Bi-Carb. Assorted 3c p lb.'
*5 00 cash.
Soda, Caustic Soda lc; Haak
('astor Oil HOC P gaL,
Naval Storm.
Morphine ¥2 p *>i., P- Duty Turpenfine. Bonin,
um »10c |> cirf., tCopperas
Pitch, 7Vir20 prodra/.,
60c P re/., Muriatic Ac-j S. Turpentine 16c Ipgal.
id 10 pc ad o/.. Spong- far (foreign }p bbl *134 14
Isin- Hitch (Coal Tar) #4* 4$
es, Assafartida,
glass. Flor Sulphur.Sen- Rosin..18 ®2o
na, Arrowroot, Ginseng rurpentincpgal 886*3 76
2" pc. Bleaching PowOakum.
ders 30c p etc/., .Sag*. fhity: Fret.
60c p rirr., ,9a/ .Soda and American.84@ 91
So*!* Ash 4c p lb, Crude
Oil.
Brimstone 33 and /?o/f fhity Sperm, Whale and 1
do. 30 p ton, Alcohol40c
other Fink (HU if foreign fisheries 20 f»c ad i
p ga/.
6c
Alum p lb.4
ral.. Linseed, Hsmpseed I
Aloe*.30 ® 37 ami Bapeseeif 23c p gal., j
Arrow Koot.17 <a>40
(Hive 23c.
Salad 60c,
Borax.80 ®33
Faint, Seal and CocoaBrimstone (roll).
nut 10c p gal.
44® 6
Bi-Carb Soda.6j ®7 Horlland kerosene
Sulphur.0 a 6$ llluniinat'g Oil 60 4 66c

with houae.

That litmean-looking, curly
tle, plump, sharp "bow, bow, bow,” is from a
smooth, well-bred, good-natured dog.
Thai cracked, screaming, outlandish bark,
nnwriteable and unrepeatable, is evidently

MIC
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Refined
AcidfiOc,

undersigned

The

Tobncroa
Furniture.f2 ® 8
Duty: Leave* unmanu ac- Poach.8{w 6
tured 25, alt other kind* bamar.4
{aj
35 |>'c ad val.
Wool.
6’*A 10’* beet br’ds.TO (5375c /hit
ft
Costing 18c
y
do.
medium .66 aO
and under 5 fr>c. over 18c
do.
common. 60 caiS2
to 24c |> ft 8c, over 24c
ball lb* best br’da.78 (k80
9c ** ft
do. med. good.66 ik70 Fleece.46
@55c
do. common ..ftliota Lamb*.46 :ot63
Natural l^eaf, Rm.91 ® 1*
Zinc.
in
q
Fancy,
Foil.ltfk
***
Ihity: /n blocks or pigs
Tin*
ft,
l$c, in sheets 2c
Duty Pig 15c, Plate* 26 manufactures of 30 jfc
ad val.
ad val.
Bauca.caoh.6flc@ 62 Pig* and slab*.5|@ 54
Strait*, cash.48 a60 Sheet .V^olinanD. 11 j ail
Plates-Char. I.C. 9154 a 16 Sheathing.90 ®
«
do.
I.X. .lHal9
Exchange.
Coke.12k 12 4 London—60 a. 1 7.Val 80
Wood.
Pari*./3 15(g.3 20
Hard, retail.97 @8

chanuise not imported di- First Sort, 1862. .14
@16
rect from the place q/'proIron.
duct ion or growth.
Ihity Pig and Stamp 86,
Ashes.
! Bar not exceeding 860 p
Duty 10 pc ad vat.
j ton value 817 ton, exPearl p tb.84® 8j
ceeding 860 4> ton 818,
Pot.7kg 8; less than 1 inoh thick >tr
more than 7 inches wide,
Apples*
Green pbbl.16001 7t
rounds less than 1 inch
Sliced p !b.6j« Oc
j or metre than 4 inches in
Gored p tb.64 ,afi
and squares
diameter,
j
Uncored p lb.2){g 8
less than
inch or metre
than 4inches square 820,
Bread*
Railroad 812 60, Boiler
Duty: 80 pc.
Pilot p 100 lbs
96 @ 6j ami Mate 826 4> ton.
Ship. 6 1® 5) Sheet 2@2}c p fb and
Crackers per bbl.. 8)(a4
83@5 4* ton.
Crackerr, p 100 86 g40c Cominou.4fa44
Refined
Batter*
4j @5
Swede.7 @ 7J
Ihity 4c P lb.
Family p tb.22 024i' Norway.7J@ 8
Store.16 igl7 Cast Steel.26 @28
German Steel.... 17 @18
Ueaas*
Marrow p bush92 5Og2 62 Kng;)ish|Rlis.Steel.20 <a21
Pea.2 62 a, 2 75 Soring.12 a 14
Blue l'od.2 37 a2 62 Sheet Iron, final. .7 @8
Sheet Iron,Russia. 10 a 22
Caudles*
Duty Sperm and H’«jr8c. do Rus irut 13}@16
lard.
Stearins 6c, Tallow 2)c
Barrel, 4> lb.111@12
p lb.
Mould p lb.13)0014 Kegs, 4> lb.11} ftl2c
Leather.
Sperm... .32 036
ad ral.
Cheese.
Ihity 30
New York, light 30 (a32c
I>uty 4c p lb.
do. md. wts.. .82 @33
Vermout p lb... .12 <013
do. heavy.82
Couutrv.11012
@33
do. slaughter. 34
Caal—(Retail.)
@38
fir.
ProvincAmor.
From
Calfskins. .81 @ 91
Duty
es free, otherforeign Hi- Sl'ter Wax Loath. 19 @ 20
turn* nous 91 10, all othLead.
er kinds 60c P ton.
Ihity Pig 11c Ip lb.
Am. Pig 4> 100 tb.89]@ 10
Cumberl’d p ton.9100
W hi teas h.10(«
Foreign Pig.9j@ 10
Sheet and Pipe.. 11 @11$
Lehigh.100
Linar.
Franklin. 100
CodTee*
Ihity: 10 |*c ad ral.
Rockland, cask 75 @80c
Duty 6c P lb.
Java p lb.86 038c
Lumber —From yard.
St. Domingo.80 031 Clear Pine, No. 1.838 @
.33 0 ar)
do.
No.2 34 %
Rio
do.
Mocha.Kone.
No. 3 24 @
do.
No.
4. 14 @
Csrdage*
Duty Tarred2]c, Manil- Shipping Lumber. 17 @18
la 2k, all other 84 p lb.
@12
16 al6{ Hemlock.8
American P lb.
@10
Russia Hemp.1® 0194 Box Sh'ka,(cash) 46 @58c
Manilla..17)018) < lapb'ds, S ext .814 @16
do.
P
30 a 32
Boltrope, Russia. .19 020
Manilla. 2(Xg20) Sbiuglea, Ced. ext 2$@ 8
do.
do.
No.l 2 @ 2j
Cemeat*
do. ext. Pine 34 a. 4
p bbl. 91 4001 46
Laths. Spruce_12ti@i 25
Drugs a ad Dyes*
t'innado.
Pine.1 26@~ 2 00
Ihity: p Vt>—Oil
mon 92. Oil Almonds and Red < >ak Staves
80 @86
Otto of Rose 91 50, GH Mol. 11 hd. Shook a
Rergamot, t'assia and A Heads,city 262@2 76
(lores 91. Hydriod/tle Sugar dv. city. 2«2«.2,76
do. do. c’try.l
Potash 7hc,(,antharides.
25@150
Mastic, Ipecac, Rhubarb. Green Co’▼ aa'd 1 100@1 20
Cardamons, Oil Lemon. Country Riff Mol.
lo11
lid
Shooks.. 1 36(5 1 60
Anise and Orttnar,
di nr 60c, Tolu and ( Ytide
do.
OmpiorlDc,
(loops.830 @36
Hark metack Tim40c, Tartaric
ing. |> tun.10a 16
(Yearn Tartar, (H trie

..

I’rovidenee Journal, Feb. 2S.
Voice* of the Night in Camp.
The warm, murky day h;ul left uie with one
of those dull sleepless headaches,and at an early hour 1 sought to lose myself in repose.—
Sleep came not. The lirst hours, I reinemlier,
were full of ail-contused and martial scenes,
and 1 only sought to close my ears on them
and forget. One by one the drums ceased
to roll; the tone of the distant bugles died
on the air; the hum of voices grew .fainter
and fainter; the lights in the tents went out,
and all was still.
But, O, what a stillness!—
A stillness peopled with every sound. Vague,
clear, distinct tones came fro n every quarter,
in every key, iu every moment. It seemed to
me as lor hours 1 lay awake to it, that there
was not the hundredth part of a second that
was uot pierced by the voice of some animate
or inauimate tiling.
Thinking of it iu the
light of that night's experience, it does not
seem so strange that tile old worshippers fancied that the spirits of the night, iu their frantic and fantastic hours and moods, sang and
spake so as to be overheard by human ears.
The grim sentinel on his heat passed to and
fro a tew leel from my head, and the dull
•ouad of his foot became monotonous.
The
occasional approach of a tardy soldier would
call forth his quick, sharp "Who goes there?”
‘Frieud.” “Advance, triend, with the countersign.” The poor delinquent being uuprovided, then rings out "Corporal or the guard!
post No. 5.” From |>ost to post the call is repeated, till presently all is quiet again. In a
moment the time bell on the distant
gunboat
strikes its sharp, clear "ding, ding,” and like
an echo it goes from boat to boat, till it goes
the round of the fleet. "Is this the surgeon's
tent?” “No; down the line.” Theremustbe
something wrong at the stables, I think. Soon
the thumping and saddling is over.
"Bow,
wow, wow.” That is from the big. black dog
at the mansion over the Held.
That keen,

morning.

pleas-

BLISS, Proprietor.

886, Wahhihotok St., Bath.

From the

from

JONATHAN
Aug. 19. 1862.

HATH

I will meet distress and pain,
I will greet e'en death's dark reign,
I will lay me in the grave
With my heart stiii glad and brave;
Whom the Strongest doth defend.
Whom the Highest counts his friend,
Cannot perish in the end.

from some

or

ure

KENNEBEC AND

...

••

HOUSE/*

RAILROADS.

Removal !

Hyrson.76c@»l
Baleing.60 «,66
Young llysou... .76 (ty 1 Hemp
.46 <% 60
Oolong .76 #86 India. 25-33
Souchong.60 co.66
Vnr ninh.

Spruce.11

Hanover Street.Bouton.
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BUSINESS CARDS.

"

..

BLACKSTONE HOUSE,

long as

must

Steamships

run as

sun

hoarse, snappish "yeak, yeak,”

fast

"CHE.SArF.AKE," Capt. Wii.lktt,
and
"PARKERSBURG,” Captain
iioFFif an, will, until further notice,

Though to-day may not fulfill
All *hy hopes, have patience still;

*

1

LINE.

and

splendid

The

Ne’er was left a helpless prey,
Ne’er with shame was turned away
He who gave himself to God,
And on him hath cast his load;
Who in God his hope hath placed,
Shall not life in vain outwaate;
Fullest joy he yet shall taste.

Every

responsible

Portland and New York Steamers.

Bitter anguish have I borne.
Keen regret my heart hath torn,
Sorrow dimmed my weeping eyes,
Satan blinded me with lies;
Yet, at last, I am set free;
Help, protection, love, to me,
Once more true companions be.

as

and

Fare in Cabin.#160
on Deck. 1.26
taken as usual.
The Compauy are not
for baggage to
any amount exceeding #60 in value, aud that personal, titiless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every #600 additional value.
Feu. 18. 1863.
dtf
L. BILLING#, Agent.

He whom this wofld dares not face,
Hath refreshed me with his grace,
And his mighty hand unbound
Chains of hell about me wound.
Quicker, stronger leaps my blood,
Since his mercy like a flood,
Poured o’er all my heart for good.

Now

y

ever)-

Sank
realms of woe and night,
Wingeth now to heaven her flight.
to

••
Stock 10 k*c ad val.
Sort.
American reiim-d S|# 9c Twin.. .4j@6
fi 'XHy 36 |>c ad vat.
Hough.6*(ft
Tens.
Cotton bail.96c(trl00
Ifuty aoe t> lb.
Flax
“.60 (a 65

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
Expressly corrected for the I’kkbb to February 26.
An additional duty <i
Hop*.
10 Pc is levied on all nu r !>uty 5c f> lb.

Portland and Boston Line.

Be Patient.

For perchance to-morrow's

THE MARKETS.

STEAMBOATS._

_POETRY.

Dyo I

I say It boldly. aa4
And sue ibrther. that If any one buys my
mean It
not
like
doea
ft. I will refund
after
and
trying,
Dye
the money on returning me the bottle with on* hall

For coloring llair iu the world.

''Vdomlt'witb to sell it
**Agent»

dressing

can

be

to

any rebel,

supplied at wboleaalc

or

rebel «ym

price* by ad-

jOUj, „ TODD, Portland M*.
Oct. SS.dAwtf.

